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INTRODUCTION

What procedures can be used for assessing the effectiveness of

teacher preparation programs and for obtaining data on which to base

program improvement? One teacher education task force studying

evaluation and program development assessed the state of the art of

evaluation in teacher education as "one of conflicting research results,

lack of clarity and agreement about evaluation designs, and a

fragmentation of evaluation focus" (Strathe, 1982). Such evaluation of

teacher preparation programs has been primarily focused on follow-up

studies of graduates. The studies have examined various information

about graduates including graduates' perceptions about add satisfaction

with their programs, and ratings of the graduates' performance by

supervising teachers, principals and others. Despite the pressure

exerted by internal needs for evaluation and external mandates from tile

state or national level for accreditation, the state of the art has

advanced little. Cooper (1980) °observes that "very little of what is

known about evaluation models and assessment pwedures have been

applied to teacher education programs. The methodologies ... are not

well developed."

To help resolve this dilemma a collaborative effort was designed

and organized by three institutens: The College of Education, Texas

Atki University, College Station; The College of Education, The

University of Texas, Austin; and, the Research and Development Centefew,

for Teacher Education, The Universityof Texas,-Au:Ctin. The plirpoie

the endeavor was to study the lack of evaluation tools for prograM

evaluation and development, to identify specifications for alternative

evaluation models or tools, and to direct evaluation experts in the

conceptualization and development of such alternatives. The process for

reaching the goals of this developmental work covered three phases:..

needs assessing, diagnosis, and prescription.

Needs Assessing

Five teacher educator practitioners were invited to reflect on

their experience with program evaluation, to examine studies of program
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evaluation and the research base on it, and to provide recommendations

concerning unmet needs and challenges. In brief,.they were asked to

raise issues requiring attention.

Diagnosis

The written remarks of the practitioners were shared at a national

invitational working conference. (The complete list of participants is

included in the Appendix.) The practitioners' recommendations provided

the stimulus for reaction, interaction and additional inPut from all

conference participants and from three evaluation "experts" who were in

attendance in a, consultation role. In combination, they articulated

clear expressions of reality-based assignments lo the eva)uators.

Prescription

Each of the three evaluators attended to the practitioners remarks

and developed a paper designed to respond to the common concerns and

crucial problems identified by the teacher preparation program

evaluation users.

The products of the work just described are contained in this

volume. The first part includes the five papers prepared by the

practitioners to represent the state of the art, as they view it, and to

declare their needs. Following those papers are the three papers from

the evaluators which provide concepts, methods, strategies, tools,

procedures... to respond to the practitioners' needs. A last piece

provides reflections'and Concluding comments about tlie entire set of

eight papers.

A brief guide to the papers follows.

The Practitioners

J. T. Sandefur, Dean, College of Education, Western Kentucky

University, in his paper, "Teacher Education's Evaluation of Graduates:

2
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Where Are We Going and How Do We Know When We Get There?" reflects onlr

his years of experience in program evaluation. He expresses concern

about the lack of the impact of evaluation data obtained from evaluation

studies -- impact on the development and revision of the ongoing teacher

education program. Sandefur reports on the progress that has been,made

and proposes two major questions for consideration in an evaluation

program, "what do we evaluate?" and "how do we evaluate it?" He then

divides those two broad topics into_"subcomponents" which need to be

dealt With. In conclOsion, he expresses a sense of urgency to mcf9e

meaningfully with 'the implementation of effective evaluation systems

which are tied directly into program.improvement.

In "Requirements of a Data Base for Effect19e Program Evaluation,"

Robert A. Roth, Director of Teaeher Preparation and Certification

.54xvices, gichigan State Department of Education, discusses a number of

issues in need of consideration in this'domain. He'examines the need.

for evaluation and the need for a data base for decision-makinl.

, Purposes for doing evaluation and the problems encountered with

accreditation and program approval are enumerated. NCATE' and its

relevance to evaluating programs is commented on. Roth discusses the

need to focus on the quality of graduates as the outcome of teacher

education programs. He provides suggestions for doing this in a

structured, comprehensive way and.concludes by citing criteria for use

in the design of a "program evaluation/approval model."

'Maurice C. Erly who is school-based, as contrasted with institution

of higher education-based, provided the third paper; Erly, the

Cooroinating Supervisor of Staff Development in Upper Marlboro, Maryland

urges the use of a collaborattlt approdch tor assessing programs in his

paper, "A Practitioner's Perceptions Regarding Problems in Assessing the

Effectiveness of Teacher EduCation Programs.41 This LEAF staff

development practitioner describes the multiple factors influencing the

context of the new teacher entering the profession. The identification

of appropriate competencies to be considered in the comPlex context of

the beginning teacher is a very difficult endeavor. The implications of

the needed competencies for staff development, inservice, or continuing

3
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teacher education "offer a range of troublesome-obstacles." However,

chtracteristics of evaluation models )pihich one should look for in this

.complex dilemma are suggested. Erly concludes with a plea for

interinstitutional cej)aboration that would address the teacher

preparation program and schoolLdistrict needs, with suggestions for how

the collaboration might be supported.

"NCATE Accreditation: Problems, Issues anii Needed Research," is

written by William E. Gardner, Dean, University of Minnesota, and

Chairman of'the NCATE Council. Because Gardner Was requested to focus

on the role of NCATE--, in evaluation, the process of °national

accreditation in teacher education and the problems and issues in

evaluating and accrediting teacher education programs are,examined by

him. He cites the serious difficulties inherent in the accreditation

process. Thus, Gardner calls for attention to specific evaluation

issues 'and concerns and for attention to the development of better

techniques for doing evaluation. He also points to the need for

resgarch, including that which would examine the relationships between

teacher education program criteria and teacher performance. The

importance of developing a cooperative effort that would undertake

analysiS of various aspects of NCATE accreditation is sounded as a

cloiing note to the paper.

Gary R. Galluzzo, Glassboro State College, New Jersey, answers the

questions "What is the role of evaluation?" and "What is the purpose of

evaluation?" to indicate the parameters within which program evaluation

is conducted. Thus, in his paper, "Program Evaluation in Teacher

Education: From Admissions to Follow-Up," he first addresses the role

and purpose of program evaluation in teacher education. Galluzzo, in

describing an evaluation model useful to him, includes the components of

the model, the information deemed important to be obtained for each

component and suggestions about how to collect the information. The

four explicated components are admission, process, product, follow-up.

The paper concludes with considerations for implementing the evaluation

model in a teacher education program.



The Evaluators

Gary D. Borich, The University of Texas, Austin, addresses a vital

concern in "Building program Ownership: A Collaborative Approach to

Defining and Evaluating the Teacher Training Program." The Borich paper

approaches the evaluation of programs from an assessment of the need for

a "(neaningful sense of ownership in the teacher.training program among

all interested parties." Borich maintains thaf the problems experienced

by institutions in evaluating their programs are not due so much to a

lack of models but to the lack of a vehicle for engendering a feeling of

program ownership. How to get faculty in divergent fields with

divergent interests to care about more than their own limited piece of
-

the training pie is the problem.

Thus, he presents an approach for a) thinking in a structured way

about a teacher training program, b) working as a team with division and

coordination of effort and roles, c) communicating a program definition

in clear and concise notation which can aid in program 4esign,

development, and evaluation. The importance of the process of

developing a program definition builds upon documenting the ways that

teacher educators think about theiV programs and about the development

and evaluation tasks that they perform, thus, aiding teacher educators

both in theie thinking and in their ability to convey their

understanding to others. This understanding, in addition to considering

and understanding the program's architecture or donceptual structure,

makes it possible to bring about commitment, pride and ownership. In

essence, communication with constituent bodies, the understanding of the

nature and structure,of programs and a thorough knowledge of the process

of program definition seem to be essential ingredients for the

coordination, tntegration and synthesis necessary for successful teacher

preparation programs.

For this reason, Borich defines the work of program improvement as

a soc)al process and not as technology, feeling that the process of

program design, development and evaluation has too long been ignored as

the human interactive process that it is. The need for a better

understanding of the conceptual structure of programs requires

disciOlined human interction. No amount of measurement technology will

5



suffice. Borich provides a guide for the process,-of the human

interaction. 0

4

In his paper, "Introductory GujerTines for Designing Evaluations of

Teacher Education Programs," ev ator Nick L. Smith, Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory, Po and, Oregon, presents ideas for assisting

,tphose individuals who have had little or no experience in designing

evaluations of teacher preparaf)on programs. The guidelines would

assist these persont in conceptualizing the process to a degree

sufficient for engaging in meaningful discussions with qualified

evaluation practitioners. The paper presents options to be considered

in addressing five questions viewed as basic to the design of

evaluation: What is to be evaluated? Why is the evaluation being

conducted? What questions should be asked? What methods should be

used? How good is the proposed design?

Smith maintains that each evaluation must be tailored/to the local

context in which it is to occur, the needs and 'interests of relevant

parties and the resources available. The document is designed to r

facilitate the initial discussion and plans 'of individuals as they

engage in-the creation of effective .evaluation design. The parr

focuses on the evaluation design process only; other considerations,

such as implementation and management of the evaluation, are reserved to

space and treatment at a later time. Each of the five major questions

Illcomprises a section in the report, each section addressing what is to be

decided, why the decision is important, what the possible resolutions to

the decision are, and how a satisfactory decision can be reachat

Three key questions considering the evaluation of teachttr

preparation program( are addressed in the paper, "Exploration in t4

Evaluation of Teacher Education," by Daniel Stufflebeam, Westel

Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan. Stufflebeam discusses three

issues deemed important from his perspective:

1) What fundamental conceptualizations should guide a mots

to evaluate teacher education?

2) What models are appropriate and useful for applying the

recommended conceptualizations?
3) How should given models be operationalized?

6
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Each quesSion is addressed extensively in the paper; three additional

questions about evaluation are reS'erved for future explication.

The paper comes from the position that the most important purpose

of evaluation is not to prove, but to improve.and that programs cannot

work better Aless their weaknesses are identified. For these and other

reasons, teacher educators must subject their work to, competent

evaluation to sort out the good from the bad. In order.to help teacher

preparation practitioners do this, the paper has:

proposed a detailed definition of evaluation, .,
44;tended the definition ilshow how evaluation can be used
°to guide improvement efforts and serve accountability needs,

defined in detail the core concepts of context, input, process
and product evaluation and how they relate to teacher preparation
evaluation, and

4

provided general guidelines for designing evaluation studies.

Though. Stufflebeam suggests that it may be easier for professors to

give Up academic freedom than willingly submit their programs to

evaluatidh, he perceives that the teacher preparation field has

readiness to foster quality, efficiency and public credibility through
N,

evaluation and that evaluation is a fundamentally important commitment

tä improvement and ways to make that happene

A Response

Marlene Strathe is Director of the Educational Research and

/--Development Center, University or Northern Iowa. Strathe was invited to
. write a reaction or "So What?" regarding the set of eigiit papers. The

concluding papbr providek her reflections. She extracted six themes
f
which he perceived as.woven through the papers. First, she identifies

and comments on those themes and their implication for teacher education

programs and their.evaluation. Second, as a result of the six notions

and her own concerns as a teacher educator practitioner, she suggests a

number 'of directions which the agenda of program evaluation might
folloW. -

7
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This volume is the,result of an intensive, interactive effort to

look at program evaluatjon and its needs. The volume has been produced

in order to share the current assessments of practitioner teacher

educators in rIgard to evaluating teacher preparation programs, and also

to present the most current, up to date, experience and research-based

procedures which have been developed by evaluation experts to respond to

concerns and problems of teacher prepaeation program evaluation users.

The papers reflect intense concerns; abiding beliefs and a

consistent theme of urgency, 't.b do something for the profession of

teacher , educationat is practical, profitable, productive and will

lead to improvement. While the authors express their ideas and concerns

in strong statements of powerful persuasion, their points frequently are

conveyed in an informal,' familiar and conversational style. They tell

,their stories very. well.

We hope this iolume will be a useful resource to our colleagues who.

are undertaking the difficult tasks of programiievaluation.

Shirley Hord
R&D Center for Teacher Education
The University of Texas at Austin

Tom Savage
College of ducation
Texas A&M U versity
College Stat4.n, Texas

Lowell Bethel
College of Education
The University of Texas at Austin

September; 1982
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TEACHER EDUCATION'S EVALUATLON OF GRADUATES:

WHERE ARE WE GOING AND HOW DO WE KNOW WHEN WE GET THERE?*/

J. T. Sandefur
Western Kentucky University

Introduction

In 1970, I chaired one of the first NCATE teams to use the new 1970

version of the Standards. Immediately thereafter I was invited to
apPear before the NCATE Council meeting in Biloxi, Mississippi, to

describe the experience. I well remember,advising the Council that I

believed the Standards,would fly, with the possible ekception of

Standard 5.1 and StandaM 5.2, standards on evaluption of graduates and

the feedback of those evaluative data into program development. I

indicated that my team Was presented .data ftom a survey sent to

!

graduates, who-reported that their preparation pro ram was the best that

they had ever hid-, and surveys of employers, w Io sugges that he

graduates df this institution were the best that they had ever em yed.
I further suggested that the techniques of ,evaluation in teacher
education were seriously underdeveloped, and, in the absence of

,.

scientific and proven models; for the evaluation of graduates, I

predicted that future teams would be inundated with similar survieys of

graduates who would readily admit Oat their preparation program was the

best Ihey had ever had, and cooperative local school administrators who

would testify that these students were the best they could employ.

How I Became an Expert on Evaluation

I almost built a career on that one prediction. AACTE, recognizing

my exceptional insight--almost approaching clairvoyance--placed me on

*The writer acknowledges the assistance of Ronald Adams in the
conceptualization of this paper and of James Craig for assistance in the
development of the research bibliography. Both criticized the paper
more than the writer believed necessary.



4h two printings was definitely not a tribute to the quality of the work..

It was, rather, an indication of the desperate need of the institutions

facing acciTditation for help in coping with Standard 5.1.

their Commissi n onStandards. My first assignment was to attend NCATE

Council meeting to monitor the standards causing trouble. Invariably I

reported StandaAs 5.1 and 5.2, evaluation of graduates and use of

evaluative data as the standards causing the most difficulty. My data

were so impressive that I' constructed a vertical bar graph that made

Standard 5.1, in comparison to other standards, analogous to the Empire

State Building ina raw of ranch houses.

The Commission on Standards, recognizing the scientific accuracy of

my data, concluded that there was only one viable solution to the

dilemma of Standard 5.1. We would develop a series of descriptive case

studies or alternate strategies to focus on the application of this

standard. In fact, we used the term "illustrative models." As the

newest member of the Commission, I was assigned the development of the

first illustrative model .1,Nhich, incidentally, came from the printers as

An° "Illustrated" Model for the Evaluation of Teacher Ilducation

Graduates. I had several calls from readers wanting to know where the

illustrations were and, if they had been inadvertently left out, would I

send them.

My model, although unillustrated, was the only 'model to reach

print. No one else came through/The fact that AACTE quickly so'ld out

Thatjlas Prologue, What About Now?
4

The events I have described occurred in 1970-1972. Now it is 1982.

What has happened to evaluation in the intervening years? What is'the

status° and state of the art of evaluation of graduates of teacher

education programs and what has .been the impact, if any, of my

"illustrated" model for the evaluation of teacher education:graduates?'

In response to my question, "What has happened in evaluation in the

intervening years," the most significant .thing. I can think of ls that

NCATE Standard 5.1, Evaluation of Graduates, is now Standard 6.1,

Evaluation of Graduates, and Standard 5.2, Use of Evaluation Results to

Improve Programs, is now Standard 6.2, Evaluation of Results to Improve

12



Basic Programs. The practice of evaluation of graduates has made little

advance in the past ten years. I make that statement as a practitioner

who, has more than a passing interest in evaluation. I make that

statement as a member of the National Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education,,despite the fact that Bill Gardner, the Chairman of

NCATE, is in this audience and may hold a differing point of view, and I

make that statement as an NCATE team chair for each of the past three

years. The practice of evaluation is not significantly different in

1982 than it was in 1972. Institutions still,rely primarily on surveys

of graduates and employers. Furthermore, large research institutions

are hardly more sophisticated than small teaching institutions. I

surveyed the 33 institutional cases presented at the most recent NCATE

meeting in Nashville to determine the standard most frequently cited as

a weakness--I can tell you that you are already ahead of me--it was, of

course,.Standard 6.1, Evaluation of Graduates.

There is an 'area in which we have made tremendous advances in

evaluation in the past ten years. I refer to the theoretical knowledge

base about evaluation. L want to hold my comments about the significant

advances we have made in this area until after I discuss the impact of

my Illustrated Model for the Evaluation of Teacher Education_Graduates.

I'm Really Not Negative, But....

I think the model made a tremendous impaCton Western Kentucky

University. Two additional institutions adopted all or part of the
model. SeVeral institutions read the model. I believe it safe to

suggest that they read it since AACTE sold out all copies, but the model

made little or no impact on the practice of evaluation of students in

institutions across the country. Let me cite reasons becose I,believe

the reasons may also apply to 'models we will discuss during this .

conference and models that may be developed as a result of this

conference:

1. The model was too complex and too unwieldy. I was pleased
in reading Gary Borich's paper in which he described three
models for evaluation: (1) The Needs Assessment Model,
(2) The Relative- Gain Model, and (3) The Process-Product
Mcidel, that I had included all except the relative gain
component, and that only because I didn't know how. I

13



didn't believe that evaluation was capable of accomplish-
ing that in 1972. Furthermore, I'm not convinced that
it can be accomplished in 1982, except perhaps by re-
searchers in laboratory controlled experiments. I

eagerly await the development of the science to the point
that all 600 NCATE accredited institutions can employ
.4ethe validated technique for assessing pupil gain in
relation to teacher competency.

2. The model was too expensive. In the nine years we con-
ducted the study at Western Kentucky University, I
estimate that we invested between a quarter and a third
of a million dollars in evaluation--dollars that we are
no longer able to get.

3. Although the model successfully evaluated graduates,
albeit a complex, unwieldy, and expensive process, we
were never truly successful in feeding the evaluative
data back into the development of our ongoing teacher
education program,9atleast not to the extent we had
hoped. Although it must have been our fault, our
faculty seemingly never understood the relationship
between the data we collected and the ongoing revision
of the teacher education program. Perhaps the fault lay
in their lack of feeling of involvement and ownership.
They seemed to think of the project as the Dean's and
Ronald Adams' source of research and publications. Had
we the opportunity to conduct the project over, we would
have made provision for.faculty involvement both in the
decision-making and the conduct of the project.

On Second Thought

I would not leate this '169pic having you believe that our

longitudinal evaluation study was not successful. It was. Under Ronald

Adams excellent direction, the project produced dozens of publications

and presentations. To my regret, ft was better known nationally, and

perhaps internationally, than it was known- at Western Kentucky ,

University. We not only ,learned something abopt the evaluation `'6*

graduates, we learned a great deal about how not to gvaluate graduates.

Like the Farmer, We Know How to Do Better Than We Do

I said earlier that there was an 'area in which evaivation of

graduates has made -tremendous advances. That area is, of course, the

theory and knowledge base relevant to evaluation. We know "how" to

14 19



evaluate far better than we evaluate. The past few years have advanced

the knowledge base far beyond that wtich could be found in the

literature in 1972.

We know, for example, that evaluation should be conceptualized as a

process rather than a product. The idea that evaluaiion is an

instrument" or a "data set" or even a "method" is no longer

appropriate--if indeed it ever was. Nor should evaluation be equated

with research (Sommer, 1977); the two are very different processes. And

while the methods and techniques of evaluation are ,an important

component of the evaluation process in that they provide part of its

foundation, they do not define it. In short, "good" evaluation methods

provide a necessary but not sufficient condition for the conduct of

program ev,,luations.

There are many possible methods and techniques that may be used
when conducting program evaluations. Under the leadership of,

individuals such as Nick Smith (1981a, 1981b),'meta-evaluation (i.e.,

the evaluation of evaluation) has been initiated on a broad scale and

meaningful dialogue regarding alternatives (such as occurring here) has

begun (Hord and Adams, 1981). The evaluation practitioner has manY

alternatives from'which to choose in Lilding an evaluation system for a

particular program. The quasi-experimental and experimental approaches

detailed by Campbell and Stanley (1.964), the CIO (i.e., Coritent, Input;

Process; and.Product) decision-making model of evaluation developed by

Stufflebeam (1971), the procedures for conducting goal-free evaluations

proPosed by Scriven (1975, 1976), and the procedures for developing and

using reliable' and valid measurement instruments for "field" use

developed by' Brouch and Gomez (1977) and others represent some of the

"tried and true" methods that are appropriatelor use'in many evaluation

contexts. In addition, new, viable alternatives have been proposed that

give evaluation practitioners new tools to Consider. For instance:

1. Borich (1980) has proposed.a needs assessment model for
conducting program evaluations;

p.

21 Patton (1980) and others (e.g., Fairbairn, 1982) have
examined the characteristics and operational procedures
associated with qualitative evaluation techniquesi

3. Birnberg and Birnberg (1977) have outlined the zero-base
budgeting process as a viable program revitw/eva1.imp6n

15
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procedure to be used by non-profit organizations;

4. Guba (1981) has suggested investigative reporting as a
model after which to fashion the program evaluation
process;

5. Rossi, Freeman, and Wright (1979) have identified impact
assessment techniques and the procedures for their use in
conducting program evaluations;

6. Eisner (1981) has proposed that art criticism can be used-as
a model by which to review and refine the evaluation process
before it is initiated;

7. Harper and Babigian (1971) have advanced provisional analysis
as a means by which to review and refine the evaluation
process before it is initiated;

8. Chafin (1981) has outlined the procedures by which ethnographic
techniques can be used in program evaluation studies;

9. Todd, Kibler, Dodl, Walter, and Rollin (1975) have developed
the Florida Assessment/Diffusion System (FADS) for the
initiation, verification, formation, operation, and eval-
uation of educational innovations; and

10. Wolf (1975) has demonstrated that a legal, adversary model
can be successful instituted as a model of evaluation.

These and many other alternatives are being developed, tested, refined,

and incorporated into the evaluation systems--a much needed process.

Which of the many alternatives is "best" must be assessed in terms of

the particular situation .in which the evaluation is being conducted;

"best" is determined in relation to the evaluation situation, assuming,

of course, that the methods and ibeliques -possess- three important
0
characteristicA: they are reliable, they are valid, and they are

usable.

If a method or procedure is not reliable, valid, and usable, then

from a practitioner's perspective a method will have no utility. Each

set of data produced by a method or procedure must be judged according

to the quality of the .data and its usability program decision making.

We should not fall prey to Kaplan's (1964) law Of the instrument (Ae.,

evaluate only those things for which our evaluation Methods are suited)

and, thereby, allow evaluation methodology to determine program goals,

objectives, operational procedures, and so on. Quite the contrary,
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evaluation methodology should be and must remain subservient to program

concerns.

As can be seen from the sources quoted, the body of research on

evaluation is expansive, recent; most of it within the past four years,

and conducted by a new generation of researchers and evaluation experts.

Thus my contention that the knowledge base 'more nearly approaches

adequacy than ever before. Nevertheless, the practitioner is not

putting this wealth of knowledge together into a practical, functional

plan to effect the evaluation of graduates of teacher' education

programs.

So--What Can We Do to Build an Operational Evaluation System?

From our nine years.of experience at Western, Kentucky University

operating a rather extensive evaluation system, we would suggest that

there are only two major components of an operational evaluation system:

(1) what we evaluate and (2) how we evaluate it. In case you think the

problem has been understated, let me hasten to add that there are

several subcomponents that must be taken into consideration.

I. What do we evaluate?

A. State() goals and objectives of the teacher education program
provide the direction for the evaluation system. Not only
must programs have clearly stated objectives, but these goals
and objectives must be subject to evaluation and they must be
made public.

B. Sources of knowledge and beliefs

1. Program goals and objectives s'itotld be based on organized
knowledge and/or beliefs about eftective teaching and/or
effective teachers.

2. Organized knowledge and beliefs upon which programmatic
goals and objectives are based may come from several
sources including:

a. Research on teaching effectiveness
b. Formal theories of educational practice
c. Community, state, and national values
4. Unsubstantiated, commonly-held beliefs

about teaching effectiveness
e. Logical, common sense education practice

dnd "lessons" learned from' experience
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C. The'context in which education occurs is an issue in evaluation
of.teacher education programs, particularly product evaluation,
,Ifewone attempts to control for significant influences of

contextual variables such dS grade level, ability level, sex,
skio-economic factors, administrative climate, etc.

//
II. How do we evaluate?

There are alsemonsiderations in "how" we evaluate:

A. The conceOt of evaluation must be viewed from a process per-
spective rather than from a product perspective. The idea
that evaluation is an "instrument" or even a "data set" is
.no lohger appropriate if indeed it has ever been.

B. ApproaChes to evaluation may differ, however, the relationship
of the approach taken and the ultimate utilization of the data
in program decision-making must be taken into account.

C. Measureme t technique and instrumentation should be considered
in the lig t of the approach to evaluation. Regardless of the
approach, q alitative, quantitative, or whatever, each set of
measurements must be judged according to the quality of data
ana,its usab lity in program decision-making.

During our nine years of evaluation, we learned some things about

the characteristics of evaluation. Things that experienced evaluators

already knew. We learned, for example:

A. Evaluation of teacher education programs should be viewed
as liart of the teacher education program and not as a
separate, external function assigned to another unit.

B. Evaluation should be systematic rather than random,
purposeful rather than casual.

C. Evaluation should be a continuous process rather than one
shot affairs.

D. Data gathering points should be planned to provide information
at critical periods during preservice and inservice teacher
development (Entry, Matriculation, Exit, Induction and Follow-
Up).

E. Data of a longitudinal nature is preferred to cross sectional
data.

F. Analyses and reporting of data should be planned in advance

and modified with use.

G. Feedback and interpretation-of data should be systematic and
routine and viewed in light of program objectives.



H. Decisions regarding program change should be made with benefit
of the evaluation data.

I. Implementation of the decision should be monitored and viewed
as part of the program evaluation process.

J. The evaluation operational system should be reviewed period-
ically as to the relevance and usability of the data in
decision-making and in relation to stated goals and objectives.

And', in Conclusion, What is My Message?

As far as evaluation is concerned, my message is "the 30-second

shot clock has run 25 seconds, we have only about five seconds to get

the shot off." Why 'Would I use such an inept analogy? Because I

believe it to be true. The slates are rapidly pre-empting higher

education's options to develop and implement effective evaluation

systems. For example:

* Thirty-three states have taken some action relative to
competency assessment of teachers.

* Twenty of these states have introduced legislation to
accomplish the assessment. Of those states, twelve have
passed the legislation, legislation is still pending on
two, and eight failed to pass the legislation.

* In twelve states the department of education or the state
board of education mandated, or directed in some way, the
competency assessment of teachers. Action is pending in
one state and under discussion in five others.

* Twelve states havb required testing for admission and
seventeqn have testing required for certification. Eight
states require testing both for admission and certification.

* Eighteen states require testing in basic skills areas, usually
English and mathematics. Twelve require testing in professional
skills and ten require testing in academic areas.

* Six states require performance assessment on the job, usually
a probationary period of one or more years.

Why have the states taken this action? Because they believe we

have failed to assure the public of the quality of our product. They

believe that we have failed to exercise proper'controls on entry to our
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preparation programs, and they are assured that we have failed to

establish qualitative standards for exit, therefore, they have assumed

the responsibility to determine that only the able teach.

My state of Kentucky is one of those preparing to mandate

-coMpetency assessment for certification and a one-year internship with .

on-the-job assessment prior to the receipt of continuing certification.

We are presently moving toward an instrument identifying a number of

competencies a teacher must have and a five-point scale on which each of

the competencies will be rated. The rating will be conducted by the

employing school district--a principal, a supervisor, and a 4source

teacher will make the judgment. A simple system? Indeed it is. An

effective system? One can only guess at this time.

My point is obvious. Our failure to develop effective, functional

systems to evaluate our graduates and to provide developmental feedback

to our teacher &lucation programs has resulted in an action thatcwill

place that responsibility at the state level Of course, we must

continue our efforts, primarily for program improvement: but our efforts

will be secondary to the state's system of evaluation for certification

purposes.

Let's Hear It For This Conference!

This conference deserves a 21-gun salute. The need for evaluation

of teacher education graduates can in no way be overstated. But please,

don't get tied up in complex models. Please don't speak in statistics.

Please be aware thdt we already know how to evaluate better than we do.

It is my fervent hope that our evaluators/designers can, in some

exciting way, design an evaluation program that is simple, functionali,

and inexpensive. If this can be done, perhaps we can even help the

states and regain our status.

Oh yes, I almost forgot to answer the queWons I posed in the

title of this paper, "Where are we going and how will we know when we

get there?" Through the help of.experts and knowledgeable people suai

as gathered here, we are going to-aesign valid and reliable evaluation

systems to apply AD our graduates. We'll know"wheo we get there because

20
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the teacher education ins'titutions will be using our systems, something

that they have not yet done.
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REQUIREMENTS-gf A DATA BASE FOR

.EFFECTIVE PROGRAM EVALUATION

Robert A. Roth 0
Michigan State Department of Education

In 'Urder to discuss the requirements for a data base for program

evaluation, there are several key areas which warrant consideration. I

would like to comment on several of these, particularly in the context

.of program approval processes as conducted by state agencies. Although

I will focus to some extent on the state context, you will probably note

that for the most part the issties relate to* all contexts and are thus

not necessarily unique to the state perspective. I also rdll give

considerable attentioh to practical concerns, as opposed to conceptual

4ssues, whenever possible in order to facilitate practical outcomes of

our model building.

Why We\Need It

The first area of interest I would like to address is why we need
to evaluate. There are various purposes of program evaluationr and

5everal different groups who have an interest in evaluation. These, in

turn, have an effect on what Anformation is collected and how decisions

are made. An institution of higher education (IHE), which is a school,

college, or department of education (SCDE) in this instance, conducts

program evaluation for a,variety of reasons. The most important reason

should be in order to improve programs and the quality of its graduates.

Let us not forget this purpose because it is germane ,to our entire

purposehere, and I shall come back to it.

SCDE's also may evaluai, in order to differentiate among parallel

programs, particularly when a choice has to be made among these. We

also find evaluation.being conducted because of external pressures,.be

they political (from the legislature), fiscal (from funding agencies),

4equired for existence\istate approval) or desired for prestige (NCATE).

SCDE's interests thus range from survival to status.
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The public and consumers of our product certainly have an interest

in evaluation of programs. Teacher education students and parents have

a vital interest in the quality of educatAnal personnel we prepare.

Interestingly enough, however, this type of information is seldom asked

for by consumers, and-judgments about program quality are not made on
the basis of data but, rather on subjective considerations. The

contributions of personnel preparation are thus not separated from other

variables, such as conditions in the schools, and thus an accurate

assessment of 'preparation quality is not made.

I need not point out to you the tremendous criticism teacher

education has been subjected to in recent years from all quarters. The

professional literature and popular press are full of harsh assessments

of teacher education. A former college president wrote,an article for a

major city newspaper and titled it "Schools of Education Must Stop Being'

a Joke" (Bunzel, 1981). The Kappan contained an article "Why Teachers

Can't Teach"ILyons, 1980), which charged that "teacher education is a

massive fraud."--

Incidentally, the article received the prestigious National

Magazine Award for public service. This, reflects how severe the

criticism has been. This not only demonstrates a eritical need to

evaluate programs but it also presents an opportunity. If rigorous

evaluation is conducted, credibility miy improve as well as programs.

When programs can demonstrate positive outcomes, this provides the

information and oppolpnity to respond to critics.

Staie government also has a very strong interest in program

evaluation. The state protects the public interest. With mandatory

schooling, the state has aA.esponsibility to insure that the schools

have educational personnel who are appropriately prepared to be in

classrooms. Since certification is generally based on program approval

systems, evaluation of programs is the basis for the entire state

educational personnel system. Without a strong program evaluation

procedure, teacher certification is virtually meaningless.

State agencies, SCDE's, teachers, the public, and the teaching

profession as a whole all share an interest in certification

reciprocity. An effective system of reciprocity requires quality-

assurances. The Interstate Agreement on Qualification of Educational



Personnel is .-a true reciprocity system based on interstate contracts
involving states. Those contracts specifically require that each state

conduct evaluation of institutions and their programs.
. -

These various agencies have an influence on the type of evaluation

which is conducted. Formative evaluation is called for when our
interest is primarily program improvement. Summative evaluat9n is

needed by fu.nding agencies and when selecting among alter ative
programs. We thus.must ask ourselves very early in the design process

why we are evaluating, for what purpose.

I would also like to mentidh we need a data base. It is
obvious to me that-decision making of any type is hest made on the basis
of data, andRrogram evaluation is essentially a decision making
process. .The key question then becomes what the nature of those data
should be. I will address this question very directly later.

. .,

C
/

Purposes and Problems With Accreditation/Approval

if we look more closely at the area of accreditation and program
approval, we find that it too has varied purposes. Some of these are as

,

follows (Roth, 1979-80):

1. Determine if the institution meets a "minimum acceptable
level" as defined by program evaluation criteria.

,2. Determine if institutions meet quality standards of form.
These standards are at a higher level then "minimum," and
quality is oPerationally defined in terms of form (or
inputs and processes) sua as faculty degrees, rather
than substance (outcomes).

3. Determine if 'institutions meet quality standards of
substance, such as the quality of instruction (regard-
less of degrees held by faculty) and the quality of
graduates (regardless of the number and type of courses
required).

4. Verify whether or not an institution has made appropriate
progress toward achieving its own goals.

5. Provide for the improvemerl of programs and stimulate
higher quality.

6. Encourage programs to lead Jociety through innovative
viewpoints of schooling and teacher education, as
opposed to conforming to traditional modes of teaching
and teacher education.
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7. Provide for prescriptive evakation through precise
stahdards.

Provide for descriptive evaluation with more broadly
stated standards assuming there is no one best waY.

9. l)erely validate information sUbmitted by institutions.

In addition to examining purposes of program evaluation and

accreditation, we should also review what we now do and some of the

problems we are encountering. Again I would like to address this in

terms of accreditation and state program approval. Some of these

Oroblems are as follows:

1. Clarity of Purpose. Lack of clarity results in confusion over
why itis being done; the roles of those involved; and expecta-
tions of outcomes of the process. These factors promote
resistance. With clarity of intent standards can be consistent
with purpose, and procedures can lead to the desired outcome.

2. Appropriateness of Criteria. These indicators of program

quality fOrm the Oasis for the entire evaluation. If the

criteria are faulty, no matter how effective our processes
or evaluatios ard, we will not have a meaningful evaluation.

3. Cost. Costs of all types of program evaluationAave been a
iiTir problem, be they perceived or real. Program evaluation

is frequently seen as an expense with little return.

4. _bloat _Of what value is accreditation and state approval?
Quest ons have repeatedly been raised as to whether or not the
process makes a substantive contribution to the improvement

of programs. OutComes in terms of the cost, or cost-
effectiveness, is a Akey consideration.

5. Legal Issues. Education is currently experiencing a signifi-
cant increase in the number of court challenges and discussions
of issues related to legal authority and constraints, both in (

' K-12 schooling and in teacher education. Accreditation and
certification are not exceptions and will increasingly have to
face challenges related to the issues and questions arising

from a legal context. One area of concern is the nature of
evidence used in accrediting Or approving programs. Freeman

(1976, p. 104) indicates that there are four issues related to
evidence. They are: (1) kinds of evidence; (2) reliability of
evidence; (3) relevance of evidence; and (4) sufficiency of

evidence. Eacti of these need to be explored from a legal
perspective inlorder to determine the ramifications for future
court actions.
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6. Diversity of Institutions. Teather education institutions vary
cunsiderably across a number of characteristics. The various
ways in which they differ are according to size of institution,
resources available to institutions, the student body
amposition of institutions, whether or not they are privately'
or publicly funded, the level of highest degree that ls
offered, the type of campus (main or regional), and type of
mission, such as teaching, research or service. A problem
which then results is how does one allow for such institutional
differences in a common accreditation process. Does one use
the same criteria for all institutions? If One compares the
programs at one institution to others, which institutions will
form the basic reference group for the comparison?

The long standing criticism of the flexible ruler or "rubber
standard" concept reflects a concern related to differences in
institutions. The problem has materialized in the application
of standards, where some of the larger more sophisticated pro-
grams are held to more stringent standards than are the smaller
programs with limited resources. It should be noted that
whether or not this is a problem will depend upon the basic
purpose of the accreditation process. If it is to determine
whether or not indeed.the institution has achieved its ob-
jectives, then it may be appropriate to have multiple sets of
standards for yarying types of institutions. If one is con-
cerned with all institutions meeting certain rigid standards,
then inequities resulting from the application of standards
to differing degrees for different institutions becomes more
apparent.

7. Complexity of Process. One of the more frequently voiced
concerns regarding accreditation is the complexity of ac-
creditation as a process. A great deal oftime and effort
are involved in selecting an accreditation team, in or- T

ganizing the team, and scheduling the visit. An even greater
amount of time is spent at the institution developing the
self-study report which requires-volumes of data, some of
which may never be used by the accreditation team. Addi-
tionally, the on-site evaluation process itself is somewhat
complex, involving the use of standards, subjective judg-
ments, and a variety of types of data. If one looks at
the data And the process, it is necessary to determine
whether or not indeed the data and judgments are valid.
Do they measure what they are supposed to, are they truly
representative of the programs (internal validity), and
are the findings applicable to all graduates of the in-
stitution in a given period of time (external validity).

The question of ieliability is also one of interest. There
is considerable inconsistent application of standards
pdrticularly if there is not some type of common training,
or common interpretation of standards. In addition, there
is a problem with the relationship between the standards.and
the process used to evaluate the standards. The prOblem
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which we are faced with is to try-to simplify this.process
without reducing the effectiveness.of accreditation.

1-81 Evaluators. The individuals who are selected to serve on
teams will vary considerably, dependingi:upon their experience
in teacher educatia and with evaluation techniques. Some of
these individuals may not be qualified. Sometimes they are
not necessarily s lected on the basis of their qualifications
as much as they a selected since they represent specific
interest groups. Frequently, evaluators will use their
personal'experiences as the basis for comparisons and will
substitute their subjective evaluations for objective data
and objective cte9a for assessing such data. The problem
of qualified e aluators casts doubts over the reliability of
the process.

9. Overla 4nd Co rdination. Many institutions are subjected to
at least thr types of accreditation or program approvals,
The first is a regional accreditation which deals with the
overall quali ,kokthe-4nstitution. Fn addition, most states
have a program approval process which includel a-mandatory
on-site evaluation by a team selected by the state. The
third type of approval is that of voluntary national ac-
creditation, which is conducted by NCATE.

If one examines these procedures it is readily apparent that
there is a great deal of similarity in both processes and'
standards. Hence, there is a great deal of overlap of effort
and the same data are frequently reviewed by three different
teams at three different times. This results in'considerable
costs to the institutions.

The problem of coordination to eliminate unnecessary overlap
is a cost-effectiveness question which needs to be reviewed.

10. Public Disclosure. Many individuals feel that once an ac-
creditation or program review is conducted, particularly
those conducted through public agencies, that such data
should be made available to the public so that dppeopriate
decisions can be made about institutions and their programs.

ACATE and Program Deficiencies

NCATE and its findings may provide insights into the needs for

program evaluation. The NCATE standards cover a wide range of

evaluation areas, having standards for inputs and processes (form) and

outcomes (substance). The results of NCATE accreditation reviews also

provide information on program weaknesses and weaknesses in

institutional evaluation efforts.
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One .aspect of NCATE accreditation procedures which is quite

revealing is the weaknesses Cited in programs which have been denied

accreditation. Since NCATE will be described in another"paper, I will

only briefly summarize the relevant findings to illustrate my point.

The introduction to NCATE Standard 6 states that "The ultimate criterion

for judging a.teacher education program is whether it produces competent'

graduates to enter the profession and perform effectively" (NCATE, 1977,

p: .10). This standard requires that the institution developU well-

defined plan for evaluating the' teachers it prepares, and that it use

the evaluation results in.improving the program. In separate studies

Sandefur (1971) and Fritschel (1975) did analyses of NCATE reports and

Board reviews, concluding that there was little evidence of systpmatic

evaluation of grad:ates: that the greatest concetn of the NCATE

Evaluation Board was with evaluatiod of graduates and use of these
results, and ihe greater number of weaknesses, cited were for the'

"evaluation" and "use of results" standards.

In NCATE Update (NCATE's newsletter) it was reported that "For the

second consecutive year, evaluation of ghduates and use of evaluation

results occupied the top reasons for denial of accreditation of advanced

programs" (NCATE, 1901, p. 6). For basic programs these stahdards 6.1

and 6.2 ranked first and third (NCATE, 1981, p. 7) among weaknesses

cited for both those programs denied and accredited in 1980.

Common Purpose and,peed

As we look at each of the areas discussed: purposes of evaluation

and program approval; problems encountered with accreditation and state

program approval; and deficiencies in institutions as determined by

NCATE studies, it appears that there fs a common area of intent which

has also been the greatest area of weakness.. This is the need to focus

on outcomes-of teacher education programs, that is, the quality of

graduates.

Earlier 1 stated that the most important purpose of program

evaluation, or reason why SCDE's would want to evaluate their programs,

would be to improve the quality of their graduates by improving

programs. NCATE standards state tftat the ultimate criterion for judging

c
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a teacher education program is whether it produces competent graduates-.

who enter the profession and perform ettectively. This is consistent

with the state.responsibility of protecting the public interest, and the

needs of the consumer who wants assurances of quality. Also, what

better way to respond to critics and establish the credibility of

teacher education than by providing evidence of competence of graduates,

rather than by offering evidence'of form. The purposes of evaluation

and the needs of all the interest groups are beSt served by this

approach of evaluatir4 the product.

'I quite frankly believe we cannot afford any other approach;

otherwise teacher eduCation will remain at the bottom of the acidemji,:

heap and continue to be the subject.of the most vile criticism. Very

strong actions must tie taken, and rigorous evaluation of our gradUates

is one such action.

To provide further rationale, consider the relationship between

program evaluation criteria and the effectiveness of graduates. When we

evaluate factors such as faculty, facilities, and administration, we

assume that these contribute to our ultimate goal of preparing graduates

who areieffective in the classroom. There is quite a gap between these

input variables and .the resultant. product. If we measure

characteristics 'of graduates themselves, however, one need not make as

great an inference about the Irelationship between wha.t we evaluate and

effective teachers. This is depicted on figure one.

CURRENT
ACCMlEL ITATION

'INPUTS
PROCESS

ASSUMPTION

EVALUATION
PURPOSE

GRADUATES

PROGRAM ABILITIES EFFECTIVENESS
OUTCOMES---)

FIGURE ONE
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In spite of this logical, political, and practical need for

evaluation of graduates, evidence suggests that this is the) weakest part

of program evaluation. If our purpose is to improve the quality of our

graduates and our programs, then why do we not evaluate out graduates?

There, are at least three major reasons which immediately come tOmind.

Thwfirst of these is the problem of methodology. We need to develop

procedures to collect data on effectiveness of graduates. Further, we

need to make them accessible and easy to use, even for those procedures

we now have. In other words, better dissemination of practical usable

systems or packages. Recently, some such sistems have emerged (Roth,

1980-81-82). Workshops funded through state and federal grants, and

seminars by professional organizations are appropriate media.

A second reason for lack of evaluation of graduates is financial.

Institutions are either not willing to make this commitment or they are

unable to do so. We thus need to devise methods which are reisonable in

cost, and an important part of this is efficiency of evaluation.

A third.reason why we have insufficient evaluation of graduates is

that quite simply we do not require it! Our state program approval

procedures are notably weak in this regard, although there is some

interest in it (Roth, 1979, ATE). NASDTEC standards, for example, are

silent on this issue, and NCATE has not focused on this as a priority:

For years I have observed awards being given to "exemplary" teacher

education programs. These have been based on a varlet; of process type

criteria, such as school-college collaboration. What I wduld like to

see is an award for teachereducation programs based on evidence of rt

effectiveness of the program in terms of competence of graduates, or on

the basis of its system for.collecting and using data on graduate

effectiveness.

Earlier I said I would address the question of the data we need.fOr

decision making. There are two major. areas we could look at, the

preparation program itself (processes, curriculum), and the program

objectives. Data collected on each of these areas provides different

information. Figure two shows that data collected on the preparation

program tell us something about the effectiveness of the training

process. These data wou1,0 be used to revise the preparation program.
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REVTSION OF PREPARATION PROGRAM

! _PREPARATION PROGRAM
I (PROCESS, CURRICULUM)

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
(OUTCOMES, COMYETENCIES)

DATA
COLLECTION

1 1

1 DATA 1

1 1

t...

' UTILIZATION 1

I

REVISION,OF OBJECTIVES

TRAINING PROCESS I

.EFFECTIVENESS I

VALIDITY OF
OBJECTIVES

DATA
'UTILIZATION:

PROGRAM EVALUATION CYCLE

FIGURE TWO

Data collected on program objectives tell u$ something about the

validity Ôf these objectives. We then can answer questions such as:

Are the e"blished objectives appropriate? Are some of these

objectives ii.relevant or of little tmportance? Are there other

objectives which should be included. These data would be used to revise

the objectives of the program:

When we talk about measuring outcomes of programs weshould be

looking, at both knowledge and performance. The use of examinationsl for

certification is increasing throughout the coudtry. These data,

however, could also be used for purposes of program ipproval. In

addition, however, we need to ave feedback on programs from those who

have been prepared in them. This could be accompli hrough

follow-up studies of graduates. We should.also have data bas on

observations of 9raduates. This could be collected through folio 4up

studies also. Using questionnai es to ask for opinions or ratings from

supervisors or administrators i one possbility but has many shrt-
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comings, e.A., inter-observer reliability, lack of definitive criteria,

etc.

A wel,l structured system for observation of. graduatest would

conttibute significantly to improving' this type of information, and

would improve the data base we would have for program_approval

decisions. A method for collecting° reliable observation data is

currently being devised by Coker, Medley,-and Soar, and their initial

work is encouraging.

I believe that we need to establish some Outcomes-oriented stite

program approval systems. I believe this data-bii1e should be derived

from several sources and provide several types of outcoie data.

It is also important that the system be designed to insure that

such data, once obtained, can readily be used and indeed are used for

program improvement. A model of how this might be incorporated into a

state system is shown in figure three.

0

data OUTCOMES
utilization DATA BASE

Observation

internship

pre-induction

4 years
B.A.

3 years

FIGUHE THREE

montinuinK
development

One of the problems we encounter is the clarity of the descriptors

of quality. Without clearly dekribing what it is we are evaluating, it

is difficult to obtain appropriate evaluation data. SCDE's needl to

better, define what it is we want to measure and evaluate. A statement

we frequently hear, and I regretably cannot give credit to the

originator of this specific statement, goes something like this:
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"Many outcomes of teacher education programs cannot be measured
or stated in measurable terms.

These are the most important outcomes.

These are the qualities in which our graduateslexcel."

Suggested Criteria for Evaluation Design

The following issues are suggested for the design of ,a program

evaloation/apProval model. These are based on the needs identified

throughout this paper.

1. The model(s) shouldibe designed with full recognition of the
purpose of evaluation whIyit addresses. If varied purposes

could be addressed this s ould be clearly identified. If the

mooel(s) ctiOld-be adjusted for varied purposes this would in- ,f (

crease its usability.

2. Program evaluation model(s) should focus on outcomes of

preparation programs. We need to further develop these,.

3. Program evaluation model(s) should take into account a.variety
of types of programs, such as preservice and inservice'
preparation programs.

4. The model(s) should facilitate interpretation and use of data
collected in order to improve the program. Techniques for

this process should be incorporated into the model(s).

5. Utility of model(s) is important if they are to be widely used.
Feasibility or ease of use of model(s) is important so that a
variety of types of institutions with varyleg degrees of
evaluation sophisticationocan readily utilize the Oodel(s).

6. Model(s) may be developed at different"levels of sophistication so
that institutions might select an approach whith best fits its
level of expertise, available funds, etc.

C?'

7. It may he necessary to develop models which are less rigorous in

design in order o accommodate institutional restrictions, to.
insure use by inititutions with limited faculty and financial

resources.

8. For program approval purposes, model(s) should be-designed which

may be used by institutions and monitored by the state.

9
9. ' Distinctions need to be made between model(s) to be used by

institutions versus model(s) used by state systems.
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IQ 10. Program evaluation model(s) should be.cost-effective, so that
impact of the evaluation is clear and justifiable inerms of cost.
Institutions with large numbers of graduates and varied programs
are particularly faced with this probiem.A

),
11. Program evaluation model(s) shouleidentify appropriate times and

iintervals for data collection to iniure collection of data when and
only 'When it is most important and to aioid unnecessary data col-
cation.

12. Economy and efficiency of evaluation needs to be considered. The
fewest number of variables which provide a reasonably accurate
description of program quality should be sought out:

13. 'The model(s) should strive for development of criteria fof each
decision category (program elements).

14. Sampling of graduates is,the least understood and given the least
Attention in program evaluation. In terms of methodology it is
the greatest area of weakness and nee4further development as
an integral part of program evaluation-ibdels. Sampling is a k -

particular problem for institOtions with a large number of'
students to,vahed programs.

15: Methods of Using data from tests'of graduates'. knowledge nee8 to be
developed.

16. For state systems of program approval, methods of sampling programs
as well asstudents should.be considered.

17:" A'means of.intorporating and weithing various types of data in
arriving at an overall'conclusion should be part of the program )

approval system.
-

18. Evaluation model(s) should strive to diminish the variance of
evaluator differences to enhance reliability and portability of
models.

19. Methods of documenting the contribution and value of the evaluation
model itself should 6e built into the model.

20. State program approval systems in particular need legally
defensible models whose protedures, logical basis, and criteria can

q%be defended. .
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A PRACTITI6NER'S ARCEPTIOUS REGARDING

PROBLEMS IN ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF

TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Maurice C. Erly
Prince George's County-Public Schools

Maryland

The development of teacher education programs, from pre-service

through in-service, offers a challenging set of obstacles. In this

paper I will attempt to establish a context into which.a newly graduated

teacher enters the teaching profession, in which he continues his
professional growth. We will then look at some problems associated with

competency assessment and their implications for the methodological

structures foi performance evaluation. Some counsel and guidance will

then be provided for constructing some evaluation models. Enveloped

within these remarks will be some implied issues regarding my rOle as a

local educational agency staff development professional.

Today teacher education and performance occurs within multiple

context of change, accountability, and professional condIions which

significantly impact the outcomes of ieacher performance and program

development. Within the context of change we are currently having to

deal with changed attitudes, support systems, expectations and society's

value for education. Attitude change is reflected primarily in the

reluctance to accept the movement in the 70's towards innovation and

innovative practices as well as a significant reduction in the degree of

respect accorded a professional educator. Change in support is

reflected primarily in the monies allocated for the .acquisition of

resource materials and personnet assistance for the conduct of training

and performance in education. This reduction in support is generally

couched in the need for holding fast the real estate tax of citizens.

It is- also reflected as a direct result of a reouction in pupil

enrollment in the public school system. The change of expectation is

significantly different than the expectations held in the 1960's ana
early 70's. These expectations are toward a more specific outcomes-

related performance.base and in a constricted set of expectations for
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services to be delivered by schools to the individual chlld. Another

significant change in expectations is reflected in the reduction in

support for what °had previously been perceived as the "humanistic"'

teacher who now oftentimes is labeled by the critics of education as the

"whishy whashy" Creative teacher. 'Change in society's valuegof

education; in large part, is tied to the"quan'titative expression of

pupil performance (therefore teacher performance), as expressed in the

second context which. I Wish to address, which has been labeled

accountability.

The measurement of teacher performance and student gains in the

late 70's and early 80's has been expOessed through the use of numbers

rather othan letters. The alphabet which was used to describe ttie

performance of a youngster has been supplanted with the mathematical

model,of analyiis which brings every performance criterion up through

measurement through quantitative expression. This movement toward

quantified achievement has significantly reduced emphasis in curriculum

areas for which numbers cannot ,readily be assigned to student

performance, ,The Second.., consideration under the context of

accountability is the management by objectives move which began' in the

mid-seventies. 'this context, much like the quantitative approach,

requires a very specific response or every set of proposed.activities.

It is almost the parallel of numerical specificity through verbal

specificity. Implicit in this move.has been the need for pre-planning

of an activity, with the pre-stateme4 of what one intends to do,

followed by the action of "doings," followed by an evaluation system

which is asking how well you did what you said you were going to do.

This set of activities requires very specific statements of purpose and

achievement, with a parallel match between them. The third area within

the accountability context is the whole 'notion of cost effectiveness

with the decrease in-the amount of monies and personnel to carry on the

job.of schooling. There has been an increased e phasis on performance

at minimum cost. This context has permitted the reduction of fat from

the skeleton, and often generating the question, "why aren't you doing

as well as you used to?" The final accountability context is the
,

increased emphasis orCplanning and reportihg in the classroom, in the

school building; in the school system and at the univers4ty. It is

4,5
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almost as if we don't really believe what youisay you are doing unless

you can show that yotr had planned to .do that, and the plan hadneen

approved. This context has developed in some a significant feeling of

distrust and a general feeling of not being of much value.

A third area in which we can look at the context of education is

that of professional condition. There is no question that in many of

the major school systems there are fewer material and direct assistance

resources being made available in support of the teacher. In this age

of increased emphasis on staff development there has been a creeping
VW

decrease in the amount of directed assistance provided to teachers. -

Another significant professional condition is that of lower overall

educator's morale. This is perceived by some as being a direct result

of the reduced support from the community for what' is happening in

education, the reduction in psychological strokes received by teachers

who are attempting to do a good job, and the national trend of-reducing

the number of teachers employed by some of the, major school systems.

Given these forces we hear reported a higher number of professionals_who

are performing:with a personal anxiety and professional dissatisfactinn

for the job they are being asked to perform. We see an increased number
1J4

of shifting assignments requiring educators to relocate in other school

facilities on a bi-yearly basis. For many who do not relocate we see

them receiving increased numbers of assignments out-of-field of

training. Teachers are expressing dissatisfaction with receiving iflore

prescripted curriculum for implementation with less opportunity for

creative decision making and expression. We see a work force which is

older and less mobile being charged with carrying on the more demanding

business of education.

Given the context described above the teacher educator today is

faced with the demand of developing a more competent educator. This

same teacher educator worked within many of the same societal.contexts

described above. In this age of change, accountability and profetsional

condition, educators are being asked more directly io'prove that.they

make a difference in developing significant learners. The teacher

educator is being asked likewiset Thus, we are faced wit6.t.he

requirement of developing teacher education programs whichi'are to be

competency based and which can make some assesments rdgarding how
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effective a teacher the instituilon's graduates wilr be. When you

consider the multitude Of teacher eoucation programs for which

competency based prOgrams should, be oeveloped, an institution can-easily

be millions of dollars invested if(a requirement which is- indeed most

complex. It seems that if one'shogid address performance competency of

an educator those competencies should be basic competencies appropriate

.across teaching disciplines and job assignments and indeed appropriate

to many other vocational choices which may lie outside of the area of

education. Rather than develop 1,010 competencies which a.rmechanical

engineer should hive (United States Naval. Academy instructional

program), it seems to me that the investment of intellect and energy

Should be focused on'competencies which have been identified as basic or

general to education as well as other vociational choices. These:basic

(core) competencies should be very specific in nature. They shodld be

performance based, and of value to the professional as an individual as

well as an 'educator. They may be such simple competencies as an ability

to observe,_...to.cite .objective statements of What has 'been observed,

synthesizing objectively observed incidents, recognizing value

influences, or recognizing distortions .-of fact. They may be, such

competencies as being able to logically sequence incidents or events.

The, point being made is that all of* the competencies listed have

relevance in value in a wide-range of setting both inside of and outside

of education. They cross discipline and level assignments within a

school and are appropriate to one's personal life as well. Such simply

stated competencies quickly become complex when one begins to examine

how a competency is applied when it is performing a job function in an

educational setting. Synthesizing the complex environment, context of

activity, and the availability of data upon whih one acts .is a

significant challenge to the evaluator attempting to assess the

competencies Of an individual. If the assessment system is to provide a

measure of.how well one can perform within a competency area it must be

able to examine the operational levels at which one performs within the

given competency. Listed below:is a triangle yhich has been labeled

"Stages of Competency Assessment." Stages, A ihrough E represent a

movement from the practice of the competency in its simplest form

through the practice and assessment of the competency in its more
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complex form. It is a visual representation of themoltiple_levit_
which one might be asked to perform within a competency area. Level A
and the space within it demoktrites the need for the least amount of

time, effort and resotirces for assessing the competency' at that level.

Each succeeCling level requires more time, space, and planning for
assessment. The mere measure of a competency at Stage A or B does not

permit the validation of one's capacity to perform that competency in

the myriad of conditions under which he is asked to perform.

-

Stages of COmpetency Assessment

A. "Core" Competency
B. (Reconfigured competency application in single context
C. Application of competency integrated wiihin tompound context
D. Application of competency integrated within complex context
E. Combination of competency within single and compound context

To further confuse this problem of assessment you should look

simply at Stage A of the competency and apply to it some additionen

factors of complexity. These factors are not intended to be totally

inclusive but are offered solely for the Purpose of simplY describing

the problem of competency assessment. If we'took the simple notion of

objectively reporting an observation and applied the'complexity factor

of environment one can quickly' see that the degree of which one is

competent in objectively reporting what they hmie observed in a

45
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a

zontroneomvironmente-an-be significantlydifferent than how well emir

objectively repbrtss what is observed in a very uncqntrolled or chaotic

'environment. If we applied a second factor of complexity which

oftentimes can occur simultaneously with other factors we can see that

observing and then objectively reporting in a private or secluded

setting can be\ quite different in its accuracy than one which is in a

public setting which provides a wide range of additional stimuli which

may not be under one's control. Lay on to thii a, third factor of

complexity in which distractions are interfacing with the other factors,

and one readily sees that the ability to perform that basic or core

Competency called objectively reporting what was observed is indeed most

difficult. If you choose to enter'even a fourth factor and that being a

human factor called receptivity, we can see that how well one is judged

as having objectively reported what it observed is extremely mixed or

distorted.

Factors of Complexity

Ap

JCompetency

Environment* 0
controlled uncontrolled

Observation 4*
private public

Distractions*
low high

Receptivety* to

low high'

What has been attempted to this point is take a simple* core



*b.

-couipetency-and-share tieW ti-becoMes-Most complex when moving it through

Lhe stages in which you might, experience'it. The stages become more

oifficult when one begins to-a-dd the factors of complexity one faces

when trying to perform that competency. The core competency which was

used to.illustrate the stages of competency assessment and the factors

of complexity are genuinely replaced with perceived needs which are not

as specificIlly stated. In Appendix A you will note that the perceived

needs listed in the "Demographic AnalySis of Perceived Needs Survey"

have multiple meanings. What is implied when an educator indicateS a

need to improve in "dealing with disruptive students?" What are the

range of knowledge of skills and competencies which one employs when

attending to this problem or concern? How does one begin to teach each

of -these knowledge and skill competencies and how does one effectively

assess the level at which the CiiMpetency has been developed by the

learner? Quickly we see that an area of concern which many teachers may

face has a host of meanings and prescriptive. approaches -which the

learner must acquire and effectively implement. Hopefully, this example

begins to reaffirm the concerns I have for the whole notion of

competency assessment if it is permitted to be played out as thousands

of specific generic needs which are primarily focused to educational

condition& and concerns. This perceived need of "dealing with

disruptive students" could possibly be filtered down into some core

competencies that are employed not only in dealing with this particular

need but in other perceived needs listed on' this demographic analysis

such as:

Dealing with class size
Working with the mainstreamed youngsters in a regular classroom
Relating to large numbers of students on a more individualized
basis

Assessing special needs of students
1

Counseling with students that have special needs
Using ability grouping within classrooms
Managing classroom organization effectively

The above listeo perceived ,needs and concerns are an outgrowth of d

staff development survey and study conducted in our schooi sy$tem this

current year. -These are some of the needs and concerns that were

expressed by a cross-section of our professional staff. These rre then

workedipnto statements which collected 'many of the specific statements
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which permitted this broaoer statement and which were administered

through' the staff development survey. The implication for developing

effective staff development activities and their concommitant evaluation

programs offer a wange of troublesome Obstacles.

Given the social, political and economic content in which training

educators occurs and the complexity of the task of assessing to what

degree one is able to perform, it is Officult to offer counsel and

guidance for constructing evaluation models which ignore either of the

two sets of obstacles listed. Characteristics of evaluation models

which are nOt normally the focus of educational assessment but for which

I think serious consideration should be given are as follows. Do the

evaluation models permit an increment41 reaffirmation of ode's

self-worth? Do they provide increments of improvements which are

realistic within the social context of contemporary teaching? Do they

focus on knowledge and skill competencies which are basic to the

educational act, and transportable to future career choices outside of

education? Are they deveidpmental and cover a career stage of fbur to

eight years beyond one's Wthelor's degree? Are they appropriate to

performance certification for career choices inside and outside of

public education?

In examining the design of evaluation models, one should look at

items such as follows:

Does the.evaluation system demonstrate a time and resource
efficiency appropriate to the investments permitted to
educational systems for self-improvement?
Is the assessmentiapproach considered of low cost?
Are.the assessment results easily interpretable?
Can the results of the assessment be easily communicated
to the public?
Are the assessment outcomes specific rather than general,
and focused on knowledge or skill competencies?
Are the areas being measured recognized by both educators
and the public as being valuable?
Does the assessment process require special services from
outside of the organization for whom the evaluation was
designed?

Within the context of education, cited earlier in this paper, it is

my belief that these considerations are important. Current as well as

future educators_must be able to readily recognize that fhe evaluation

systems, through which they are being asked to pays, are structured to



determine the-levertofbasfic competencies of the educator. Ili this

regard there are several areas of professional development,which have

required extensive inservice and staff development programs because the

necessary skills and knowledge were not acquired during preservice

training. These areas primarily deal with 'the Specific Learning

Disabilities Program of our school system, which has taken into account

the multiple learbing styles of youngsters and the prescriptive teaching

strategies necessary for effective instruction. A second area requiring,

extensive assistance is the area of classroom* management of bothl

materials and persons as well as basic classroom organization and

reorganization.

Teacher preparation programs and school district needs cin be

better addressed if there is an interinstitutional collaborative effort

between the concerned parties. This interest should, be demonstrated

through the development, implementation and evaluation of programs not

only at the IHE but also at,the LEA as well. This interinstitutional

collaboration should occor between the LEA and its primary IHE. Such a

relationship shoOld permit the extensive-utilization of school sites for

internships, practicums, field observations and student teaching. This

is best accomplished if the commitment for such a relationship is

affirmed through the placement of key pdViOnnel of both institutions on

a regularly convened task force.

r
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DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF PERCEIVED NEEDS SURVEY

-PrOfessfonals w4t11 4-2 Years of Experience*
in Rank Order of

,,'

.

Perceive Need 1-2

,

N=110

. APPEND1X'A

Dealing with disruptive students

Working with parents on behavior

41.0

problems 30.9

Motivating stUdents . 27.3

Dealing with class size 26.7

Finding the tine to grade papers 23.2

Working with mainstreamed students
in the regular classroom 21.4

Being aware of available resources
to program effespvely for students 21.2

e

Relating to large numbers of students
on a more individualized basis 21.0:

Adapting mateHals for students
with special needs 20.5

Assessing special needs of
students 19.5

Being aware of various discipline
techniques 18.6

Preparing classroom instructional (

materials '.18.4

Evaluating the effectiveness of .

classroom teaching strategies 17.6

COunseling with students who have
special needs 17.4

Using ability grouping witiiin

classrooms 14,9

Managing classroom or4anization
effectively 14.9 1

Developing skills to ooriference-
successfully with parents 13.7

Years of Experience.
3-8

=

9715.

=N875 Nf800

41.1 44.8

26.4
se-

26.8

29.8 32.4

39.7 ' 41.4

39.3 39.5

.

26.6 31.0

12.9 12.0

35.4 37.0

23.8 23.5

20.6 18.4

16.6 15.1

22.4 22.6

10.5 11.3

16.6 19.1

16.9 17.6

15.2 15.1

10.6 9.8

Above 15
N=1830

I38.1

19.3

24.8

12.1

31.544

25.7

9.1

27.9

18.5

14.0 .

11.2

17.6

9.1

14.4

12.6

10.6

,7.6

*This chart is based upon respondees who selected responses 5, 6, & 7 indicating

experiencing a medium to major prqblem with the listed concerns.
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NCATE ACCREDITATION:

PROBLEMS, ISSUES, AND NUDED RESEARCH

William E. Gardner
University of Minnesota

This paper will eximinecthe many issues and problems in evaluating

and accrediting programs in teacher. educatiOn. It .will suggest that
there are ieveral obvious and serious difficulties which beset the

process of accreditation in this field. These.probleis demand that
attention be given to the development of better evaluation techniques

and the conduct of additional research on,a number,of factors, including

the relationship between criteria for teacher education proltams and
1, teacher performance. I will begin by discussing the process of national

accreditation in teacher edudiiion, then move to a brief analysis ofthe

problenis and issues I perceive in this,process, and finally,: point to

the specific evaluation needs occasioned by this situation.

Introduction

For about 30 year-;44,r-lhe National Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education (NCATE) has accredited programs in teacher edudation

in the United States. While other agencies (most notably the American

Psychological Assoc41ion and the American Library Association) have

also claimed and won the right to accredit school-connected programs in

their specialities, the generic accreditatioh offered undertthe NCATE
banner has prevailed and the Council recognized by the/ regulatory

agencies of the Federal government (The Council on Postsecondary

Accreditation and its precursors) as the respons4ble agency in teacher

,education.

In the beginning, NCATE was produced by a coalition of enli9htened

leaders representing the American AssOtiation of Colleges for Teacher

Education (AACTE), the NatiOnal Education Association (NEA), and the
chief state school officers. These agencies began,to tact collectively

to promote quality itandards and attempt to protect the integrity of

teacher education through a process of "peer" assessment and self-
.
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regulation. The .inflUence of. NEA was naespecially strong at the

outset, but has grown in recent years to Where it equals or surpasses

that...of AACTE.

While the number of accredited institutions has increased steadily,

a 'minority of schools, colleges, or departments of education (SCOEs)

belong to NCATE. Only 40i or so of the total number of teacher

preparing institutions have" volunteered for NCATE accreditation.

Included in the group accredited by NCATE ire a majority of the larger

institutions; probably as many, as 80% of the people entering teaching

complete programs approved by NCATE.

In several critical ways NCATE is dissimilar from accrediting
4

agencies in the more prestigious professions like law and 'medicine. In

virtually all states a prospective practitioner cannot sit for the state

examination without first completing a program at an accredited law or

medical school. In education that simply is not the case, a fact which

greatly diminishes the significance of NCATE actions. Further, in other

professions.control of the accrediting process is firmly in the hands of

pr,ictitioners$. While.law school professors or medical school deans, for

gxample, may be part of .the accreditation scene, it is clear that

control is in the hands of the "bar" or the medical examiriers. Only in

the most exaggerated definit*pn of the terMs "control" oil 1:practitioner"

could NCATE be considered under the control of the.profAsion. Rather;

governance of NCATE hears some resemblance to a parliamentarylOvernment

with, several equal-sized, factions; 'in NCATE's "parliament" there are

ihree factions (AACTE, NEA, other constituent organizations, e.g., NCTMi

NASP, etc.). The passage of .policy or the making of accreditatiOn

decisions depends upon some coalition between and among-the members of

the three groups.

NCATE differs in some degree.from other accrediting agencies also

in terms of its basic purpose: While acerediting agencies:are both

"developmental" in the sense at they attempt to help an institution

imProve its.programs, and ' gulatory!' in that they try to drive out

inferior,programs, ac rediting agencies in many other,fields tip the

scale toward, the re ul to y end. They do have the power to" control

entry into the profession because graduateseof nonaccredited, places

cannot practice. NCATE has operated until quite recently under w t
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°could te called a policy of "watchfal stimulation;" the Council Sought

to aid the cause of teacher education by ixiintling out weaknesses in

programs by alloWing provisional accreditation to be awarded pending

changes in the program. This policy has changed rather dramatically in

the last few years. The Council is now far more aggressive. It,has

declared itself to be the "standard bearer" for the consumer,....aboliShed

provisional accreditation, toughened its evaluative criteria and

increased substantially the percentage of negative acCreditatiOn

decisions. It should be borne in mind that NCATE is not,effectively

Tinked with the process of certification and licensing in states and,

henceo is a lak accreditation process compared to law and medicine.

Nonetheless, theSe recent changes have been dramatic and not without

serious consequences for IHEs. The fact 'that NCATE is basiCally

"toothless" does not remove serious emharrassment and/or public

relations problems for institutions denied accreditation.

The receRtsurge of self-consciousnest and muscle flexing by NCAiE

was accompanied (and perhaps caused) by a nation-wide increase in th

institutional approval activities of state governments., The states, of.

course, have always possessed the legitimate power reserved to them to,,

regulate higher and, hence, teacher education. But until very recently,

the policies of state departments toward teacher education could best be

described as one of'benign (in some instances, malevolent) neglect.

Within the past.decade, however, most of the 50 states have established,

review processes to evaluate both institutioni and programs in teacher

education. Whether conducted through the state bureaucracy (the

department of puhlic instruction or state departments of education) or

through teacher-dominated'boards of teaching, these efforts bear an

ama;ing similarity to what NCATE. does in fhat they employ similar

evaluative processes and Standards. Il it true that state approval

processes are mandatory and exist solely for purposes of consumer

protection, while NCATE, ii voluntary and, as noted befbre, has both

developmental and regulatory goals. Nonetheless, the NCATE process and

those of 'the various state agencies constitute the primary external

tension on programs in teacher educatihn.

It is the basic contention of this paper that both processes,'state

and national, are necessary and overall beneficial to teaéher education
,
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and.its clients, but that.they contain serious flaws which threaten

Aheir integrity and, hence, the overall concept of quality control in
,

teacher,educatton:. It would ..be legitipate to analyze both NCATE and

state processes,'bpt for Purposes of clarity and simplification, i will

.concentratt.,almost- entirely on the NCATE process'. In all 'likelihood,
,

the problems'and.issues identified here arel as -true for state approval

processes as for NCATE.

NCATEs Process of Evaluation

The process employed by NCATE involves a maximum of five steps.

1. An institution decides to apply for accreditation, and prepares

an institutional report (IA) which covers each program presented for

accreditation. The IR explains and describes the program in some

detail, indicates how the institutlon attempts to meet all of the NCATE

standards, and provides a set of base-line data about the program and

the institution.

2. The NCATE offlice appoints a team chair who leads an evaluation

team to campus for no more than three days.. During the visit the team

conducts interviews, examines records and other documents, interviews

students and faculty tn an attempt to "validate" claims made by the

institution in the IR. Before the team leaves campus, it determines by

consensus whether the institution meets or does not meet each of the

NCATE standards and whether the tnstitution has strengths or weaknesses

.in any of them.

3. Under the leadership of the team chair, the Visiting Team

prepares a written report containing the 'results of tbe Team's consensus

on the standards and its analysiS of the quality of the programs at the

institution. The institution receives a copy of this report and may

file a rejoinder presenting evidence that the team may have overlooked

ot challenging interpretations or criticisins made by 'the team.

4. cAt two of its three regular annual meetings, the Council takes

uP,accreditation cases and decides whether each-institution's programs

are actreditable or not. Audit committees composed of three Council

members are formed to review materials from the several team visits and

prepare recommendations to the Council based upon their auait.
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Institutions 4re quickly informed as t9 the action Aaken by-the Council

in regard to their programs.

5. ç4nstitutlons which are.denied accreditation may have COUncil

decisio s reviewed by an appeali board.. The appeals board may rule-in, --

favor 6 the institution or it may reaffirm the Council's decition. In

either thern' appeals board makes a recommendation to, the Council,

which then takes final action.

The Standards

The process just described is intended to assess whether an

institution has met NCATE standards. These standards are of two types,

one at each degree level. In NCATE terminology, for example, "Basic

Standards" are those applied to entry level programs while "Advanced

Standardsu are applied to graduate or post-baccalaureate programs. The

two sets follow similar formats and have Similar content, although there

are some minor differences reflecting the needs which apply to one or

another of the levels specifically.

Each set of standards is organized in six broad categories,

reflecting a 'conventional curriculum development approach. Institutions

are to determine objectives, decide who the students will be or describe

who they are, collect appropriate faculty and physical resources to

support the program, and evaluate the results in a systematic fashion.

In addition, the entire enterprise must be under the control ,of a

"designated unit" of the faculty. Basically, then, the standards gre

concerned with the governance of teacher education, its curriculum, the

way an institution selects and utilizes faculty and students, the

physical resources devoted to teacher education, and its evaluation.

The process for revising standards or adopting new ones is

relatively easy. The Council revises or adopts by a 2/3 vote at a

regular meeting, assuming that the proposed change has..been "disclosed"

for a four month period. This ease of revising encourages frequent

changes in standards. According to Alan Tom (1981), there has been a

marked increase in detail and number of standards in the past two
decades. In 1960, for example, the statement of standards contained

about 4,000 words, while the current ones are more than 50% longer and
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the 1970 standards mid-way beteen,the other, two. At the present time,

there are more than 25 standards in each set compared with 22 in 1970

and only 7 in 1960.

With only 'a few notable.exceptions, the standards are "process"

rather than "product" oriented. That is, they mandate that'institutions

have a given proces5 in place instead of'demanding tharstudents acquire

competencies in certain prescribed areas. The standards dealing.with

admissiOn, retention and advising of students, for example, ask only

that a procedure exist for each of these functions rather than

describing die desired characteristics of students at entry or exit froM

the program. Likewise, the curriculum standards mandate that programs

be designed to elicit certain behaviors linked to an institution's

conception of the teaching role; it does not demand that a given set of

objectives be adopted for the program.

How, are these standards validated? As noted above, standards are

adopted by a 2/3 majority vote of the Council. Since the voting

membership of the Council is made up of its thtee largest constituents

in equal proportion, it is clear that a new standard must be acceptable

to more than one of the constituent groups. The.NEA or the AACTE alone
.

simply Goes not have the votes to. pass a new or revised standard. All

standards, then, could be said to possess a kind of "political" validity

in that they must be produced through compromise, lobbying, or horse

trading. Several standards have an obvious "construct validity." One

of the canons of good educational practice, for example, is that all

faculty have appropriate educational credentials and be assigned to work

in their areas of expertise; few would quarrel with this construct or

principle as a criterion for a teacher education program. Other

standards lack,construct validity in which case they probably represent

a kind of consensus feeling amoing members of the Council that a given

topic or issue (e.g., multicultural education or education of the

handicapped) Or that a given proce (e.g., including students in

decision making) must be present in 161 I educational programs for future

.iteachers.

As a group, NCATE standards are Most aceurately described as broad

process goals whieh outline some desirable directions for teacher

education. Clearly, they are not criteria containing operational
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definitions. On the whole, th standards have questionable validity, at

least in the classical meaning of that terM and, hence, there is a

serious reason to be- cpncerned about the reliability of the judgments

made on the standards.

The Visiting Teams

These standards are applied to the teacher'education programs of

,institutions by the Vjsiting Teams described earlier. In the last

analysis, the Visiting Teani Report (VTR) is the major .tdeterminant of the

Council's accreditation acpoh. As noted, the Council does have other

data on which to base its decision (e.g.,, the IR, the institutional

rejoinder to the VTR), and at times, the Council overturns the findings

of the team. But exceptions here merely prove the rule; a well-written;

convincing VTR is very persuasive with the Council. They key team role

obviously is that of the chair. The chair sets the tone for the team,

plays a major role in assigning and directing the evaluation activities

of team members, and has thd major responsibility for writing the VTR

and for being the liaison between NCATE and the.institution for all

accreditation matters.

In any typical year, NCATE teams will range in size from about 5 to

16, (with a mode of 9), depending on the size and complexity of the

programs being examined. Because teams are appointed with regard to the

need for approximately equal representation from the various

constituencies in the NCATE family, assembling an NCATE team is an

exercise demanding solomonic wisdom and considerable conceptual

dexterity. A typical team will contain representatives of AACTE, NEA,

and thi specialty constituent organizations in roughly equal proportions

and.will include as well women, minorities, and students. Typically a

team will contain no one who, before the visit begins, knows anyone else

on the team, and it would be extremely unlikely that anyone on the team

would do another team visit during the same year.

The liCATE schedule most often calls for the team to arrive on a

campus on Sunday evening, 04 its validation and evaluation work on

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday morning, and depart Wednesday afternoon

following an exit visit at which team judgments are made known to the
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institution. Deviations from this schedule are rarely made, even when

an institution has a full range of graduate dna undergraduate programs

up for accreditation. Accommodation to the size, complexity, Or special

needs of.a given institution is made by expanding the size of the team

.and/or designing a person as an assistant chAr.

Problems with the NCATE Process

All systems of evaluation have problems and, of course, NCATE is no

exception. One of its basic problems flows from the fact'that teacher

education in the United States is a huge enterprise. There Are omcr.

1350 SCDEs with state approved program in teacher education. These

include some of the most prestigious, the richest, the largest, the

weakest, the poorest, and the smallest in the land. Although a minority

of the nation's SCDEs are accredited by NCATE, the magnitude of the task

dwarfs that of any other accreditation agency, not to mention the

resource base of NCATE. Of the 530 or so institutions accredited by

NCATE, each is on a seven year cycle; thus, about 75-80 institutions

must be visited by NCATE teams each year. This number will be increased

to some degree by the fact that some institutions typically requeSt.

.accreditation for new programs or for program additions on an "off

cycle" basis. Silice NCATE meets only twice a year to consider

accreditation decisions, at each of those meetings the Council on the

average must act on the applications of 35 to 40 institutions during the

two day meeting. The raw materiAl for the Council's actions is supplied

by different teams for each of the institutionyhteams which include

about .700 individuals ,drawn from diverse populations--deans and

professors (primarily education but including the Itiberal arts as well),

teachers, administrators, and, students. Such accreditation teams,

melded from disparate groups, contain people who are prbfessionals in

the respective fields, but who are basically unskilled, undoubtedly

untrained, part-time volunteers.

The sheer size and complexity of the problem, then, raise questions

about the. validity of assessments made for NCATE. Can the Council's

criteria and standards have similar meanings and be applied equally dnd

fairly across all of the institutions.visited?.
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Such a quelstion could more easily be answered affirmatively if the

standards were uniformly clear ana unambiguous. Such does not appear.to

be the case. Each standard does ask institutions to'indicate how a

given task or function is performed. For example, the practicum

standard of NCATE (2.3.4) requires that the institution provide its

students with "direct, substantial, quality participation in teaching

over en extended period of time." While this Seems clear, this

standard, ltke all the others, also contains requirements that the

program demonstrate somewhat more. As WHeeler notes, "On one level the

basic requirements are siraightforward and general: a task or function

must be performed. But in each component of every family of standards

there are requirements that call for the program to demonstrate a high

level of performance" (Wheeler, 1980, p. 22).

Wheeler claims the difference between evaluations at the two levels

is really the difference between, in, his terms, the "presence end

absence approach as opposed to the indepth approach." The former places

heavy emphasis on whether a task or a function contained in the standard

has been performed at all while the latter is concerned fundamentally,

with how well it has been performed. His observation and analysis

indicate that some Teams use only the "presence and absence" while

others probe more deeply into the qualitative dimensions of the program.

The point is that the standards contain a host sa

interrelationships and subtleties. Teams likely interpret these

standards differently arid, hence, prbvide differential evaluations.

This situation constitutes the insidious "rubber ruler" so graphically

described by deans of institutions denied accreditation.

Arther problem with the NCATE standards involves what one of my

colleagues calls, "the implementation of wishes and dreams." This is

the deplorable tendency to write standards which embody noble goals but

make demands far beyond'the limit of our knowledge about teaching or

teacher education.

A proposed rule governing bilingual teacher education in Minnesotd,

for example, enjoins IHEs to "apply teaching methods to different ways

of learning taking into conslderation how differences in culture affect

learning." Such a requirement ignores the fact that thgro is only a

very limited descriptive literature pointing to the interaction of
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culture and learning and that literature is not sufficiently developed

to provide a basis for making the kind of diagno4ic, clinical

Assessments called for in the rule. Several NCATE standdrds share this

characterfstic. The standards on multicultural and special education

(among others) call for institutions to develop competencies in their

students which are not well-specified and/or which exceed the existing

knowledge base. Without taking issue with the intent.of these rules or

their tatus as laudable goals for American schools, I must note that

our knowledge base is simply not powerful enough to enable us to work

the kinds of miracles these 'standards require. Except in the most

general sense, we do not have the knowledge and skill needed to make

prescriptive, clinical judgments.

Improving NCATE's Process of Evaluation

This paper has been sharply critical of -KATE, its standards, ant,.

process of evaluation. I must stress that NCATE accreditation has many

strengths and that the organization, does much good work (See, i.e.,

Comments by Wheeler, 1980). Even the standards which seem most

confusing and ambiguous (e.g., the governance standard, the

*multicultural education Staniard) have provided nonetheless a national

yardstick for teacher education programs and, as such, they have
t4

provided a measure of protection for 'teacher education programs which

otherWise would be at the mercy of parochial state interests.

In his presidential address to the AERA in 1980, Michael Scriven

made a devastating attack upon virtually all types of evaluation,

reserving some choice words for that carried on under the accreditation

banner. Among the various flaws and fallacies he noted were:

. . . a disastrous failure to look at the right criterion
variables (they always look at process instead of outcome
variables),; essentially, total failure to look at interpanel
reliability; no effort to avoid halo effects, no standard-

. ization of language or procedures, no calibration training
or testing of participants, no systematic study of the
.indirect costs or side-effects of programs, no follow-up,
no critical review of the process by clients or their
representatives--or no visibility for such reviews, and
so on. (Scriverr, 1980b, p. 8)
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Does' Scriven's criticism hold true for NCATE? It's tempting to

answer with a crisp 'yes,' but in truth we simply do not know. The

recent study by Wheeler concludes that ,RCATE evaluation does in fact

discover many of the worst problems and denies accreditation to some of

the marginal teacher education programs. In addition, Wheeler found the

recent NCATE efforts at self-improvement and stricter eiandards to be

impressive. Of course, he also uncovered inconsistencies in the

application, of standards 'and inconstancy in the behavior of some

evaluators (Wheeler, 1980).

I agree with Wheeler's judgment that certainly some good things

happen through NCATE evaluation, but recognizing serious weaknesses in

the process, I conclude with Scriven thit this "...aspect of

professional activity could stand much more serious analysis than it has

ever received° (Scriven, 1980, p. 8).

Beyond making the obvious suggestions of telling NCATE to improve

its standards, or better train its teams, what can the evaluation

profession say to this accreditation process? Specifically, what kind

of serious analysis is needed? Are there models which can be adapted to

NCATE's needs? What research should be undertaken on the NCATE process?

Rather than try to answer all these questions or make comprehensive

recommendationi to 'meet NCATE needs, I will lttt four issues which need

analysis and which describe the aceas of dialogue needed between those

concerned with the NCATE process and evaluation specialists-.

1. One of the most critical issues is reflected in Scriven's

outrage at the lack of product assessment in all forms of accreditation

and program approval. His deep concern is that the performance of

graduates eipaRes review; it should, he claims, be the main focus and

not just the "Ast at the banquet" (Scriven, 1980a, p. 112). The clear

implication of this point of vieW is that performance, after all, is the

central purposeof professional training and all other considerations

should be subordinated to itsleasurement. And accreditation decisions

should be made with regard to the success graduates experience in

"doing" their profession.

One can hardly quarrel with the contention that performance is of

central importance, but one can raise serious doubts about our ability

to define all aspects of teaching performance and then measure that
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performance as a function of a training Oogram. At the risk of

oversimplifying, I think we might agree within fairly broad limits on

some aspects of what constitutes the technical dimension of teaching,

and agree as well on how to measure the ability to perform technical

functions (lesson planning, control of verbal behavior, reinforcement

techniques, and so on). But there are other teacher behaviors than

technical ones and other metaphors for teachers than "teacher as

technician." As Alan Tom notes, this metaphor dencIes a person skilled

in producing student learning, but it tgnores the normative aspects of

teaching -- the teacher's sensitivity to his/her role in moral

development, in making curricular decisions about what knowledge should

be taught, and in understanding the dynamics school and classroom

(Tom, 1981). In other words, teaching has a "gestalt" which involves

more than the technical aspects of the role.

There is little, if any, consensus on these normative matters, on

what constitutes appropriate teacher behavior and hott to measure same.

Until some agreement is reached as to what conStitytes the knowledge

base, it's difficuli to see how we improVe evaluation very much by

assessing oRly the more narrow and technical outcomes of a program.

Rather desperately, and for a variety of reasons beyond the needs of

accreditation, we need research identifying those aspects of teacher
T

behavior which can be related .to training programs.

2. Another consideration for accreditors and evaluation experts is

what to do about the number and complexity of the NCATE standards. As

noted before, there are many standards, they exist at two levels,.many

are particularistic, and they are not without ambiguity. An examiriation

of the standards would certainly lead to two conclusions:- NCATE's

approach to improving its standards has been to add more of them; and it

is extremely unlikely oat any two NCATE teams could measure any

standard in exactly the same way or provtde the same operational

definition to a standard. At the very least, we need concerted expert

attention devoted to an analysts of the standards to determine whether

operational definitions can be given to any of them or 'whether it is

possible to develop a smaller number of more powerful standards.

Evaluation experts might contend that such analysis should be done

by those responsible for a0opt1ng the standards and, so, the Council
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i self hould undertake the effort. Unfortunately, that's impossible.

, The-,po tical system of NCATE has only functioned to increase the number

of st ndards, never to cause their diminishment or even their close
_

examin tion. Moreover, any suggestion by higher education to revise by

deleti n is viewed suspiciously as self-interest. What.we need is the

involvement of evaluators in the deveplopment and testing-of different

sets of standards for teacher educat,ion.

3. Another' area of consideration is the question of who should

serve on NCATE teams and how they might or should be trained. I am

convinced on the basis of my observation of and participation on about

ten such teams that the peoPle who serve are bright, without gutle or

bias, and anxious to do a good job. Unfortunately, they (we) are also

amateurs and therein lies the rub. Clearly there is ) need for the

development of training modules or packages which go biyond the

anecdotal° revel of current NCATE training packages, and we desperately

need help from the evaluation profession.

Beyond this, however, we should also examine the question of

whether NCATE teams should be ,,composed of "evaluation specialists°,

rather than "discipline specialists:" The problem may not be a tra4ning

problem (how to get the discipline specialists to do it better) but a

Conceptual one (perhaps the wrong people are doing the assessing).

Should this matter be a question of preference only? What does the

literature say about the relative merits of evaluation by the two kinds

of specialists? What research should be done? What models constructed?

4, There is increasing concern over the costs of the total NCATE

process. Although the NCATE visit itself is relatively inexpensive, the

overall cost to the institution is. quite high. The self-studyohould

involve substantial faculty time and the production and printing costs

of.the report are of increasing concern. Moreover, ttie costs of visits

are only pdrt of NCATE's eZ0enses, and institutions and the constituents

of NCATE must contribute money to support the organization's

infrastructure. As the ravages of inflation and budget cuts take their

toll the financial condition can only worsen.

To date, attacks on'this problem hdve recommended only that minor

adjustments be made in the current structure of NCATE--smaller teams,

longer periods of accreditation, fewer meetings of the Council4 and the.
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like. It would seem time tO consider some radical dlternatives to the

whole process.

What might these be? Againf the literature is noOparticularly

rich on this topic, although it does contain provocative exaciples. One

such is Henry Levin's examination of the cost utility of three methods

of determinilg teacher performance (accreditation of programs,,testing,

and observation). His study, an exercise in the/ economics of

information, suggested that the cost/utility .ratio 9f testing was

considerably lower (e.g., more efficient) than the other two.

Levin's work is not at.all conclusive, but it does suggest that

there are other evaluative techniquesand procedures which should be

examined. Again we need the consideratio of this issue by evaluators
. 3

and education researchers..

In summary, then, I think we need a cooperative effort to analyze

the degree to which NCATE can/should evaluate product as opposed to

process, the ambiguity of its standards, the composition and (perhaps)

the training of its team, and the relative costs of atcreditatiOn

against other methods of reachingre same goal. This is a very tall

order, but a very important one.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION IN TEACHER EDUCATION:

FROM ADMISSIONS THROUGH FOLLOW-Up*

Gary R. Galluzzo
Glassbov State College

The purpose of this paper isl'to outline the needs of one teacher

educator as they relate to program evaluation. But before any

discussion can begin, and the types of information which should be

included in an, evaluation are delineated, a few basic questions must

first be answered. Answers to the questions, "What is the role of

evalUation?" and "What is the purpose of evaluation?" set the outermost

'limits, or provide the parameters, within which program evaluation will

be conducted.

The role of program evaluation in teacher education should be to'

create and stimulate critical discussion about the goals and objectives

of a teacher education program. The clients of the evaluation are the

faculty, the students, and the administrators who participate in the

program. The discussion generated by the evaluation will provide common

working definitions of key principles, thus curtailing un-focused

debates on less than clear terms; thereby clearing the way for

meaningful dialogue. What is meant by "cognitive ,outcome" or
3

"performance assessment," as well "as how each is measured, should be

clear to all. In short then, the role of program evaluation is to

create an environment wherein evaluation generates discussion and is

recognized and accepted as an integral part of the teacher education

program.

The second question, "What is thegurpose of program evaluation in

teacher education?" has a two-part Nswer. The typical answer is

"because we want to make decisions about the effectiveness of the

program." It-is accepted that if we know the strengths and weaknesses

of the program, we are-in a better position to make informed decisions

about improvement. This purpose can be labelled the "program improve-

*The,author wishes to thank Dr. Ted White for his thoughtful
assistance in the preparation of this paper.
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ment purpose." Most institutiOns build their evaluation plans around

the program improvement purpose and therefore focus on various selected

outcome indicators, e,g.,'GPA, SAT scores, and others. It is assumed

then that program evaluation should be formative evaivation which seeks

to improve the process of becoming' a teacher, and -to increase the

knowledge, skills, and attitudes of preservice teachers. However, there

is\-second,.and more basic, purpose th program evaluation. This basic

purpose is concerned with processes or transaetions 'of .the'teacher

education program. What is implicit in this dual purpose approach ts

that program evalUation thAr is limited to follow-up studies, sud as

typical interpretation of NCATE's Standard 6, or limited te

product/outcome-only assessments, fails to provide a. thorough

understanding of the teacher education program; and how enterinig

students acquire those desited teacher behaviors. This is not to,indict

performance assessment or follow-up surveys, for they are essential and

must be included in any program.evaluation effort. Howevee, there is

more to evaluating a teacher education program than product or outcome

only. By collecting data On the processes or transactions of the

program, the decision-makers are in possession of much more information

which will assist in their improvement effort. The second purpose of

evaluation then, is to gain--a description and understanding of the

processes within the teacher education program. All too often, programs

are changed without knowledge of the effectiveness of the part to be

replaced. The data called for in this paper create a portrayal of thej,

process of becoming a teacher and its relation to the observed outcomes.

The next part of this paper will present an outline of the evaluation,

what information is important, and how it might be collected.

Overview'
c-

It was indicated above that a model for program evaluattbn should

be a comprehensive model that starts its data collection when students

are accepted into the professional education program. It should

continue throughout the duration of the teacher education program and

include process as well as product measures. The evaluation, model
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should terminate with a three-year follow-up effort-in which graduates

are selected at random for mailed survey or classroom,, observation.

Thus, the model in its skeleton form is at _its maximum a seven-year

model for institutions which accept students as freshmen, and a

five-year model for those institutions which accept students as juniors.

The model has four parts (see Figure,0) which indiudes admissions,

process, product, and follow-up. Within each of these four areas, the

question, "What is important to know?" must be addressed. This question

is answered below for each component of this skeleton model.

Figure 1

Skeleton of Program Evaluation Scope

Admission

Admissions

Process Product Follow-Up

For the most part, teacher education programs have specific

entrance criteria. These typically relate to the college's admissions

standards and may include SAT or ACT scores, rank in high school

graduating class, and in some instances, scores on a state test of basic

skills, usually reading, writing, and math skills. Some institutions

include a measure of a student's reasons for choosing a major in

education or any other attitude or personality measures. It would seem

valuable to have this information, not for admissions only but as

descriptive data about the characteristics of each incomin'g group.

McNergney and Carrier (1981) describe a handful of measures which

teacher educators can employ in a longitudinal study, sUch as locus of

control, .conceptual level, and teaching anxiety. That is, a selected

attitude or personality measure could be administered two or three times

throughout the evaluation cycle to monitor the changes in the students'

scores over time. While data about admissions are valuable to

undattanding any program, the beginning of a student's program presents

an excellent opportunity to begin longitudinal studies of the college

experience and the teacher education experience. The purpose of these

descriptive data is to provide a picture of who selects a major in.



education. Particularly helpful would be information about the

students' attitudes toward teaching children and other personality

variables, such as, authoritarianism or dogmatism. Placed on a

longitudinal design, theTemeasures help to reveal the shifts over time

from entry through student-teaching and possibly follow-up. Then

correlations may be run between performance and personality

characteristics.

Process Evaluation

The next area of the model is the process phase of the evaluation.

Once the student has been accepted into the program;-..the process phase

begins. There is rich data that is typically left out of program

evalutation. It is important to know what the program is like from the

students' viewpoints and the faculty members' viewpoints. For example,

it would be helpful to know their opinions and expectations about the

ielationship between their campus courses and their field experiences.

Questions sUch as, Nhat are the field experiences like?"; "What do you

think you are gaining from them?"; "How have they.failed to'meet your

expectations?"; and "Po the course,s, flow in a sequence that builds

toward student-teaching?" are all examples of interview data that would

be valuable. All of these questions could be asked in the last required

course before the professional semester, typically in courses called

"Methods and Materials" or "Curriculum and Methods." These data would

further define the processes of the teacher education program and should

be sent to the faculty members for their comments and input.

Another area of interest in process evaluation is(attrition data.

Students throughout the experience choose to change majors for a variety

of reasons. "What are those reasons?" and "What implications can be

drawn regardin(the. teacher education program?" are examples of such

questions. Some students change schools; others change because of the

financial rewards given irt other occupations1-\ethers leave because life

plans are uncertain. When and why students leave the program are

important data for decision-makers as these reasons may reflect upon the

program requirements or sequence: Program planners could then identify

those alterations. For instance, there may be a problem in
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communication with entering students, or the effects of the program

sequence on a particular majur (e.g., secondary education) may be too

demanding or begin too late. The changes made in the program may

include improving the advising process or changing the kogram-pattern

for somelnajors. The essential ingredient is that the decision to make

changes would be based on systematically acquired student input.

A third area of process evaluation is student opinion of

instruction. It would be helpful to know what the students' opinions

are of their education courses. The focus should be on objectives,

learning activities, field experiences, and course content. These data

would not be used to evaluate the instructor but would concentrate on

,student opinions about the effectiveneSs of the education courses in

meeting selected objectives.

There is ilso a side effect to student input. Those who write in

inservice teacher education recommend that teachers,become invOlved in

the planning process of their inservice activities. The use of student

interviews indirectly demonstrates to the students that their input is

valued and an integral part of evaluation in education. The evaluation

process demonstrates to the students that evaluation is not synonymous

with inability as it is usually perceived in schools.

The purpose of process evaluation should be to describe the

. experiences which students and faculty have during the program. The

description, although less "hard" than typical product evaluation, does

provide decision-makers wit information which sets the context in which

decisions about the progr m will be made. The results of process

evaluation should lead to 1nbmed decision-making, although rarely will

decisions be made until the product evaluation data are collected.

However, there may be some small adjustments in process and such

alterations are not precluded. The next phase is product evaluation.

Product Ev.aluation

There,are numerous products uf the teacher education experience and

,the purpose uf this section is to suggest those that are important to

evaluation. Typtdal among the products are cognitive performance,

attitude., dnd behavior assessment. The Overriding question in product
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evaluation is "What are the students like at the completion of the

program?" SOONally, it would be helpful to have tests that measure

what the students.know about teaching. These would be objective tests

that measure the studentsr knowlege of theory and practice in education.

The National Teachers' Exams have attempted, amidst controversy, to meet

this need. However, there has been too much debate about the content of

the NTE for them to have face validity.

It is foolhardy to want a test that does not match with the

objectives of a school's program. The objectives specified by ;the

faculty should dictate the content of the test. However, within that

constraint, there are some aspects worth emphasizing as important.

Knowledge competence. As Borich (1979) states,

"Knowledge competence is the ability to accurately recall,
paraphrase, or summarize the procedural mechanics of the
.behavior on a paper and pencil test."

What the students know about teaching is important. This is

measured best by locally-developed and validated objective and essay

tests. In order for a test of knowledge to be developed, a model for

program evaluation should guide the faculty to:

a) Select or create the objectives of the teacher education
program. The model should provide, for instance, the steps
in using a delphi technique or other sort systems, by which
objectives are derived. Or, the objectives may be drawn
from the teaching effectiveness literature.

b) Develop and field-test a measure of what the students know
about teaching. An evaluation model should give direction
in test writing and item development. A well-conceived test
should measure what the student knows about the specified
Objectives. The scope of the test should include not only
recall, but problem solving, critical thinking, decision-
making, aria the ability to communicate in written form.
For example, the test ma); set up problems and the students
must create solutions and strategies for solving them, which
draw upon the content of their programs.

Attitude and personality. Product evaluation should also include a

post-training measure of any attitude or personality measures that were

administered to students upon admission into the education sequence.

The changes in the students' scores which have occurred over time would

provide another insight'into the effects of the program. Few programs

know the attitude or personality outcomes of their programs ano how

student affect may relate to knowledge, competence or teaching
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performance. A model for evaluation should build in a pre-post design

which profiles the Changes in student attitude and/or personality.

Teacher performance: A third domain for evaluation, and the one

most typically attended to, is performance assessment. 40ne of the

remnants of the ppst-CBTE era is the continued -recognition of

performance competencies. These are teacher behaviors which have been

identified as what preservice teachers.should be able to demonstrate in

a classroom environment. Medley (1977) has labelled 'this program

evaluation. Program4 evaluation is the degree to which the 'training

program produces student-teachers who 'are able to demonstrate the

competencies of the program. By observing student-teacher behavior on

the cómpetencies, the effects of the teacher education program on

teacher perforMance are quickly gained. Aggregation of the observation

data across all students in 0 given major.provides a picture of how the

students perform before graduation,, thereby demonstrating the

effectiveness of the training experiences.

There are many ways that performance can be measured. The purpose

in this paper is not to enumerate.them, but to suggest what a model

should do to lead faculty through the process. An evaluation model

should guide the faculty two areas: competency selection and

constructing an observation instrument.

a) Competency Selection. As in the development of knowledge
objectives,'the evaluation model should provide techniques
for deriving the behaviors which sere as the competencies.
The scope of the list of competencies will be limited only
by the number of areas a faculty wants to consider. The
behavfor competencies may be drawn from research on
teaching or from close examination of the program's re-
quirements.

b) Constructing an Observation Instruipent. There are various
decisions-a faculty must make when specifying teacher per-
formance competencies, that dictate the type of instrument
that will be constructed. Some of the decisions about the
instrument that need to be made are whether it should be .

high or low inference, the format of the instrument, and
ease of implementation across many supervisors. An

, evaluation model should build in the appropriate questions
the faculty should ask itself about the construction of an
observation instrument.

(Mu the data are collected, the program planners could look for

thuse behaviors onyhich competence is not demonstrated. These data are
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then combined with the information acquired in the process evaluation

and the list of objectives generated earlier. The discrepancies between

stated competencies anCperformance are analyzed as they relate to the

process evaluation data. The discrepancies can further be analyzed for

any relationships with the student characteristics datacollected upon

entry into the program. The end result of this analysis is that the

program planners should be in a position to decide whether the program

has met the stated objectives. 'Where discrepancies between objectives

and performance exist, the planners can modify the program to

incorporate more instruction to increase students' abilities in those

competencies. Fueiher, the relationships between student

characteristics, e.g., GPA, SAT, or the attitude and personality

measures, may provide some explanation of the variance in the teacher

knowledge scores dc,teacher performance scores.

Reviewiang the product evaluation phase, one sees that there are

three main foci: knowledge of teaching competence, as measured by paper

and pencil tests; performance assessment, measured by direct

observation; and the post-training measure of the attitude or

personality characteristics. It was.also suggested that these three

areas would provide apore complete picture of the outcomes of a teacher

education program. By collecting these data, program planners can

examine the relationship between, for instance4 GPA and performance on

the test of knowledge, or between performance on the knowledge test and

teaching pdrformiance, or any of the attitudetpersonality measures and

teaching performance. As the number of students increases, the

,10t1stica1 procedures can include more than correlation, e.g., analysis
,

of (ifihdus or regression with various dependent variables.

. I Before moving to the last phase, follow-up studies, it may be

helpfuVz.to review what has been suggested thus far. At this point in

the model, the preservice teacher education program is complete. The

program planners have the information to give them an understanding of

the students who enter the program, what they experience, and what they

have gained as a result. An understanding of the program and a

knowledge of the outcomes can then be used to examine the strengths and

weaknesses of the program. Informed decisions about the program can

then.be made.
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Follow-Up Studies

The last phase of a comprehensive evaluation plan is the inclusion

of follow-up studies. As stated earlier, program follow-up studies

should be conducted for three years after graduation. There should be

'two methods used for collecting these data. TI4e two methods ore: a) in

situ observaXion, occurring in the first year of teaching; and b) a

mailed survey of teacherse' perceptions about their training program and

its relation to teaching after two years.

During the first year, follow-up data should be tollected by

sampling a group of graduates who will be observed u1ng the same

observation instrument that was.used throughout the program. The reason

for collecting observation data during the first year is that one can

mwsure changes over time in teacher'performance, and uncover the shifts

irk occur in Oactice by comparing student-teaching observations with

the follow-up ebservations. If effectik teaching behaViors are not

transferred and maintained, then there may be implications for program

modification and/or inservice program development. This analysis may be

seen as a second measure of program evaluation.

The other area of follow-up studies is a mailed survey to a Sample

of third-year teachers. The purpose of a mailed survey is to assess the

teachers' satisfaction with their training program regarding the tasks

they are performing on the job. Providing the items,for the survey

instrument are the competencies used as the outcomes of the teacher

education program. It is important to know the teachers' perceptions on

three ,poias: a) the importance of each task or competency in their

present positions; b) the degree of difficulty they have in performing

the competency; and c) the teachers' ratings of their undergraduate -

preparation for each task. These three areas would provide a picture of

what competencies the teachers find themselves performing, how

comfortable they are in performing each, and whether they feel that

their program adequately prepared them to use those competencies rat&

as important.

The data gained from follow-up syudies can now be placed along side

the evaluation data collected throughout the program. Judgments

regarding the effectiveness of the processes of the teacher education
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perceptions about their training program as preparation for te hing.

The follow-up studies also identify topics for program development in

the continuing education of teachers. The competencies on which there

are weaknesses can become inservice education programs.

program are made as they relate to the selected competenCies.and

objectives. The follow-up phase described above, also provides

information about tha processes of socialization 'for the beginning

teacher. It gives a view of, not only the immediate outComes la.f_ the

teacher education program, bu't also a view of the maintenance and

transfer of the competencies. It records changes in teaching

performance'of graduates during their first year of teaching

Some Thoughts About Implementation

One of the more obvious questions about the model suggested

throughout this paper is, "How can all this be done?" This is a

difficult question which may only be answered in practice. Some

thoughts about implementation'are offered.

.. It must be remembered that the role of evaluation 'is to foster

dialogue. In light of this role, evaluation js closely lir:Iced to

faculty development. The model should place evaluation as a regular

function mithin a teacher education program. This can be done by

creating a position and/or office of research and evaluation, or the

organtzation of'a s'tanding committee for program evaluation. Evaluation

would then become an integral part of the teacher education program and

a format far data collection could be designed.

A model that.relquires such extensive observation of teaching will

put-some constraintson.many faculties. Smaller programs may have some

difficulty in conducting so many observations. The model suggestedilere

requires in situ observation as.part of student-teaching and follow-up,

and it is recommended in this paper that follow-up observation be

conducted, at, least for a year. If it is necessary, a trade-off in.the

follow-hp'-study methodology could be made, where well constructed mailed

surveys are used instead. However, it seems that a completCpiCiure of

the teacher education program, its straegths, and its weaknesses can
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only be attained by gathering the information suggested-throughout this

paper at least once. ,

In sum, the model called for in this paper is rather extensive. In

the best of all pOssible woi.lds, it may not be extensiv'e enough, and in

.the world we live in, ii'may be too demanding and too consuming of time,

money, and human resources. However, between these two positions, a

funptiOnal model can be built. The.moderlould give teacher educators

options for program improvement: The data may not quiet education's

critics and maybe it should not. Evaluation should, at, the least,

provide teacher educators with sufficient flata to'enable discussion of

the strengths and weaknesses of programs and suggest avenues for

improvement.
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One of th\ most sharply focused outcomes of our conference was a.

convergence of viewpoint concerning the need to engender a meaningful

sense of ownership in the teacher training program among all interested

parties. An implicii and, from this participant's perspective, major

result of .our coderence was that the problems, qxperiehced by

institutiohs in evaluating their training prograps are not due sb Much

to a lack of models for evaluation as to the lack of a vehicle for

engendering a feeling of program ownershipf-- As was stated by one

conference participant, "The problem in my institution is art so much

the need for new methods fp evaluating the teacher training process but

the need for some way to get faculty in divergent fields with divergent

interests to care about more than their own limited,i.piece of the

training pi,"
.

\

Those familiar withlostitutions of higher education will recognize

that we often attempt to, achieve our training goals in piecemeal V..

fashion, through individual courses taught by faculty from different and

often highly autonomous departments. The problem is not one of seeing

the "forest" (program) "for tile trees" (individual courses) as much as -

it is one of seeing both the forest and the trees. Seei;g one's own

individual course contributions in t e co ext of the larger training

program may be one of the most siynifican4 problems faced by teacher

:- BUILDING PROGRAM OWNE-RSHIP:

A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO DEFINIVG 'AND

EVALUATING THE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

Gary D. Borich
The,University'of Texas at Austin

P.`

education programp today.
,

The pre6blem seems even greater when applied to the very special

probleMs posed when the goal is not training generally, but professional

t'raining particularly. Here, a trainee does not "commence" with siMply

a major, but with identifiable skills and p*iiels which allow one to

join a professional corp with longstanaIng rules of conduct. The

problem is'magnifieo still further in the case of teacher training in

that all of the skills and practices to be taught cannot be derived
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within any single-setting,,lield' of inquiry, OT department. The need

for coordination,'integration, and synthesis withip the training program

seems absolutely essential, yet so difficult to attain in practice.

Few viould 4rgUe that.coordination, integration, and synthesis are

essential ingredients trf a training program. When these ingredients are

missing from the 'teacher. training experience,one often notices that

training is approached from'the-perspective af how to achieve the most

immediate and concrete objectives first, as opposed to defining what the

ultimate goal bf the training program should be and How to design the

program'in sucha, way as to achieve this'goal. This often results in an.
exclusive focus, 'or overemphasis, on intermediate. or enabling'

objectives, such as the attainment of -discrete skills and-concepts

taught in individual courses, as opposed to longer term professional

practices to which the entire program should be contributing. In'these

"programs" the training task is reduced to a sequence of attacks on

specific -problems through the 'vehicle' of individual 'courses. The

problem of coor'dipation, inregration.,i.and syntheis between these

cour'Ses and the program to which they contribute is never addressed

explicitly.

What is a Training Program?.

Simply defined, a training- program is an assembly, of' related

activities des-igned to bring about.outcomes greater than _those thmat

could be produced by any ofyits CbmpOnent parts or set of component

parts. In,a very real sense a program is-greater than,the sum of-its

parts. Its advantage, over more sitsjointed and'incremental ,fOrMs pf

instruction .(e:g., the college majoe) it- that it possesses a level of

administrative coordination, instructional integration, and behavioral

synthesis that surpasges most other fOrms,,of echkation. It. fs the

relationship.among its parts and:the relationship of:these parts to the

Whole that'allows.programs to"gO beyond simple skills and-concepts to

build to desirable profegsional ractices indicativeof,the teaching

(profession. ,Knowledge and understandings .are turned into skills -and

abilities.and theseOn turn, are turnedt,into desirable professional

practices fdr,use.inAhe reT world. ..This is .a goal Ofoprofessional
'

b
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teacher training which is not' always shared by other forms,of education.

It is what makes a program more than simply a sum.total of credit hours.

There is considerable diversity in the'extent to which individual

'teacher training programs are, indeed, programs: We can find among

these "programs"drre or less adminittrative coordinartin, more or less

,k instructional integration, and more or less behavioral synthesis. If we

agree that programs should be an assembly of related activities brought

together for the purpose of teaching knowledge, understandings, skills,

and behaviors in ways that build upon one another to produce desirable

professional practices, then the problem is onelof identifying the means

by which coordination, integration, and synthesis activities can be

brought abOut to accoMplish this ehd.
,

Although many systematic barriers 4cOordination, integration and

synthesis within a racher training program could be identified, the

collective judgment of our conference seems to have 'repeatedly hit upon

the/notion of "ownership' as at.least one of these barriers. The.word

"ownership" is not used here of courie to denote posseision in the

entrepreneurial sense but rather as a word chOseri to express the related

\nOtions of commitment', involvement, and pride. Ownership seems to be an

/apt word if .our goal' is to promote. coordination, ,integration, and

synthesis--that is, if our goal is to promote the notion of a program.

It would not be difficult.to believe that the notion of a program

would be Unattainable without a ,,concomitanl feeling of ownership.

-'Indeed, it would be intirestini to gpserve across-a number of teacher

training institutions the refationship between degrees of "ownership"

and the extent .to which these instjtutions have programs that are more

than a sum total of credit hourg: If coordination, integration, and

sionthesis. Within the training program leads to ownership, then our task

is ,01e,of finding Ways of promoting these intermediate agents which are

4 responsible for program ownership.

Elements of Program Definition

There is a need for an approach to thinking about a teAef
training program that (a) brings interested parties together in a
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feeling of ownership toward the'program, and,(b) results in a product

that can aid program design, development, ana 14provement.

°One of the most 'crucial steps in the design, development, and

improvement process is the creation of a program definition. Program

definitton is a careful assessment of the why, what and how of a

program. It says why this particular type of program is needed, based

on current or foreseen- conditions which may be internal to the IHE

and/or external to the marketplace. It says what program fe tures will

serve to satisfy this need and these conditions. And, it sa s how the

program is to be constructed. A program definition contributes three

'important ingredients to the meaning of a program:
.\

(1), the reasons why the program is to be created, and which
technical, operational,.and economic constraints will
influence the selection of program activities;

(2) a descriptionsof what the progaml-is to be, in terms of
the professional activities it must provide-and the
professional practices it must produce; and

(3) a suMma6f of conditions specifying how the program is to
be constructed and implemented. This does not necessarily
specify which things wT11 be in the Oogram but, rather,
identifies criteria by which these things otay later be
Aelected or created,

Even when institutions 'have made a. commitment to program

. definition, thglikrocess of preparing a puogram definition document is a

laborious and frustrating task. This is due in part, to the intensive

interactions among program personnel called for_ by the process and, in

part, to the lack of any organized and systematic method for

. accomplishing the task. Hence, a coherent, concise and meaningful

definition of the program for all to see, to question and to improve is

often missing, incomplete, or represents unequally the viewpoints and

concerns of those who have a legitimate interest in the program.

Lacking a complete definition of the program, program administrators,
-

faculty, and local school personnel will make the missing assumptions

and decisions about a program because they must in order to get the"C

program operational or to complete their own individual tasks. Nowhere

can this be noted more frequently than when individual faculty design

mid develop courses they "think" are congruent with the professional
1 N.

ctices being sought by program administrators, department heads, and
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area coot....dinitors or when program administrafors, depirtment heads, and

area coordinators develop program goals and objectives they "think" are

embodied in the intents-1)f individual faculty. Even when the value of a

common program definition is recognized, it takes more than

determination for the definition to be realized at the individual course

level. This is,the first of many stumbling blocks in the proceSs of

building ownership.

As every teacher educator knows, it is not uncommon for programs to

claim consensus and singularity of purpose at the level of broad program

goals and aims but to exhibit diversity, competition and even conflict

at the individual course level. It is not unusual for consensus to turn

to inter se warfare when ambiguities are scraped away, laying bare the

results of ytars of entrenchment in one's own particular courst goals,

instructional style 'and professional agenda. In mahy cases this

situation is exacerbated when global, vague or overly ambitious goals

are utilized as integrative organizational mechanisms to achieve

consensus. Indeed, goal.ambiguity fosters consensus about the purpose

and function of the Program, and highly ambitious goals are always

impressive to "outsiders." But, when ambt§uous 'or highly ambitious

goals become the undergirding rationale for the program, it is at the

cost of coordination, integration, and synthesis,

One fundamental weaknes in current approaches to program

definition is n inability to foster a common and detailed understanding

of program goals and objed'ives much less articulate the specific

actjetkies and outcomes which logically floW from these goals and

objectives. Program definition can best be thought of, as "program

architecture." Program architecture implements, in good order, the

function of a program. Program definition is founded on showing-what

the functional architecture is, also showing.why it is, what it ts, and

constraining how the architecture is to realize its objectives in more

concrete form. In a sense a program definition is the scaffolding on

Which hangs the conceptual detailsof the program.

Teacher educators do not tend to think much about-the functional

architecture of their programs and certainly not in an organized and

structured way: I have found that one of the most basic difficultres in

defining teacher education programs is the tendency for us not to
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realize that an architecture to our programs eOsts. When it is

revealed, the usual reaction is "its just common sense," but as has been

remarked for ages, Common sense is an uncommon commodity. The need is .

to structure program concepts with a methodology thdt communicates the

full intent of theeprogramand that allows the4rogram to evolve and to
k

be improved by all parties to the training process.

'
I believe the analysis of program architecture and the design of

program architecture cannot be expressed concisely and unambiguously in

natural language. Natural .language, in the form of prose, is an

effective medium with which to convey our feelings, emotions, intents

and goals, but it is not very effective in communicating the complex

-relationships or ipteractions of the type so germaine to the notion of a

program. A precise, rigorous and easy to tise framework is needed tt

rept4eAn1r1 the conceptual scaffolding and interrelationships by which

programs are arranged.

The form in wbich the program definition takes shape is important

to achieving this precision and conciseness of communication. This form

must be able to convey the meaning of a program in minimal space so that

a reader can see at once everything which can be said about some aspect

of the program. 'Each program characteristic must be carefully

delineated, so a Aller can grasp the whole message. A reader must bp

able to mentally walk through the architectural structure which is

portrayed just as blueprints enable a manufacturer to "see" the parts

working together. And, finallythere must be a language or syntax to

iie the disfferent parts of the program together to form a complete

picture of the program's architecture.

This appears to be a tall order, but when done can yield a

program definition that is clear, complete, concise, and consistent. By

building and reviewing the program architecture incrementally, while the

program is being defined (or redefined), all interested parties can.have

a voice in directing the process. This "voice," Wien piaced within the

context of an approach that explicitly Urnsiders the viewpoints and

ideas of others begins the process of building "ownership." I will

return to how we might specifically build ownership within this

framework after a brief description of
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Constructing a Program Definition

Any approach tu program definition should be technically rigorOus,

but it must also be easy .and natural 'for people to use. Therefore,

improved methods of preparing A program definition must include a

process for defining a program which includes a definitiun of people's

roles and interpersonal procedures. In addition, there must be a basic

understanding of systems and a way of documenting system knowledge in

both a rigorous and easy to read format. Notation and documentation

must be based upon the idea that the human mind can understand any

amount of complexity as 4ofig as it is presented ip easy to grasp small

chunks that are structured.together to make the'whole. It also must

provide for documenting current program activities and decisions in a

way that permits for frequent review and revision.

The ideas to be described make several assumptions about 'the

design, analysis, and evaluation of a teacher'training program. These

assumptions are:

(1) The teacher training program is best studied and improved
by first expressing an indepth understanding of what the
program is which is sufficiently precise to serve as the

,

basis for program design, development, and evaluation.

(2) Analysis of the teacher tr'aining program should be from
the top down, startjng with the overall definition of
program goals and purposes and moving to speiific
activities and outcomes which logically flow from these
goals and purposes.

(3) Programs are best conceptualized as a series of component
parts or individual units with their own goai,s and,
objectives but that .are structured together th make the
whole. At every step of the process the parts being
considered must reassemble to make the whole.

(4) A.program definition should communicate component parts,
their relationships and how they comprise the program
architecture. This communication should result in a

product that is open for review, revision, and approval
by all parties interested in the traihing process.

Here is 'how the process might work. Let's start with a general or

abstract description uf a program to be" studied. If we view this

description as contained in a "black box," we can break down that box

into a number of more detailed boxes, each of which represents a major
.0



function or activity of the program. For ease of unoerstanding let's

limit the number of breakdovals (activities) at any step to,a Small,

number. Here is what the initial stages of the process might loOklike

on paper. The number of boxes--or program functions--at any given 1\evel

would of course vary with the nature of the program being studied, as

would the Almber of levels of detail.

I4,t
tr,,qnd.nq

Delo.lecl

(wnpf at
4

re .petfiC

, The program is graphically divided into., a number of general

activities, each symbolizing a major class of events within the program.:

Each general activity is then furtlier broken down Into" $ small number of

subactivtties in succeeding steps of the process.

At this point our program definition is an organized eequence uf

diagrams that describes the functional architecture of the program. A

high revel overview diagram (top box)w represents the whole program.

Each lower level diagram shows a limited amount of detail about a well-

defined activity. Detailed diagrams clarify and express morf

,

specifically the intent and meaning of the "parent" activity. Further,

each lower level diagram connects exactly into an upper level diagram to

represent the wfiole program, thus keepipg a logical relatio0ship of each

Program activity to the total program.

r-
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Let's further use our graphic technique to show two other aspects

of a program: its outcomes and its constraints. As before let's use

boxes to indicate program activities or functions. This time we will

label them as.active (ferlis in order to communicate exactly what the

program is proViding. Now, let's connect these activities to the larger

outcomes to which they are building by expressing intended relationships

between and among program activities. ,And finally, let's i#corporate

the Jnotion of constraint to indicate all those context or system

considerations that can affect the performance of the program. These

context or, system considerations are.factors within the program or

program's environment that "push down" on* individual activities to

moderate or influence their outcomes. Constraints can be things such as

funding, program priorities, feedback om results, prerequisite skills of

trainees, motivation of trainers, cooperation of LEA and the like that

can influence or moderate the outcomes of any given activity. Since the

outcomes of previous program activities can constrain or influence the

attainment of subsequent)eogram outcomes, they too can be considered

constraints.

A constraint does not hold back or limit in the usual sense of the

word. Rather, it moderates, influences, or dictates what will happen in

one bf two ways. Constraints can indicate "presses" on a program from

somewhere else in the system (e.g., state IHE, department, LEA, NCATE,

etc.) or-they can ifriginate at the same Tevel of the system at which the

program is operating, (e.g., student readiness for the activity, student

skills and aptitude, level of training of program staff, outcome of a

previous program activity, etc.).

Here's a sketch of the top two levels of a.program when activities,

outcomes and conttraints are used to communicate a program definition.

4
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General (top level) pro- AA111111L.

Whole

System or context Program

considerations.

methods of instruction" (C).

of learning" (8), "TeacM

activities, e.g.,

"Teach Cognitive procesSeS

h

content knowledge" (A

gram functions or Constraint

Specific outcome, tends

more toward enabling out-

come than longer term

professional practice.

Outcome of A influences

(constrains) B, etc.

CompreheAsive outcome,

tends more toward pro-

fessional practice than

specific skills or know-

ledge. If is a icon.:

sequence of activities

A, B, and C.

Although the sequence implied by this representation 'looks

important, its not really. What ls Important is the.dominance implied

showing in "staircase fashion" that the degree to which the outconle

is achieved by a trainee at one activity may affect how well he or she

will achieve the outcome of another activity. Consi4er the general

belief that the ability to ,subtract and to multiply must precede the

ability to divida Out of this belief we sequence training such that

6tudents can already subtract anti multiply before we attempt to teach

division. The sequence is thought to be important. It's liot really. .

What is important are the constraints on learning division, two of thd

most salient of which are.the ability to subtract and multiply.

Constraint and sequence so often go hand-in-hand that we are cognizant

only of sequence, when actually it is the principle of constraint'that

is most critical to the design, development, and improvement of a

program._ One implication of this is that sequence does not always imply
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constraint. We migPit ask, for example, to what extent is the sequencing

of individual activities i9 a teacher training program a result of

constraint and how much of this sequencing is due simply to convention

and tradition. Knowledge of constraint aids our conceptual

understanding of a program (and hence its design, development, and

evaluation) while knowledge of sequence aids our.implementation of a
program. Below are two of tfie many possible alternative designs for a

program, communicated by utilizing the notion of constraint.

All activities'ard independent of

one another.

Terminal outcome,

tending toward

professional

practice.

"A" does not constrain "B" or "C"

but "B" constrains "C" An order

to attain terminal outcome.

This raises an important point. We are not drawing a wiring

diagram, flow chart, or organization chart when preparing a program

definition. We are attempting to define a program not in terms of the

steps or stages required for its implementation but in terms of its

instructional activities and the interactions and relationships that

make these activities build upon one another to achieve outcomes more

comprehensive than can be achieved by any single activity or set of

activities. One of the paths to understanding those interactions and

relationships is through the notion of constraint.

By linking activities to one another, thinking about constraints

both internal and external to the program, and identifying the outcomes

which emu*, we avoid ambiguities and vagueries of thought about a

programand arrive at.the architecture whichidistinguishes a certain set

of activities as a program and not just as a sum total of credit hours.
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4
The approach to program definition I am describing structures a program

conceptually. And, it is this conceptual structure or architecture that

is most needed for program design, development and evaluation. It is

also that which is most ignored in current approaches to analyzing and

improving teacher training. programs. I have 4/imply introduced the

rudiments of an approach for understanding, documenting, revising, and

communicating the definition of a program through this architecture.

In short, I have suggested how to prepare a program definition

document which allows the meaning of a program to'emerge from:

(1) an orderly and well-structured decomposition of intended
program-activities,

(2) the creation of conceptually defined subunits of program
activity that are.sized to suit the modes of thinking
and understanding of program personnel, and

(3)Jhe representation of program parts which always shows
their relation to other parts and to the whole.

This process may be carried out to any degree of depth, breadth,

and scope.

The Human Side of Program Definition

ihr

When thinking about why program definitions are neither

well-structured or ioell documented, one must not forget--that any

proposed approach must be people oriented. Behaviors, activities Ind

constraints matter very much, but it is the wishes, 'ideas, -needs,

concerns, and skills of people that determine the program. fhe

definition of a training program can qnly be addressed through the

interaction of all people 'who have an interest:in it. One of the

current difficulties in preparing a program ,definition is that

individual program personnel often implement their own planning, and

design concepts. Their background leads them, however well intentioned,

to think of program parts rather than program wholes and to measure

outcomes and not.to define activities or their constraints. A failure

to;Aefine the program as parts working in concert to produce the whole

leads to the very lack of coordination, integration, and synthesis noted

earlier as a stumbling block to buildingvownership. Hence, with-out a
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program definition to bring conceptual clarity and precision to program

interactions and relationships there often appears to be.ne peed within

the training program to address explicitly the relationship between

individual courses and the whole progriM. This redUCes the training

experience to a series of one semester attacks on specific behavioral

goals. Den when program modifications seem called for by NCATE, state

certification boards or professional standards and practices, often a

program definition still is not prepared. If modifications are called

for in area Y, theo-rogram revises or creates a course in area Y. If

what is done in area Y cretes'a problem in area,Z, area Z, in turn, is

"fixed." Thus, program modifications are confronted through a sequence

of remedial attacks on specific problems and the coo dination between

program areas and the.whole program is never explicitl addressed.

Consider 0 typical set of people vft must acti ely participate in

definin the nature of a teacher training)program. 4he customer is the

IHE with the need or responsibility for a program.' That "customer"

authorizes a team to build and Maintafn a program for a specific
06, r

population of users. The team probably knows'leis abOut the process of

program development than it does about the program content that

implemented. And then there is the state that must certify the program,

NCATE which must approve the program,.and the LEA's in which program

participants must observe, student teach and gain employment. For each

of these administrative structures, here is a.management group. The

program definition must be .understood by.all of these parties, answer

the questions they haye about the/program, and serv e as the basis for

shared understanding of the program leading to a feelingof conmitment,

involvement, and pride.

Each of. these parties is a partisan, whose conflicting, rind often

vague, desires must be amalgamated through the program. There's a need

for, individuals to get the assorted information on paper and, to

structure from it an adequate program definition. The,mental facility

to comprehend abstraction, the ability to communicate it with personal

tact, along with the ability to accept ancli deliver valid criticism, are

ali hallmarks of what, hopefully, would characterize these individuals.

These may be part time evaluators, program administrators, or a

sMall group of dedicated and concerneefaculty or a Mix of these. ut
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as professionals, they are xpected to seek out program definitions

among other concerne parties. And to succeed, the analysis must be

properly managed and coordinated to be receptive to'multiple viewpoints.

These viewpoints may be overlapping qr they may be contradictory. More

than likely-they will be both overlapping and tontradictory.

Throughout the pj6ject,4raft versions of' the graphic program

definition should be istributed\to other program personnel for review

and comment. This proach requires that each person involved in 6ie

program will have an opportunity to make codfints about the definition

in writing. After suggested changes are considered, the updated

definition can be reviewed by a committee consisting.of representatives

from each content area for which the program provides training as well

as representatives from the state, the IJA's to which the program is

most closely associated as well as the program administration. Such an

approval cycle continues upward in ..,the organizational 'structure untilr:_,

eventually the entire proiram definition is accepted.

Since the documentation is produced as the definition evolves, the

status of the project should become highly visible and this is to be

encouraged. Program administrators and area coordinators can study the

design in a top-down manner, beginning with an overview and continuing

to any level of detail, as can representatives of constituent bodies and

the teaching faculty, as shown in the figure below.
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,Readers

(representatives of IHE
state, LEA, NCATE, and
other constituent
bodies)

Commentors
(all other, non-authoring
program faculty including
program administrators,
department heads, and
area coordinators)

*4.

Authors
(part-time eval-
uator or small
group of dedi-
cated faculty)

READERS

They get 4...---Management concentes

the basic
idea of what

the program is
all about

here but selectiveky
probes deeper

COMMENTORS

They validate, revise,
and elaborate the program

Program faculty
concentrate here

They analyz
evaluat

ORS

, revise and
the program

Program deCelopers
and evaluators
concentrate here

Roles and Functions in the Program Definitio Process

., Written' records are retained of 'all decisions and alternative

... approaches as they unfold during the project. Commentors document their

suggestions directly on the copies li ttle diagrams. Authors respond to,

each comment in Writing on the same cppy. Suggestions are Accepted or
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rejected in writing alon6 with the reasoning used. As changes and

icAllogions are made; all versions of the program definition are entered

in the project files. A librarian provides filing, distribution and .

recdrd keeping s'upport, and, not so incidently, also insures precise

control over the status of the evolving definition. Since everything is

on record, future decisions can reference preyious decisions. The

following are some of the role players in this process:

Role ) Function

Authors (part time evaluator and
small group of dedicated faculty
representing specific areas of
program activity,e.g., reading,
social studies, English, science,
educational psychology, etc.4

Commentors (all other program
faculty)

ReAders (peripheral program per-
sonnel: state, LEA and NCATE
representatives, etc.)

Constituent Committee (repre-
sentatives from each constituent
body--one each froM program
areas, and from selected LEA,
state, and program adminis-
trators)

Project Librarian (secretary,
clerical)
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Personnel in respective areas of
expertise who study requirements
and constraints in their areas,
analyze program functions and
represent them by producing

-/

graphic diagrams of relevant
portions of the program, leading
to a complete program defini-
tion.

Those who-review and comment on
the work of the authors-. Con-
tent personnel who read the
diagrams for accuracy and who
are expected to make written
comments and revisions.

Persons fro6 whom authors obtain
specialized information about
system requirements and con-
straiqs usually by meAps of
interviews, telephonejalls and
review of policy documents.

A group of senior personnel
assigned to review the analysis
at every major level. They may
resolve technical issues or
recommend a decision, to project
management. They may or may
not be expected to make written
comments.

A person assigned the responsi-
bility of maintaining a central-
ized file of all project docu-
ments, making copies, distrib-



Project Manager (program
director)

Instructor

uting diagrams for otherS to see
and ta comment on.

Person who has the final respon-
sibility for carrying out the
program definition and for
preparing the finaloprogram
definition document.

A person comfortable in the
approach described, who
instructs and acts as a re-
source for'authors and com-
mentors using this approach
for the first time.

Summary

I Isave suggested an approach to -(a) thinking in a structured way
About a teacher training program, (b) working as a team with division

and coordination of effort and roles, and (c) cammufticating the meaning

of a program in clear and concise notation which can aid in program

design, development, and evaluation.

How the ideas discussed in this paper are employed can vary
.according to institutional needs, and the kinds of programs under
'consideration. The process of developing a program definition, however,

is as relevant to a new and developing program as it is to an old and
established one. This is because its primary goal is to promise4

interaction and a sense of commitment, involvement, and responsibility

on'the part of those who apply it. It.is not to produce diagrams or a
modil of the program.

This paper has been based on the premise that a common sense

approach to program definition is not now widely appreciated and that a

changeis needed in the ways that teacher educators think about their
programs and aboui the development and evaluation tasks that they
perform. The significance of this approach seems to be that a well-

structured approach to documenting what teacher educators think about a

program,can materially aid both their thinking and their ability to
convey their understanding to others. Properly channeled, this

unddrstanding can build a feeling of commitment, pride and ownership in
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the teacher training process within an institution. But only by
A

cohsiderjng and understanding a program's architecture or concew ptual

structure can this commitinent, pride, and ownership be brought about.

Communication with constituent bodies, the understanding of the nature,

and structure of programs and a thorough knowledge of the process of

program definition may be essential ingredients for the coordination,_

integration, and synthesis that is neceisary for a successful teacher

training program.

Finally, some may have noticed that I have tended in this paper to

define the work of program involvement as a social process and not as a

technology. This reflects my feeling that the process of program

design, development, and evaluation has too long been ignored as the

human interactive process that it is. In'my opinion, the problems4of

improving teacher training are not so much marked by a need for

psychometric :instruments, data collection models, or data analysis

strategies (which was the theme on which our conference began) but by a

need for a better understanding of the cOnceptual structure of the

programs we create. This I contend requires disciplined human

interaction for which no amount ofaspurement technology will suffice.

9
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0.1

Overview

The purpose of this document is to assist individuals with little

or no,,experince in designing evaluations of teacher education programs

to conceptualize the process well enough to carry on meaningful -dis-

cussions with qualified evaluation practitioners. This report will not

enable an educator to do an evaluation, but'. wiI1àsist him or her in

planning an evaluation in consultation with an experienced evaluator.

This document contains neither a complete manual of evaluation

procedures, nor kdiscussion of conceptual models for evaluating teacher

education programs. Instead, it contains lists of options to be con-

sidered in addressing the following five questions basic to the design

of such evaluations: What is to be evaluated? Why is the evaluation

being conducted? What questions should be asked? What methods should

be used? How good is the proposed design?

Each evaluation of a teacher education program must be tailored.to

fit the local context in which it is to occur, the needs and interests

of relevant parties, and the resources available. No universally

applicable evaluation design is possible, just as.no universally appli-

cable research design exists. Creating an effective design requires the

professional judgment of individuals experienced with both evaluation

and teacher education programs. This document is designed to facilitate

the initial thoughts, discussions, and plans of such individuals.

This document focuses only on the evaluation design process. Other

significant elements of the evaluation process, such as the implementing

and managing of the evaluation, selecting instruments, analyzing data,

and reporting the results are not considered here. Indeed, to treat

properly each of these elements would require much more space than is

devoted here to the discussion of the five introductory questions...
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Five sections are included in this report, each discussing one of

the five major ditign questions stated above. Each section addresses

what is to be decided, why the decision is important, what the possible

resolutions to the decision are, and how a satisfactory decision can be

reachea. \

Although there appears to be a logical sequence in which these

questions might be answered (e.g., evaluate what? why? which questions?

what methods? etc.), in practice one cycles through the questions

numerous times.. An indecision about the appropriate method to use often

compels one to reconsider just what the crucial evaluatiOn questions

are, which leads one to reassess why the evaluation is being done in the

first place. Therefore, there is no assumption made that the document

should be read or used from front to back: the sections are designed to

be sell-contained with references to other sections as necessary.

Section 1: Deciding What to Evaluate

Many elem s of a teacher education program might be evaluated.

This section helps the reader consider which elements are worthy of
'1attention.

Deciding what to evaluate is a more difficult task than it might

first appear because of the large number of possibilities (see below).

Such decisions are necessary, however, in order to focus the evaluation

efforts and to achieve clarity about the purpose and nature of the

evaluation. The decision of what to evaluate influences the subsequent

choice of evalluation questions (Section 3) and methods (Section 4) and

is influenced by considerations of why the evaluation is beirig conducted

(Section 2). Discussions of what to evaluate often highlight differ-

ences in attitudes of program staff, students, researchers, educational

administrators, and other audiences, concerning what is important to

know about teacher education.

One means of addressing the question of what to evaluate in a

teacher education program iv to identify the elements that might be

scrutinized within the program. Table 1 contains a list of possible

program components.



(
Table 1

Possible Components in a Teacher Education Program

Instruction

instructional courses - substantive topics

instructional courses - methods or "professional" topics

instructional courses - insercice workshops

curricular materials

practicum activities

exams, reviews, proficiency assessment procedUres

Goals -Philosophy

research knowledOe supporting instruction

philosophy or rationale structuring the program

program goals and objectives

Personnel

trainees - as students

ala

trainees - as tea

c

hers

program instructi wr 1 s ff (faculty)

41---tipervisory teacherfs ministrators in schools

program management/administrative staff

%Ik

Management

program management/administrative procedures

program resources - funds, facilities, equipment, etc.
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Table 1 identifies 16 components that might appear in a teacher

education program. It is possible to identify a greater or smaller

number of such components depending on the level of analysis one uses in

dekribing a given program. Further, some components may be missing

from certain p.rograms (e.g., programs 'which consist primarily of a

sequence of courses leading to a partic9Jar teaching degree) or they may

be implicit in others (e.g., programs without formally articulated

rationales or goals or without distinct management procedures).

Each of the components listed in Table 1 or any combination of them

tould serve as the focus of an evaluation. One might begid to decide

whairto evaluate by selecting a category of .components (instructional

concerns or personnel concerns) and then proceed to select individual

components within that category, or one could select from, across cat- \

eyries.. An evaluation of a given teacher education program 'could,

therefore, focus on such single topics as:'

entry and exit characteristics of trainees as students
adequacy of program goals
quality of curricular mater,a1S
effectiveness of practicum pxperiences
commitment of instructional staff,
competence of trainees as'teachers
sufficiency of program resources

or on a combination of these components, such as:

the compatibility of the assessment procedures with the program
philosophy

the recency of the research knowledge reflected in the durricular
materials

the influence of methods course content on trainees' performances
as teachers

the resource coordination among program management, instructional
staff, and supervising teachers

the administrative procedures for relating practicum activities
to substantive course content.

With 16 program components (admittedly an arbitrary number), there are

literally'thousands of possible combinations (takin the'components 1,

2, 3..., etc., at a time) that cOuld serve the focus of an

evaluation.

Additional foci of an evaluation can be generated by considering

not just the internal program components, but the program's relation-

ships to external conditions, events, and groups (such as its
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relationship to education or to society in general, to its own local

context, to the teaching profession, etc.). For example, an evaluation

could focus on such topics as:

the program's relationship to other manpower preparation
programs within the college

the influenee-of economic and political cluages on the political
conditions on the program

the program's contribution to changes in teacher professional
identity and militancy.

To fully appreciate the difficulties in deciding what to evaluate

in a study of a teacher education program, consider that a large number

of questions can be asked about any of the possible foci suggested above

(see Section 3).

In light of the large number of possible answers to the question,

"What is to be evaluated?" how does one select a limited number of foci

for actual study? The selection is best made after a thoughtful consid-

'eration of a wide range of information. ,Table 2 lists some of the

sources of information that can be used in considering what to evaluate.

Criteria for selecting from this information and for deciding what

to evaluate can be developed from (a) studying the information sources

l4ted in Table 2, (b) analyzing the purpose of the evaluation and the

intended use of the resulting %formation (see Section 2), and (c)

considering the nature and quality of the evaluation ultimately desired

(e.g., such concerns as feasibility, quality of information, relevance,

etc., see Section 5). From this information and criteria it is possible

to build a rationale for why a certain study should focus on the partic-

ular elements it does.

Although a teacher education prograM evaluation may include the'

study of isolated components or of relationships between components, a

program-level evaluation will include an assessment of the overall

nature and performance of the teacher education program. The importance

of global questions should not be overlooked in attending to the quality

of individual program components.

Two concerns are especially important in deciding.what to evaluate

in a teacher evaluation program. The first is to maintain a balance

between scope and depth. Generally speaking, choosing a larger number

,of foci to study results in a more costly, complex, and unmanageable



Table 2

Possible Sources of Information for

Deciding What to Evaluate

A review of program philosophy,-rationale, goals, objectives, andl

theory-derived expectations

tt;-

A review of program materials, activities, and facilities

A review of past evaluations of the program, and of evaluations of

similar programs

A needs assessment or stakeholder's analysis which identiles

information various audiences want
1

A summary of mandates or external demands for evaluative inform tion

front the program

ting of pressing program issues or identified problems

CA,

An analysis of existing information and research on topics elated,to

prograin operation

I review of available resources, time, and staff capabi ities

A summary of staff interests, needs, and curiositiei

An analysis of the state of the art in measuremert, statistics, and

evaluation of program elements

111,A
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design, although a greater scope of information and fidelity to actual

program reality can be achieved. Choosing a few foci allows for greater

depth and a more easily managed study, but at the cost of over-simpli-

fying a complex program and losing the overall picture.

The second concern has to do with maintafning a balance between

early design closure and later closure. Selecting evaluative foci early

in the evaluation process increases the possibility of providing more

precise answers to discrete questions, but at the loss of design

flexibility should more important evaluation interests -or questions

subsequently arise. Delaying longer in selecting evaluative foci

enables the evaluation design to be adapted to changing conditions, but

at the cost of precision, collection of pre-test, or base rate informa-

tion, and so on. The twin dangers to guard against here are that of

providing a precise answer to a no-longer relevant question versus that

of providing an inadequate answer to an important question.

Summary of Section 1:

- A clear definition of what is to be evaluated is necessary for an
effective study.

- The decision of what to evaluate is tied to the decisions of why to
evaluate (Section 2), what questions to ask (Section 3), and what
methods to use (Section 4).

- A large number of simple and complex evaluative foci can be identified
by examining program elements (Table 1).

- A number of information sources are available (Table 2) in deciding
what to evaluate and in constructing a justifying rationale for the
decision.

- It is important to balance scope versus depth, and early design
closure versus later closure in deciding what to evaluate.

Section 2: Deciding Why to Evaluate

In designind an effective evaluation of a teacher educatitn pro-

gram, it As important to achieve clarity about why the evaluation is

,being conducted. This section deals with that issue.
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As with the question of what is to be caaluated, the*question of

why evaluate needs to be addressed, but there will be no simpfl answers.

In designing an evaluatibn, 'it is important to be clear about why it is

being conducted because its purpose materially affects what is evaluated

(Section I), what questions are deemed relevant (Section 3), and what

methods are appropriate (Section 4). In order for a study 'to fulfill

its purpose, that purpose needs to be made clear.

An answer to the why evaluate question will therefore be a state-

ment of the purpose or purposes of the-study; that is, the use to.which

the results will be put. These uses may, of course, be political (to

engender public support), managerial (to reduce staff, workload) or

instructional (to increase the-level of skill acquisition).

Being clear about the purpose of an evaluation enables Une t more

easily answer the other design questions of what to evaluate, hi ich

questions to ask, and what methods to use. If an evaluation is,conduCt-

ed to aid an internal decision, then formal evaluation docUMentOion may

be unnecessary, but if the evaluation ts done to insure program contin-

uation, then full documentation and publicly credible methods arei

essential.

Table 3 lists some of the possible purposes for conducting eval-

uations of teacher education programs. Studies are pften not conducted

with a single, clear purpose in mind, but with multiple purposes which

may shift over time. Various audiences will see the:,evaluation serving

diftbring purposes and will interpret its reSUlt 14M light of those

perceived purposes. Thus, while it is 'common eaprly-on to solicit,

suggestions from a variety of audiences as to what purposes the eNar-

uation ought to serve, it is important as the study, progresses to

emphasize repeatedly the purposes it has been Litqrutcl to serve.

There are at.least four ways in which one can get clear a0out the

possible purposes of a study. First, one can discuss the reasons for

the study with those who commission.or support the study, probing as to

their intents, their interests in the work, and the use they see being

made of the results. (Be wary of those who commission a study in which

someone else is to use the results--no'one may actually want or use the

information generated.) Second, one can interviewh program staff,

faculty, and school personnel to uncover what purposes they would like

110 1
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Table 3
a

Possible Purposes of-an Evaluation

To assess the quality of what has been achieved (summative assessment)

,.

,Itio'solve problems or to refine program operations (probleM solving)-,
,

,,.

A,

1 . i

T6 alter the program into new directions (implementation planning) c.:

.
,

9 To modify the program in,response to changing needs (responsive

redirection)

76:maintain manageria) or funding agency control (managerial control)

To obtain accreditation program accreditation)

"To justify-continuation program continuation)

To meet an imposed requirement (demand compliance)

To assure public audiences of program quality (accountability)
. 0

To increase understanding of program processes (research contribution)

N.
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the study to serve. (Interviewing those who commissioned the study

telfi7-one what purposes it is supposed to serve.) Finally, there are

two ways of inferring what purposes the study might serve: by studying

past evaluations, current, political conditions, and the educational

climate, one ca4n infer possible purposes the study might be put to;

studying proposed evaluation foci (Section I) and the related evaluation

questions (Section 3) also allows one to infer possible purposes.

1/4

Because discussions of study purposes frequently result in people

inferring what othprs' intents are and guessing at others' motivations,

it is often more NApful to start-with the more concrete issue of what

is to be evaluated and then to "digress" to the questions of why the

study is being done and what use will be made oirits results. (This is

the reason this section on evaluation purposes follows, instead of

precedes, the section on evaluation foci.)

Summary of Section 2: 0

- It is important to be clear about why a study is being conducted
because the answer affects the other desigh questions of what to
evaluate, what questions to use, and what methods to employ.

- ,A numker of possible purposes for conducting teachet education
progra evaluations have been identified (Table 3)..

- Intended and desired purposes often need to be ihferi.ed, but, to be
effective, studies must be designed with discrete purposes in mind.
I,

Section 3: Deciding What Questions to Ask

The heart of an evaluation design is the questions,asked or the

issues addressed. This section considers the range of questions possi-

dble in an evaluation of a teacher education program and the methods of

generating the) questions.

The selection of appropriate evaluation questions to ask or of

issues to investigate t necessary in achieving the intended purposes of

the evalUation. The se ection of methods, instrumentation, and analysis

procedures is, of course, also tied directly to the evaluation questions

chosen.
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There are multiple ways to generate evdluation questions; three of

these ways are described below.

Questions Sugg*sted by Program Components

In Section 1 of this report, I vsuggest identifying program

components as one useful way of deciding which elements of a teacher

education program to evaluate. Table 1 contains,a listing of 16 such

components. This same list can be used to create sets of possible

etialuation questions. Multiple questions can be generated for any given

program component or combination of components. Examples of such

questions are contained in Table 4. The more familiar one is with

program evaluation,....Leacher education programs in general, and "the

specific program to be-evaluated, the more easily,one can generate a

large number of questions merely by studying the program Components

list.

Questions Suggested by Program Criteria

,t7

Criteria for reviewing teacher education programs can be used to

generate lists of possible evaluation questions. Sample eriteria and

evaluation questions are listed in Table 5. Although different uiteria

may apply to different aspects of the program, the review of genera0:-

criteria can suggest alternative evaluation questions.

Questions Suggested by a General earch

mest common means of generating evaluation questilons is to

conduct a .zneral search using the ten sources of information ide

in Table 2 01 Section 1 (i.e., review of program goals, study of program

activities a d problems, review of past evaluations, etc.). This

approach not enly enables one to identify the appropriate range of

evaluation ques ions but also assists in prioritizing the questions

generated.

Many mor questions can be generated than can be addressed in a
given ev ion. It is therefore important to establish a.prioritized
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Table 4
Sample Questions Suggested by

Program Components

Internal Component Foci - components taken sin ly or in combinations

Methods Course

Methods Course and
Substantive Course

Methods Course and
Practicum Activities

Program Goals,
Instructional Feculty,
and Supervising
Teachers

Management Proce-
cedures, Program

/ Resources, Practicum
Activities, and
Trainees as Teachers

e.g., does the content of the methods course
reflect the latest instructional technology?

. . ., does the methods course adequately
p re students to handle routine classroom
disci!) ine.problems?

e.g., are the substantive courses properly
sequenced:with the methods course?

e.g., are the methods taught compatible with
the content of he substantive courses?

e.g., do the practicum activities allow full
opportunity for trainees to,practice the
material presented in the methods course? .

e.g., are trainee practicurd experiences used
to modify subsequent method course offerings?

e.g., are the program goals fully understood
by program faculty and supervising teachers
and supported by their 'instructional and
supervisory activities?

e.g., are program resources being most
effectively managed to insure 'practicum
experiences which foster good subiequent
teacher practices?

External Relation Foci - foci which concern the relationships o
program components to non-program conditions

Management Procedures
Teacher Employment

Instructional Courses
Industrial Inseriice

Instructional Courset
Other Instructional
Programs

or events

e.g., how can the program be managed D insure
greater coordination with the districts
employing the graduatingtrainees?

i e.g., what current program pre-service
instruction can be adapted from industrial
inservice use?

e.g., how can the program's training
capability be strengthened by collaborating
with other college instructional programs?

W
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Criteria

Need -

a

Quality -

Utilit

Efficiency -

Support -

Equity -

Impact -

Table 5

Sample Questions Suggested by
Program Criteria

Qrstions

e.g., is there a need for the kinds of trainees
produced by the program?
is the placement of trainees in'practicum
positions adequately meeting their field
exeperience needs?

what is the quality of the instructional
materials used to instruct trainees?
what is the quality of the instructional
technology equipment used in the program?

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g.,

e.g,

e.g.

how useful are the methods courses in
Preparing trainees for actual teaching?
how useful is the direction provided by the
supervising teachers?

is the program"well managed
efficient?
are the most cost effective
provide instruction in high

and overall cost

means used to
technology?

does thd program have the support of other
instructional units in the college?
are districts which hire program trainees
generally supportive of the program's
operation?

does the program stress equity through the
use of non-biased curricuThr materials?
0A5 the program promote equal educational
opportunity through balanced trainee
selection and placement procedures?'

is there evidentethat gradgates of the
program are significantly increasing the
quality.of education in the districts where
they are employed?

is the instruction provided by the program
faculty significantly increasing the teaching
skills of trainees?
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Criteria Questions

Responsiveness - e.g., are the program course.offerings sufficiently
responsive tO the changing needs and demands

. of public education? .

e.g., are faculty members responsive to the special
needs of individual trainees?

Potential - e.g., does the program prepare trainees for
leadership positions in the educational
enterprise?'

e. g., does the program show potential for continued
growth and increased community service?



list which can be used to guide the selection of evaluation methods and

the allocation of evaluation resources.'

Three sources of information in Table 2 are especially important in

prioritizing evaluation questions: pressing program issues or problems,

mandates and external demands for information, and the identification of

audience information needs through needs assessments or stakeholders
analyses. In .identifying the information needs of audiences or

stakeholder groups, it is important not to overlook- the variety of

possible audiences. A summary of possible audiences for teacher program

evaluations are listed in Table 6.

The final prioritization of evaluation questions is, of course,

heavily influenced by the purpose of the evaluation (how the results

will be used, Section 2) and by the focus of the evaluation (the "what"

to be evaluated, Section 1).

Summary of Section 3:

- The specification of evaluation questions is one of the most crucial
aspects of creating a good evaluation design.

- There are many ways to generate evaluation questions, including
examining program components (Table 4), reviewing program criteria
(Table 5), and conducting a general search (Table 2).

- Prioritizing possible evaluation questions is essential, and analyzing
audience information needs,is a useful strategy for determining
priorities. Care must be taken, however, to consider all relevant
evaluation'audiences ITable 6).

Section 4: Deciding What,Methods To Use

It is best to make decisions about which evaluation methods to use

after.one is clear about: the purposefof the evaluation and the use to

which the results will be put (Section:2), the .foci or program elements

to be evaluated (Section 1), and*,41**'Opation questions or issues to

be addressed (Section 3).

Methods which are compatible with criteria sOch as those listed in

Table 7 should then be selected.

The term "program evaluation" generally refers to the assessment of

the overall programmatic effects of a social, 9r educational program.

117
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Table 6

Possible Audiences for Evaluations of

Teacher Education Programs

Evaluation Sponsors/Funders

Program Sponsors

Program Faculty

Program Administrators

Program Trainees

Program Graduates

Supervisory Teachers

Employing Administrators

Educational Researchers

Other College Faculty and Administrators

Other Teacher Training Program Faculty and Administrators

Teachers

Princtpals and School Superintendents

Teach& Union Officials

School Board Members

Non-College Inservice Trainers

State Boards of Education

State Licensing Personnel

State and National Accreditation Personnel

Student

Parents

Special Interest Groups

Public'

118'
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Table 7

Suggested Criteria for the Selection

of Evaluation Methods

Evaluation methods should be selected on t) basis of their:

Fidelity tothe purpose of the evaluation

Suitability to the program components beirig evaluated

Relevance to the evaluation questions being addressed

t Utility in providing the needed information

Quality of information produced

Acceptability to evaluation methodologists

Credibility to evaluation audiences

Compatibility with the setting in which they are to be used

Flexibility in adapting to unanticipated design changes

Cost Efficiency in time, resources, and staff capability

4 Marginal Utility iii relation to other methods

Non-Reactivity with program components

Lack of Negative Side-Effects

1 1
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However, as illustrated in Sections 1 and 3, it is impossible in a

single study to evaluate all global and detailed questions that could be

generated about every possible combination of program components--hence

selecting and prioritizing of questions are essential. Further, the

selection and prioritization process may have significant-methodological

implications. For example, if the primary questions to be addresseo

concern the quality of instructional materials, then curriculum eval-

uation methods become most relevant in conducting the evaluation. Table

8 contains a listing of the most relevant evaluation methods for

selected sets of program foci.

A great variety of standard and innovative research and evaluation

Methods are available for use in evaluating teacher education programs.

A full discussiOn of such methods is beyond the scope of this paper, but

two illustrations follow. The first illustration suggests the range of

methods applicable to a given problem, the follow-up assessment of

program graduates (and includes most of the major field study methods

currently in use). . The second illustration suggests the possible

application of a variety of new methods to the evaluation of teacher

education programs.

Although follow-up assessments Of teacher trfaining program

graduates are usually conducted by sending mail questionnaires, a wider

range of other methods is available. Examples of these methods are

identified in Table 9.

New evaluation methods which can be used for evaluating teacher

education programs are becoming available. A sample of such methods is

identified in Table 10. While some of these methods may be too esoteric

for general use, evaluators of teacher education programs should be

aware of the existence and possible utility of these methods.

References for the methods identified in Table 10 -are included in

Appendix A.

Summary of Section 4:

- The use of a set of criteria for selecting evaluation methods is

recommended (Table 7).

- Depending on the foci of the evaluation being conducted, methods from
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Table. 8

. Sources of Most Relevant Evaluation Methods for

Selected Program Foci

If the evaluation concelTs Then the most appropriate
the quality of: methods are found in:

instructional materials curri-culum evaluation

program trainees student assessment

graduate performance performance assessment

program faculty faculty evaluation

program management staff personnel evaluation

program effects impact evaluation

program financial management financial auditing

program philosophy, rationale, policy evaluation
and loals

program management'procedures management evaluation

program activities o....process evaluation

program equipment product evaluation

the interaction of these elements program evaluation



Table 9

Selected Methods of Condqcting Graduate Followup Studies

Mail questionnaire studies of current activities and evaluative
judgments of quality of professional training

Collection of peer and supervisor ratings of the adequacy of
preparation, current performance, and inservice needs.

Study'of classroom management skills through pupil judgments on
classroom climate inventories

Assessment of teaching competencies through classroom observation
techniques

Development of case studies of teacher acculturation problems through
use of teacher self-report logs and phone interviews

Review of teacher instructional development skills through expert
critique of teacher-made curricular Materials, tests, and plans

Study of teacher competencies through post-graduation performance
testing

Assessment of inservice training needs through review of school
records on teacher performance and promotion

Demographic studies of graduate mobility and tenure in profession

Review of interpersonal skills through phone interviews with parents
of pupils.

Comparative salary studies using data from state and local teacher
unions to assess relative financial success of graduates

Assessment of contfnued professional development through unobtrusive
studies of graduates' inservice attendance, graduates' use of
instructional media facilities and college job referal services, and
graduate enrollment in continuing education courses, etc.
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Table 10

Sample of Alternative Teacher Education

Program Evaluation Methods

Method

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
(Economics)

Social Area Analysis
(Epidemiology)

Trend Surface Analysis
(Geology)

Integer Programming
(Operations Research)

Transportation Models
(Operations Research)

Document Tracking
(Journalism)

Concept Analysis
(Philosophy)

Photography
(Photo-Journalism)

Committee Hearings /

(Congressional Investigations)

Thematic Analysis
(Poetic Criticism)

Possible Application

to study the cost utility of having two
semesters of methods courses instead of
one semester

to identify the characteristics of teachers
needed within a given geographic region

to study the regional distribution of prbgram
graduates

to determine how to cut program budgets in a

way that will maintain the highest
possible quality of the educational
program

to determine the most desirable assignment of
trainees to practicum experiences

to reconstruct the flow of educatio
activities and events of past program
graduates

to clarify the meaning of key terms, such as
"proficiency," "competency," "remedial,"
"discipline," etc.; a clear understanding
of them is crucial to effective teaching

to document the nature of trainee-pupil
interaction during practicum experiences

to obtain structured public discussion of the
merits and deficiencies of program
operations

to uncover the underlying themes or hidden
curricula being taught to trainees
through the program
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areas other than program evaluation may be more appropriate (Table 8).

- There are many possible wayt to conduct graduate follow-up assessments
(Table 9), and a variety of new evaluation methods is available for
use in teacher education program evaluations (Table 10).

Section 5: Deciding How Good the Desi.gn Is

.4

rDecisions about what o evalu te (Section 1), why to evaluate .

(Section 2), what questions to Section 3), and what methods to use

(Section 4) provide the basic structure for the evaluation of a teacher

education program. Much remains to be decided, of course, before ) a

fully detailed design can be prepared. Table 11 contains a list of the

possible elements of a complete evaluation design.

It is beyond the scope of this document to provide a complete guide

for designing evaluations of teacher education programs--tqat would

require a book, not a brief document. The intent of this document is

only to assist in the initial conceptualization of such a design so that

more productive planning sessions are possible between program personnel

_and qualified evaluators. 1

As a final design is prepared, it is useful to keep in mind a set

of criteria for reviewing the design's overall adequacy. The most

complete set of criteria developed to date appear in Standards for

Evaluations of Educational Programs-, Projects, and Materials (by the

Jointgdommittee on, Standards for Educational Evaluation', New York:

McGraw Hill, 1981). For the reader's information, Table 12 contains a

listing of the titles of the thirty standards. Of course, the complete

volume, with its full discussion of each standard, including sample

applications, should be consulted as the evaluation design is produged.

Following are a few additional points to keep in mind as one plans

'an evaluation of a teacher education program.

- Utilization research suggests that, in order for evaluative
information to effect program change, such information must be locally
relevant, be responsive to a felt need, be timely, and be supported by
internal program advocates. Faculty involvement and support of the
evaluation is crucial.. Externally imposed evaluations are less likely
to effect significant program changes. .

1 zu
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Table 11

Possible Elements of An Evaluation Design

I The purpose of the evaluation (use of results)

o The program foci to be evaluated and the rationale foe selecting

them
-7

The questions or issues to be addressed

o The methods td be used

The major-audiences of the study

The informition sources, including sampling plans

The-instrumentation to be used

The timing and amount of data to be collected
r t

The analysis steps

The repoeting procedures

10)

A timeline for the study

4, A list of management actiVities and checkpoints

A statement ofprotections and assurances (protection of privacy,

informed consent, etc.)

A staffing plan

A budget sUmmaey
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Table 12

The Standards for Evaluations of Educational

Programs, Projects, and Materials*

A. Utility Standards

1. Audience Identification
2. Evaluator Credibility
3. Information Scope and Selection
4. Valuational Interpretation
5. Report Clarity
6. Report,Dissemination
7. Report(Timeliness
8. Evaluation Impact s

B. Feasibility Standards

1. Practical Procedures
2. Political Viability
3. Cost Effectiveness

C. Propriety Standards

1. Formal Obligation
2. Conflict of Interest
3. Full and Frank Disclosure
4. Public's Right to Know
5. Rights of Human Subjects
6. Human Interactions
7. Balanced Reporting
8. Fiscal Responsibility

b. Accurady Standards

1. Object identification
2. Context Analysis
3. Described Purposes and Procedures
4. Defensible Information Sources
5. Valid Measurement
6. Reliable Measurement
7. Systematic Data-Control
8. Analysis of Quantitative Information
9. Analy is of Qualitative Information
10. Justified Conclusions
11. Obje ive Reporting

,

ft

I.

*From Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, Standards
for Evaluations of Educational Programs, Projects, and Materials. New
York: McGraw Hill, 1981.

Tr- -- 7 7
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- The most effectiVe evaluations are those that can becoMe institu-
tionalized within the teacher education program, thatmake the maximum
use of existing data to effect program change, and that foster coordina-
tiont across relevant agencies (e.g., local school districts, state
departments of education, etc.).

- An important function of an ongoing evaluation effort is to
maintain communication across similar teacher eoucation provams in
order to identify practices that work, new approaches, experiences with
new measures, and so on.

Summaili of Section 5

- A list of possible elements of a complete evaluation design is
provided (Table 11).

- It is recommended that one use a set of standards for reviewing the
evaluation design as it is produced (Table-12).

S.

I wish to thank the following reviewers who provtded valuable

comments on an earlier draft: Gary Borich, Betty Dillon-Peterson, Jim

Leary, James Raths, and J. T. Sandefur. Remaining limitations in the

document are, of'course, solely my responsibility;
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APPENDIX A

References for Alternative Teacher Education
Program Evaluation Methods (Table 10)

Cost Effectiveness Analysis(' 4

tevin, H. M. Cost analysis. In N. L. Smith (Ed.), New techniques
for evaluation. Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE Publications, 1981,
pp. 13-70.

Levin. H. M. Cost-effectiveness analysis in evaluation research. In

E. Struening and M. Guttentag (Eds.), Handbook of evaluation
research. Vol. 2., Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE, 1975.

4

Sotial Area Analysis

Smith, N. L. Techniques 'for the analysis of geographic data in
evaluation. Evaluation and Program Planning, 2,1979, 119-126.

Trend Surface Analysis

Smith, N. L. Techniques for the analysis of geographic data in
evaluation. Evaluation and Program Planning, 2, 1979, 119-126.

Integer Programming

Wholeben, B. E. Multiple alternatives for educational evaluation and ,

decisiori-making. Paper and Report Series No. 72. Portland,
OR: Research on Evaluation Program, Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, May, 1982.

Transportation Models

Caulley, D. N. 'The use of assignment and transportation models in
evaluation. Paper and Report Series No. 68. Portland, OR:
Research on Evaluation Program, Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, February, 1982.

'At
Document Tracking

Guba, E. G. Investigative journalism. In N. L. Smith (Ed.), New
techniques for evaluation. Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE
Publications, 1981, pp. 167-262.
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Caulley, D. N. Document Analysis in Program Evaluation. Paper and
Report Series No. 60. Portland, OR:- Research on Evaluation
Program, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, July, 1981.

Concept Analysis

Gowin, D. B. Philosophy. In N. L. Smith (Ed.), Metaphors for
evaluation: Sources of new methods. Beverly Hills, CA: SGE
Publications, 1981, Op. 14409.

Caulley, D. N. Copcept analysis in evaluation. Paper and Report
Series No. 61.' POrtland, OR: Research on Evaluation Program,
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, July, 19811

Lane, C. A. Using the Tools of Philosophy in School Program
Evaluation: Metaphor in Action. Paper and Report Series No.
55. Portland, OR: Research on Evaluation Program, Northwest.
Regional Educational Laboratory, February, 1981.

Photography

Templin, P. A. Still photography in evaluation. In N. L. Smith
(Ed.), Communication strategies in evaluation. Beverly Hills
CA: SAGE, 1982.

Committee Hearings

Stenzel, N. K. Committee hearings as an evaluation fo at. In N.
Smith (Ed.), Field assessments of innovative evalu tion

-methods. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1982.

Stenzel, N. K. Committee hearings. In N. L. Smith (Ed.)
Communication strategies in evaluation. Beverly Hill CA:
SAGE, 1982.

Thematic Analysis

Della-Piana, G. M. Literary and film criticism.' In N. L. Smith
(Ed.), Metaphors for evaluation: Sources of new methods.
Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE Publications, 1981, pp. 211-246.

Della-Piana, G. M. Film criticism and micro-computer courseware
evaluation. In N. L. Smith (Ed.), Field assessments of
innovative evaluation methods. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass,
1982.
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EXPLORATIONS IN THE

EVALUATION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

aniel L. SttifJi flebeam
Western Michigan University

The April 1982 symposium in Austin surfaced and addressed several

key questions concerning the evaluation of teacher education. From my

perspective, the most important of these questions were as folloWs:

1. What fundamental conceptualization should guide attempts
to evaluate teacher education?

2. What models are Opropriate and useful for applying the
recommended conceptualization?

3. How should given models be operationalized?

4. What can be done to improve,the utiliza'tion of evaluations?

, 5. How can departments of teacher education institutionalize
evaluations of their programs?

6. What criteria should be used to guide and assess evaluation
work (including that conducted by NCATE), and how should
these criteria be applied?

In this paper I will address the first three of these questions by

interpreting them, reacting to what I lleanmed.ifrom the symposium, and

offering a few suggestions. I will offer my advice within the context

of my previous writings on the tIPP Model for evaluation. I will

attempt to extend my views by referring tb the papers presented at the

symOosium and to illustrate them by referring to prbblems in evaluating

teacher education. Basically, this paper is a stand'alone presentation,

but.the readers' understanding pf the paper would be enhanced by their

review of the working papers presented at theisympoSium. These papers

were presented by- Erly, Galluzzo, Gardner, With and Sandefur.

Additional backiround papers were made available by Borich and Craig

(see references).

I am indebted to the organizers of the symposium, to the main
presenters, and to the other participants who engaged in in-depth

discussion of the presentations; their inputs assisted me greatly in the

preparation of this paper. Nevertheless, I assume full responsibility
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for the particular positions advanced in -Wm% follows. I .urge the

readers to view my remarks as a working paper. Ji hope it may stimulate

thinking 'and -communication about the important area of ,"teacher

education evaluation." I will welcome critical reactions and

suggestions so that I may abandon unproduCtive ideas and improve my

views and advice about how best to evaluate teacher education.

I. How should evaluation of teacher education be conceptualized?

If evaluation effortsiare to be of service to teacher educators,

these efforts need to be guided by a defensible conceptualization.

Otherwise, the evaluations will serve other than useful purposes,

address the wrong questions, provide feedback too 'late to do any good,

etc. In essence, the guiding conceptualization should clarify the

meaning that is ascribed to the term evaluation. I found several

notions advanced" at the symposium very useful for developing a

defensible definition of evaluation. I will review these ideas, then

use them to refinea definition of evaluation that I have,previously

proposed. One important point emphasized in group discussion at,the

symposium was that evaluation must be viewed as a process, not a

product.. This is particularly applicable to higher education, since

much of the eva)uation tradition in thts sector- has been limited to

responding to periodic requirements for evaluation emanating from

accrediting bodies. Often this response mode has resulted in a stilted,

ritualistic approach to evaivation. If evaluation is to fulfill its

potential contribution to assuring the qual4y of teacher education, it

needs,to be conceived and implementeeas an ongoing program. Only then

will faculty, administrators, and monitors be provided with ongoing

formalized feedback by which to modify programs.

Another theme running through the sympoium, that I readily

endorse, is that the main purpose of evaluation is not to prove but to

improve. As Roth argued, "The most important reason (to evaluate)

should be in order to improve programs and the quality of their

graduAtes." This position counteracts the view that evaluations should

be witch hunts or only instruments of accountability. .Instead, it sees

evaluation as a tool by which to help make programs work better for

schools and teacher trainees they are intended to serve. This position
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is consistent with those recently presented by Pattop (1978) and

Cronbach and Associates (1980). I hasten to add, however, that an

improvement orientation need not and should not avoid the likelihood

that some teacher educatipe programs are unworthy of efforts to improve

them and thus should be terminated. By promoting the demise, or at

least the decertification, of unneeded or hopelessly flawed programs,

evaluations also serve an improvement function. They do so by helping

to concentrate the nation's sCarce.resources for teacher education in a

reasonable number of high quality programs.

Two other purposes for evaluation, in addition to improvement ? were

plso reflected in the discussions and papers of the symposium. The need

to provide information.for accountability was evident in the papers by

Gardner, Roth, and Erly. And, Borich argued effectively that

evaluations of teacher education should bdth draw from and contribute to

research on teaching. While I recommend that most emphasis be given to

the improvement function, I agree that evaluations should be planned and

carried out to support accountability needs and to promote understanding

of teaching and teacher education.
.

Given the states' responsibility for education, given the

accrediting. mechanisms .sponsored by professional organizatiohi, and
given the need of federal agencies to assure that their financial

assistance to teacher education is used appropriately, and effeciively,

teacher education programs inevitabl9 will be required to account for

their effective use of resources. To meet these requirements teacher

educators need to identify their main audiences for accountabiliq
information (e.g., the central administration of their university, their

state depa4Vent of education, and NCATE). Then they should project, as

accurately as they can, the information desired as well as required by

these groups. They should make sure that Pertinent information gathered
in their Program iMprovement efforts is filed for later use in

accountability reports, and, to the extent feasible, they should gather
any additional information that may be needed. Beyond satisfying'
external requirements, evaluations that are geared to serve

accountability (as well as iMprovement) have the added advantage of

helping to develop credibility for teacher education Programs.
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With some foresJght and planning, evaluations can also contribute

to improved understanding of teacher education. Given the short.supply

df funds for research on teaching, exploitation of this opportunity is

certainly in the best interest of advancing the science of teaching.

Nevertheless, this third purpose must be subserviant to the improvement

and accountability functions; forexperience has shown that questions of

interest to researchers often are.much too narrow in scope to meet the

evaluativeInformation requirements of program staff and sponsors.

This point leads to another pertilienttopic of discussion at the

symposiumthat concerned with what main questions,should be addressed

in the evaluation of teacher education. The dominant position,

especially as reflected in th101 papers by Gardner, Roth, Sandefur, and

Borich, was that primailf attention should be given to assessing the

competence and ,on-.:the-job performance of gradUates of a program.

Certainly, an evaluation of a teacher education program that ignored the

quality of outputs_nyld be incomplete, and, as pointed out repeatedly

at the symposium, past evaluations of teacher education have often

failed in this regard. But, as emphasized in the paper by Galluzzo,'

°sound andVuseful evaluations of teacher education must address a much

broader range of questions than those assotiated'with student competence

and,on-the-job performance. In general, I agree with his view that the

evaluations shouid address questions that pertain at lea*t to admission,

process, product and follow up. The full range of such questions Aust

be considered when the primary purpose of evaluation is to foster

improvement: Whereas accountability audiences may be most Concerned .

about the competence and performance of graduates, program

administrators and staff must also closely examine those aspects of

theirtgograms that help to determine success Or failure.

Much of the discussion at the conference endorsed the use of

clearly sated teacher mmpetenciei and program goals as bases for

identifying and assessing outcomes. This position is consistent with

the longstanding Tylerian tradition that has equated evaluation to the

process of determining whether valued objectives have been achievedt I

have no quarrel with this recommendation as one approach to obtaiR4ng

and interpreting outcome data. But it is far too narrow an approach to

account for all the data gathering and interpreting that needs to be
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done in evaluating teacher education. As Sandefur suggests, the goals

themselves must be evaluated, and as Craig prescribes, the competencies

must also be alidated. But even more fundamentally, evaluations of

teacher education need to be oriented to the needs of the teacher
. trainees and of the schools and society where they will serve. Needs

assessm'ent, then, is a crucial part of a sound program of evaluation.

Also, the people who are closely associated with any program potentially

are the best source of intelligence about the program, hence as Stake

(1977) has long,argued, we should systematicafiy seek out, analyze, and

report their judgments and recommendations.

Another problematical aspect of conceptualizing evaluation concerns

what steps are required to ensure both the collection and utilization of

sound information. Sandefur called attention to this problem area when

he lamented the lack of impact of the extensive evaluation of teacher

education performed over a nine year period At Western Kentucky

University. His comments provide an excellent overview of what is at
issue here.

"Although the model successfully evaluated graduates,
albeit a complex, unwieldy, and expensive process, we
were never truly successful in feeding the evaluative
data back into the development of our ongoing teacher
education program, at least not to the extent we had
hoped. Although it must have been our fault, our
faculty seemingly never understood the relationship
between the data we collected and the ongoing re-
vision of the teacher education program. Perhaps
the fault Tay in their lack of feeling of involvement
and ownership. They seemed to think of the project
as the Dean's or Ronald.Adams' source of,research
and publications. Had we the opportunity to conduct
the project over, we would-have made provision for
faculty involvement both in the decision-making and
conduct of the project."

In this statement, evaluation is revealed to be both a communication and'

technical process. I cannot overemphasize nif strong conviction that the

methodology of evaluation must provide equally ior the effective and

ongoing communication and collaboration of audience and evaluator and

the collection and processing of sound data. Time and again,

evaluatiols that have excelled in either to the exclusion of the other

have failed.
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Even the preiceding cryptic review of the symposium's coverage of

-conceptual problems in evaluation reveals that arriving at a sound

guiding ratfonale is both a crucial and complex task. Surely, no Single

statement can adequately account for all the complexities. But I

believe that a carefully constructed definition can help to move us away

from narrow views of the past (e.g., those that equate evaluation to

testing, to comparing outcomes to objectives, or to conducting field

experiments) and can point us in the right direction.

In closing my analysis of the first question I have, therefore,

decided to propose a definition;of evaluation. It is one that I have

been working on for a number of years,,and I have adapted it to take

account of the 'points I gleaned from the symposium. The proposed .

definition is as folloWs:
P

Evaluatron s the prbcess of delineating, obtaining,
and applyi g descri tive and judgmental information
concerni the wort1 and merit of some program'_s goals,
design, mplementa ion, and impacts in order to promote
improv ment, serve needs for accountability, and foster
understanding.

This definition is cIqplex, bui the preceding discussion. should

les

provide soMe insight in

71

its main elements. The 4 inition sees

evaluation as an ongoing process. The process inclu the technical

activity of obtaining th needed information and the communication steps

involved in determinin what information is needed and applying this
/

information once it /is obtained. The word applying was chosen

purposefully over other possibilities, such as providtng or reporting,

in order to emphasize Sandefur's point that evaluations should be

collaborative efforts of evaluators and clients to obtain and use data

to guide development. The definition provides both for describing

programs and program contexts and for collecting judgments from persons

with some knowledge and/or concern for the program. The definition

reflects Galluzzo's concern for addressing a wide range of questions

about a program (in my words those pertaining to goals, design,

implim4ntation; arld.impacts).

. fhe definition also reflects the important, arguments advanced by

Scriven (1980) and by Guba and.tincoln (1979) that evaluation should

examine questions of worth and of merit. While the symposium papers and
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discussions di4 not evidence concern,about this distinction, I see it as

especially relevant to teacher education. Worth refers to the need

within the broader society for the functions served byk en institution

and its programs. For example, a teacher training program may rate

relatively high or low on worth depending on the society's need for the

quantity and types of teachers ihav.pe program prepares. Agailfi, we-See

the importance of needs assessment/in program evaluation. Merit, on the

other hand, is context free and concerns the degree of excellence with

which the program prepares teachers. For example, a program would rate

high on merit if it excelled. in preparing competent social studies

teachers, even though the society might not have a need for such

teachers. It is imgortant, then, to examine both worth and merit--and

not.to confuse the two--in order to assess the extent that a program

excells (the merit criterion) in meeting important needs (the worth

criterion).

Finally, the proposed definition lists these purposes for an

evaluation--improvement, accountability, and understanding. To

reiterate, I have listed three purposes in what I see as their relative

order of importance.

2. What models are appropriate and useful for applying the recommended
-definition?

The word model was used somewhat loosely at the symposium. I am

sure that the different users of this term had different meanings in

mind, and, no doubt Kaplan and other phil sophers of science would have

cringed at our loose use of the term. Wh n, between formal sessions, I

mentioned this problem to Gary Borich, he gave me a paper he had written

on models and persuasions. In this paper he argued that ,models in

evaluation do not .(and perhaps' need not) prescribe explicit data

requirements and evaluation procedures but, instead, "...are only

heuristics which help organize one's thinking about an evaluation..."

This point helped to defuse my concern and is the sense in whith I wiTlA

use the term model in this paper. It will allow us to look at the broad

array of "mociels" referenced in'the symposiuni papers and discussions.

It will also focus attention on tbe important question concerning what



models are appropriate and useful, i.e., heuristic for applying the

definition of evaluation that I have proposed.

By my count, fourteen models were introduced at the symposium.

Gary Borich presented three models by which to cohduct follow up

studies. Sam Craig discussed. six program evaluation models under

investigation in Pennsylvania. Bob Roth described what he sees as the

needed data base for evaluations of teacher education, particularly, but

not solely, at the state level. Bill Gardner described NCATE's process

of evaluation for accrediting purposes. J. T. Sandefur reviewed and
</

critiqued the evaluation model used by him and his colleagues at Western

'Kentucky University. And Gary Galluzzo described the evaluation model

employed at Glassboro State College.which he said is based partially on

the CIPP Model for Evaluation (which I developedl. In addition, Nancy

Zimpher provided me with a description of the Ohio State University

System for Documenting and Evaluating the Experiences of pre/inservice

teachers.

An indepth discussion and critique of these models is beyond the

scope of this'paper, but I would see this Ss a worthwhile future step.

The models dOwprovide an interesting array of alt4rnatives. Some of the

differences are due to differences in objects to be evaluated, e.g.,

total program versus 4-the performarce of graduates. Some are due to

concentration on different purposei for evaluation, i.e., accountability

versus. improvement. Some are due to differences in perspeCtive, e.g.,

university, state, school district, and accrediting body. Some reflect.

differences in how evaluation is defined, e.g., should it be competencx,

based or something else? In addition, there-were differences in the

levels of technical specification; perhaps Borich's models for follow up

studies were the list technica y prescribed.

In varyina aelmreci,L, ( believe that all of these models are

potentially useful for,extending the meaning of theldefinition proposed

above. However,. I doubt whether any of them is sufficiently

comprehensive to ensure that the full intent of the definition would be

carried out. In this eegard, potential users of the models probab)y

should'not become married to any one model. Instead, as Borich and

Craig poiNted out, evaluaters need to be sufficiently informed about the.
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-available hiternatives that they can intelligently choose and adapt them

for use in particular situationi.

In the spirit of proposing alteenatives, I. will review the

particular model of,evaluation that I have been developing for the past

fifteen years. It is commonly referred to as the-COP model, which is

an acronym drawn from the first letters of the names df the four types

of evaluation it proposes--context, input, process, and product

evaluation. This model -has evolved in relation to practical evaluation

expeeiences, and it reflects an attempt to present'a system of concepts

by which to apply the definition of evaluation given in the prior

sectiOn of this paper. In describing this model,,I will attempt -to

relate it.to the other models presented in this symposium.

.The CIPP model is geared to a systems review of education and, human

services. In contrast to models such as those proposed by Borichfor

cOnducting specific stu'dies, CLPP is' geared to providing o4Oing

evaluation services in 'air institution. But beyond providing for a

dynamic baselineof information such as those'prdposed hy Roth, by

Galluzzo, and by the Ohio State group, CIPP also provides for

specializedstudies designed,to help bring about needed improvementS.

The orientation towards helping to maintain and improve the,quallty

of. institutional operations is illustrated in the flow model which

appears in Figure 1. Starting'in the left hand corner, it acknowledges

,."-that the operations of a teacher education programInclude various and
_

probably mncoordinated evaluation efforts; ideally these would include

the regularized maintenance of a data base such as those described by

Galluzzo (he called for seven year cycles of data collection that follow

students fromadmission to erformance in the field),_Roth, and theOhio

State group. Periodically, however, the fldw model indicates that the

program, needs to -undergo- special -,ntext luation. Such an

'evaluation would 1).exailine c rrent an peojected needs or teachers; 2)

expose opportunities such s perti ent funding progr ms, applicable

findingi,from recent resea h on eaching and teache education, and

school districts and other genci with a willingnes to collabOrate

with the program; 3) collect and amine perceptiOns bout.problemsrin

the progeam that warrant c nge; 4) assess the efficacy of institutional

goals and priorities; nd 5), exa lne program tnputs, processes, and
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outputs: Such a context evaluation, might be motivated from inside the

colTege or univervitkas a'yegular "state of the program" assessment ar

as a response JO' indications frbm some seCtor, e,g., the state't

professiobal education' association, of dissatisfaction with the

tprogram's services ano produas, A contextevaluation might also be

motivated from outside the program, as When NCATE, requites a self study

or a.funding agency requires a "needs assessment" as a basis for

justifying a funding.request. Such studies may be 'targeted on specific

areas of concern, e.g, the competence of graduates or the research

outputs of faculty, or focUsed more generally on a wide range'of program

opects, e.g., students, facuity, curriculuml instruction, research,

service, facilities, administration, and policy. In general, such

studies aid in system renewal and promotion of better and moreefficient

service, ln diagnosis of partidular problems and targeting of

improvement efforts, 'and in communicatiOn about the institution's

strengths-and weaknesses with its,constituency and controlleri.

Thivresults.of the Context evaluation,"Adeally, would lead to a

decision aboui whether to introduce some kind of a change in the system.

4f decided in the negative (e4,, if given a "clean bill'of healthAy

liCATE), then the program's staff might'well continue with their program

operations as usual. However, if a decision to change tbe program in

some waymere made, then the program staff would clarify the problem(s)

to be solved and formulate their program improvement objectioles, and

perhaps clarify and validate the teacher ,competencies they hope to

foster:" Next, they would consider whether some approOriate program

improvement strategy is apparent and readily adaptable to their

situatien.,-If so, they would install it and redirect-their attentions

to using it and evaluating ftin the ongoing program. ,.

If no satisfactory solution were apparent, then the staff,

according to the flow model, would conduct an input evaluation. Such 'an

evaluation would search the relevant literature, question personnel in

other institutions that may have dealt sUccessfully with a similar

problem, draw on the ingenuity and creatiVttyof the program's faculty

end constituerit groups, and possibly wiould' iOvolve oUtside, experts.

Subsequently, one,or 'more committees would be assigned to write Up one

or more prOposed improvement strategies. The resulting proposal(s)
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would then be assessed against such criteria as responsiveness-to the

defined needs, problems, objectives, and competencies; . theoretical

soundness; and feasibility.

The results of the input evaluation would be used to decide whether

a sufficiently promising improvement Strategy had been found to warrant

going.ahead with its further development. If not, the faculty would

reconsider whether the "r-desired change is sufficiently important to

warrant further search, and, if so, would recycle through the search for

an improvement strategy. If a promising strategy had been found, then

the stoT.would decide whether or not the strategy could justifiably be

installeii without further testing. If much were known about the

strategy and there was little concen about being able to install it,

the faculty would likely turn their attention directly to incorporating

the change into regular ongoing activities, without any further

speciallied evaluation support.

However, if the faculty deCided to test it -further, they would

direct their atteqtion to i controlled examination of the strategy and

would subject it to process and product evaluation over 'whatever period

of time would be required to shakedown and debug the procedure and reach

the desired level of performance, and readiness for installation.

Process evaluation would be employed to assess the degree to which the

plan is carriedout as intended, while product evaluation would be

geared to identifying and assessing the quality of the results.

At some point, if the project has not performed satiifactorily or

is viewed as too costly, the leadership of the program might conclude

that no4 further effort is warranted' and, in accordance Ott; this

conclusion, decide toabort the effort. Suchoiecisions have frequently

been made at the conclusion of federally supported.projects, when the

grantels had to decide ikhether or not to allocate local funds for the

institutionalizatioW of an innovation. As shown in the bottom right

hand corner of the flow-chart, even if a project hasucceeded, the
program's leadership.might determine that pertinent conditions had

changed sufficiently that the previoushe desired change was no longer

needed, and, accordingly, terminate the effort. Under the assumption

that the project was a success and the solution it afforded was still

needed and wanted, the faculty would install the proven innovation and
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return to normal operations, including regularized evaluation of the

ongoing 16gram.

The preceding analysis of evaluatiOn in the context of an

institution's change process points up a number of important features of

a systems approach to evaluation.

1. Evaluation is seen as an integral part of an institution's
regular program and not merely i specialized activity
involved in innovativexojects, and the implementation
of CIPP or any Other specialized approach is only a part
of the total mosaic of inforMali4and formal evaluation
that goes on in anAnstflution.

2. Evaluations have a vital role in stimulating and planning
changes..

3. The employment of each type of evaluation in the CIPP
Model is indicated only if information beyond what
already exists is needed, not by the inherent value
in doing each kind- ofevalUation. In other words,
context, input, process, and product evaluations are
only a part of a larger milieu of evaluation that goes
on in any institution, and the most iMportant function
of those cdmmissioned studies is in serving the in-
stitution's marginal needs for evaluative information.

4. The development of new programs should include the pro-
vision for their ongoing employment and use of evaluation
once they have been installed, Waugh something akin to
curriculum-embedded evaluation (wherein evaluation is
buil1 in to the implementation of a curriculum and, as a
matter of course, yields feedback of use in diagnosing,
prescriblhg, and cheding progress).

5. Evaluation information not only provides guidance for
institutional problem i61Ving, but, if recorded and
ma& available for public review, it also provides a
basis for judging whether decisions either to abort
or institutionalize a special project were madeson
defensible grounds.°

6. While the CIPP Model makes no special provision for
formulating and testing hypotheses about teacher
education, it does, through its provision for con-
text, input, and process information provide a rich
array of background data against which to interpret
and understand outcomes.

The preceding analysis of Figure 1 has shown the CIPP Model in its

formatfve role of motivating and guiding improvement efforts. While I

see improvement as the most important purpose of evaluation, I

<Z,
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acknowledge that teaCher educators must also be.accountable for the

quality of their work, and I Jbelieve that CIPP can make an important

contribution as well.

As shown in Table 2, context, input, process, and product -

'evaluations may be used both to guide improvement (the formative role),

and to supra), information for accountability (the summative role).

While this chart shows that evaluators would design and conduct

evaluation sdLAs to assist a faculty to plan and impleinent their

program, it also suggests that regardless.of the narrowness or breadth--

of the information requirements df program developers-, the evaluators

should also keep in mind and triy to address 'the full range of

information needs of external audienees that someway would want to-form

conclusions about the improvement effort. Moreover, they would maintain

a record of the information collected and evidence of the extent that

the developers used it to guide their work. While such information

would not answer all the questions of an external Summatiye evaluation

group, such as NCATE, it would certainly help in answering some of them.

Especially a full implementation of the CIPP approach would yield

information of use iq addressing the following questions:

1. What needs (in sgETety at large, in schools, and of
teacher traineeql were identified,.how pervasive and
important were they, and to what extent were the
program's goals, objectives, and competency state-
ments reflective of assessed needs (addressed by
context evaluation)?

2. What program plan was adopted to address the needs,
what alternatives'were considered, why- was it chosen
over them, and to what extent waS it a reasonable,
potentially, successful, and cost effective proposal
for meeting the assessed needs (addressed by input
information)?

3. To what extent was the program plan implemented, and
how and for what reasons did it have to be modified
(addressed by process information)?

4. What resultsposildve and negative as well as in:.
tended and unintendedwere observed, how id the

mevarious stakeholders judge the worth and it of
:the outcomes, and to what extent were the eeds of

the target population met (product information)?
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DECISION MAKING
(formative
orientation)

ACCOUNTABILITY
2 (summative

orientation) .

CONTEXT

EVALUATION TYPES

INPUT PROCESS PRODUCT

Guidance for
choice of
objectives and
assignment of
priorities

1

Guidance for
choice of program
strategy

Input for spécifi-
cation.of procedural
design

Guidance for
implementation

Guidance for
termination,

e continuation,
modification,
or,installation

.

Record of Record of chosen Record of the Record of
objectives and strategy and actual process attainments and
bases for their

,

choice along
design and
reasons for their

recycling
decisions

with a record of choice over other
needs, opportun-
ities, and

alternatives ,
.

problems
7---\ .

Table 2: The Relevance of-Four Evaluation' Types
to Decision Making and Accountability
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3. How should the CIPP Model be operationalized in the context of
improving teacher education prograie

If the CIPP Model is. to,be of use to teacher educators, they will

need to convert its concepts into actions. I'll try to help move us in

this direction by explicating context/ input, process, and product

evaluation and by citing techniques ,or processes that I see as

particularly mseful in each of iihese types of evaluation. Then I will

discuss the general problems inVolved in designing any particular study.

Table 3 has been provided.toassist fn explicating each of the four

types of evaluation. It defineS context, input, process% and product

evaluation in relation to their objectives, methods, and uses.

Context Evaluation

As I have already indicated, the primary orientation of d context

evaluation is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of A-iallgrami and

to provide direction for improvement. The main objectives of this type

of study are to assess the program's overall status, to identify its

defidencies, to inventory the strengths at hand that could be used to

remedy the deficiencies, to diagnose problems Whose solution would

improve the program and, in general, to characterize the program's

environment. Incidentally, .the Erly paper includes an excellent

portrayal of the current difficult context of teacher education in

general. A context evaluation is also aiied at examining whether

existing goals, priorities, and defined competencies are attuned to the

needs of the schools being served, the students being taught, and the

teacher education faculty who have a continuing need for staff

development. Whatever the fOcal program (or part of a program), the

results of a context evaluation should provide a sound basis for

-adjusting (or establishing) goals, priorities, and competency

statements, and for targeting needed changes.

8 The methodology of a context evaluation may involve'a variety of

measurements of the program of interest and various types of analysis.

A usual starting point is to interview the clients of the study (e.g.,

university administrators and faculty members) in order to obtain their

perceptf4ps of strengths, weaknesses, and problems. Hearings, community
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OBJECTIVE

RELATION 10
DECISION-
MAKING IN 1HE
CHANGE PROCESS

_

CONTEXTOVALUATION

....

INPUT EVALUATION PROCESS EVALUATION PROOUCT EVALUATION

.

To define the institutional
context; to Identify the
target population 6 asses%
their needs. to Identify op-
portunities for addressing
the needs, to diagnose pro-
blems underlying the neidi

..

To identify 6 assess
system ca abilities.

To identify orpredict.
46 process, defects in
the proceduriT-KiTgn
or Its Implementation,

to provide Information
for the preprogrammed
decisions, and to
record 6 Judge proce-
dural- events 6
activities.

_.

To collect descriptions
6 judgments of outcomes
6 to relate them to
objectives 6 to context,
Input. 6 process infor-
motion. 1. to interpret
their worth 6 merit.

.

ilfifilai wit program

strategies, proce-
dural _dialog for I.
plementing the strat-
egles, budgets, 6
schedules.

',,!

I-to Judge whether proposed
objectives are sufficiently
responsive to the assessed
needs.

,

By using such methods as

system analysis, survey,
document review, hearings.
interviews, diagnostic
tests. 6 the Delphi
technique.

.

By inventorying A
analyzing available
human 6 material re-
sources, solution
strategies. 6 proce-
dural designs for
relevance, feasi-
bility 6 economy.
And by using such
methods as literature
seakh, visits to
' exemplary programs.
advocate teams. C
pilot trials.

-

ey monitoring the acti-
vity's potential pro-
cedural barriers 6 re-
maining alert to unan-

ticipated ones, by ob-
tabling specified in-
formation for programmed
decisions, by describing
the actual process. 6 by
continually interacting
with. I observing the
activitles of project
staff.

.

By defining operationally
6 measuring outcome
criteria, by collecting
judgements of outcomes

from stakeholders. 6 by
performing both quell-
tative 6 quantitative
analyses.

.

For deciding upon the set-

ting to be served, the gogs
iisociated with meeting
needs Or using opportunieles.
8 the objectirs associated
with salvTig priblems. 1.e.,
(or planning needed changes.
And Ea pi64ide a basis for
Judging outcomes,

. , .

For selecting sources

of ,suoport, soifliiiiii

irrifeiTii, I proce-
dUral-de'qgns. 1...,

for structurtng change

For !Implementing end
For deciding to continue,refiolog-ifii-iiogram

aiiifiiiinairocdUre.

i.e., for effecting
process control. And

terminate. modify. or re-
rocus a change activity.
EFL present a clear
record of effects
(intended 6 unintended,
positive 6 negative).

acti;Il1iii7 And to
provide a hash for
bulging implementation,

_

to provide a log of
the actual process
for later use in
interpreting outcomes.
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forums, and further interViews may be conducted to generate additional

hypotheses about what-changes dre needed. These hypotheses may be used

to Construct a survey instrument and it may be administered both to a

carefully defined' sample of stakehelders (e.g., students, school

district administrators, professors, university placeMent officials, and

state certificatiOn officials) and made available more geberally to

anyone who wishes to Provide input, with the analyses of the two sets of

responses kept separate. Existing records (e.g., alumni files, student

grades and test scores, and correspondence from employees) should also

be examined to identify performance patterns and background information;

this recommendation is especially applicable to institutions that

maintain data bases such as those recommended by Roth and Zimpher.

Special diagnostic tests might be devised and administered, especially

in the case of competency-based programs. The papers by Galluzzo aho

Erly iiiggest competency clusters that might be used to conitruct such

tests.. An expert review panel might be engaged to visit, closely

observe, and judge the wortfi and merit of the program; of course

Gardner's paper is of use here. Throughout the study, an advisory

committee, representative of the various stakeholder groups, might be

involved in clarifying the evaluative questions and interpreting the

findings; such a group might assist in overc6;Tng the problem of faculty

acceptance of evaluative findings identified by Sandefur. A

consensus-building technique, such as Delphi, might be used to secure.

agreements among faculty and ad inistrators about priority needs.;-- A

workshop might be conducted to' lp the clients of the evaluati54.to

stUdy and apply the findings. The ou4ome of such a workshop might be a

five year plan such as that projecied by Erly; you may recall his

suggestion that such a plan should: 1) project system needs; 2) project

curriculum d6elopment changes and associated staff development needs;

3) identify student performance deficiencies; 4) project mandated

program requirements and associated staff development needs;. and 5)*

identify what teachers see as their needs.
\

A context evaluation may have a number of constructive uses. It

May provide a means by which a teacher education faculty communicates

with its parent institution tO gain. a shired conception of the program's

strengths and Weaknesses, needs and opportunities, and priority
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problems. It may be used to convince a funding agency that 1! proposed

project is directed at an area Of urgent need or to convtnce the Trarent

institution's central administration that a proposed budget is

justified. It might be vied to forMulate objectivet"far itaff

development and/or curriculum revision. It could be used, to select
. particular program components for priority assistance. IPPI course it

°should Often be used to help students and their advisoh to focus their°

attention on developmental areas where more progress _is needed. Also,

it could be usea to help decide how to tut programs, hopefully to helvi

teacher education program get stronger while getting smaller.

Periodically, such a study would be used.to help a program.jOstify its
-..

application for accreditation and when indicated, to target the areas

where improvements are needed.

I see these .as the major instances of thow a context evaluation

could astiit individuals and'groups *to set priorities for improvement

efforts. Another use may come later, if there is 'i need to assess and

demonstrate what has been accomplished through an improVement project.

This is especially the case when a 'program, having previously been

l(i

denied accreditation, reapplies4 ,One basit"

?I

judging the outcomes of

a program improvement effort is by.assessing wh ther they are adequately

responsive to the needsjthat we.re identified through the previous
context evaluation. -1117general,- ntext evaluation records are a

pertinent means by which the faculty of a teacher education program can

defend and/or adjust the efficaty of iheir goalS and priorittes.

Input Evaluation

The main orientation of an input evaluation'is to help prescribe a

program by which to bring about needed changes. It does this by
searching out and critically examining potentially relevant approaches.

Unless I missed it at the syMposium, discussion of this crucial type of

--evaluation was lacking and, eVen though Galluzzo's model ostensibly is
based on the*, CIPP Model, his paper essentially ommitted input

evaluation.. In my view, a!' input evaluation is a crucial precursor of
the .success, failure, and efficienct 'of a change effort. 'Change

projects are constrained by initial decisions about how resources will
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be allocated, d i potentially effective solution to, a, problem will,

have no qe1.4 lipli ity,of impact if a teacher education faculty ooes not at

1
, least id6t0 ,1 if it and assess its merits when they are planning their

A.*

1 fbange project. _ r

Essentially, an input evaluation should identify and rate relevant

approaches (including the one[s] already operating in the main program

of interest) and assist in_explicating and "shaking.down" the one that
i

is chosen for installation or continuation. It should also search the

environment of the teacher education program for barriers, constraints,

and potentially available resources that ought 0 be considered in the

process of'activating the program. The overall intent of an input

evaluation, in the context of teacher education, is to help the faculty

and- administration consider alternative program strategies in the

context of their needs and environmental Orcumstances and to evolve a

plan that will work for them; another important function,is to helt_them

avoid the wasteful practice of pursuing proposed innovationeNhat

predictably would fail or at least waste resources. Sample inputs,

i.e., program elements, include increased field experiences, extended

student teaching, more hours in general studies course work, federal or

state mandated changes in curriculum 1(e.g., P.1. 94-42), maipstreaming'

and multicultural'education.

The methods involved may be described in a series of stages:,

although there is no set sequence of steps for conducting an input

evaluation. One might begin by reviewitithe state of practice with

respect to meeting the specified needs; this could be done by reviewing
f

relevant literature, visiting exemplary programs, consulting experts and

o reprpentatives of the state department of eduCation, querying pertinent

infOrmation services, and, of course, inviting proposal*. from the

(involved faculty. This information might be.organized in a special

Planning room and Subjected to indepth investjgation b3)'a special study

group. Their investigation might be conducted over a period of time

through a 'special decision seminar. "This group might use the

information to assep whether potentially acceptable solution strategies

exiSt. In addition, they might rate premising approaches for potential

effectiveness and feasibility; and advise their'fellow faculty members

and their administratorS about whether to seek a novel solution'. If an
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innovation is to be sought, the seminar group might assist the faculty
and acministration to define criteria to be met by 1the innovation,

structure a request for proposal, obtain competing proposals, and tate
them for potential effectiveness and feasibility. Subsequently, the
study group might analyze and rank the potentially acceOtable,proposals

and suggest how tiieir best features could be combined. In addition, the
team might conducta tgpe of hearing in which faculty members and
administrators are ,invited to express concerns and lo give their

4e realistic appraisal of the resource- problems, political 1barriers, etc._
that need to be dealt with in the process of installing he solution.

Finally, the seminar group' might prepare a plan, laying out both short-

ran§e-and long-range recommendations, for implementation of the proposed
strategy.

The Advocacy Team Technique is a relatively new procedure for
;)-- conducting input evaluation that deserves special mention. This

technique is especially applicable in, situations where appropriate

program strategies-that have been demonstrated to help meet needs
similar to those in question are,not available. Two or more teams of.

persons with applicable expertise and experience are convened; they are4

given the context evaluatilm. results and the'objectives for which a'
program ,is needed, provided specifications' for designing a prograiiC, 9

proposal, and oriented tO the criteria by which.the competing responses
t,will be judged. The teams Competitively prepare their proposals, but in

isolation from each Other. Their reports are rated by an appropriately'

qUalified panel and/or pilot testedin adcordance with pre-established
critetia. .Subsequent steps involve, members of, the user stem in

operationalizing the winning strategy or combining and opera4tel izing
.the best features of the two or more competing strategies. 'Advantages

. ,of the Advocacy Team Technique are that it,proyides 1) an explicit

procedure for generating and assessing competing program strategies; 2)0

an explicit.Acountability record of. why a particular solution Strategy
,

was selected; ,3) a forum that exploits bias arid competition in a

constructive search for alternatives; and 4) a means of involving

personnel from the adopting system, either as advocacy teRein members,.or

as members of the teiM that performs the convergence and operational-

ization of actiVities following the linking of the competing strategies.
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Additonal information, inclu ing a technical Manual and results of five

field tests of the technique, is available in a doctoral dissertation by
,

Diane Reinhard (1972).

Input evaluations have a number of applications. A chief one is in

preparing a proposal for submission to.a funding agency or a program's

policy board. Another is to assess one's existtng program--whether or

not it seems to be working--against what is being done elsewhere and

proposed in the literature. Input evaluations may be used to prepare

plans for overcoming deficiencies reported by accrediting teams.

Another use is to provide a structure and forum by which historically

antagonisticgroups can reach agreement on some course of action. In

addition, the records from an input evaluation study heip decision

makers to be accountable for their choice of one course of action above

other possibilitieS.

Process Evaldation

In essence, a process evaluation is an ongoing check on the

implementation of a plah. One objective is to provide feedback to

managers and staff bout the extent to which the program activities are

being carried out s planned, are using the available resources in an

efficient manner, a d are on schedule. Another is to provide guidance

for modifying or explicating the plan as needed, since not all aspec s

of a plan can be determined in advance, and- since some of the initial

decisions may later prove to be hawed. Still another objective is

periodically to assess the extent to which program participants accept

and are able to carry out their-roles. Finally, a process evaluation

should provide an extensive record of the progam that was actually

implemented, how it compared to what was intended, a full account of the

variods costs incurred,in carrying it out, and overall how observers and

participants judged the quality of the effort.

The key to a sound process evaluation is the process evaluator.

More often than not, a_program staff's failure' to obtain gutdance for

implementation and to document their activities is due to a failure to

assign anyonesto do this work. Erroneously, it is too often assumed

that the department chairperson and faculty can and will do an adequate
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job of process evaluation as a normal part,of their assignments. While

some review and documentation can be done throuV11 routine activities,

such'as faculty meetings, these are not a sufficient means of peeting

the requirements of a sound process evaluation. In my experience, these

requirements can be met well only by assigning one or more peisons to

provide ongoing review, feedback, and documentation.

The ptocess evaluatormill find that there is much work to,be done.
The ollOwing scenario is provided_as an illustration of whtt he might
do. Initially, the process evaluator could-review the prwam plan and
any prior evaluation on which it isimsed to identi.6 important aSpects

of the program that should be monitored. Some examples that might be

identified are faculty development workshdOs, recruitment materials and
procedures proficiency testing, advising of students, tutoring
services, faculty planning, classroom'instruction, fteIdiexperience, and

placement services. Oalluzzo, in his discussion of'process evaluation,
recommended espectally that students and faculty be asked to

characterize their experiences in the program, to help identify the

reasons why some students drop out or transfer, and to offer judgments

about the value of the program offerings and the quality of instruction.

As another means of identifying'what, should be looked atAhe evaluator
might form an advisory group, broadly representative of program
participants, and periodically ask them to identify concerns and

questions that should be addressed. Other questions of relevance will

occur to the evaluator as he observes program activities.

With questions and concetni in mind, such as those mentioned above,

the process evaluator could develop a general schedules of data

collection activities and begin carrying them out.. Initially, these
should probably be as unobtrusive as possible in order not to threaten

program staff or get in their way. Subsequently, aA rapport is

developed, the process evaluator cah use a more structuyed approach. At
the outset, the process evaluator might try to get an overview of how
the program is operating by visiting and observing centers of activity,
reviewing program documents, attending faculty meetings, and

'interviewing key partictpants. He then coudyprepare a bilef report
that summarizes his data collection plan, reviews what he has learned,

and points out what he sees 6s key issues. He then could present this
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report atta, faculty meeting and invite the faculty chairperson to lead a

discusMon of it and to use it for program revision as he and his'

faculty see fit,.Latet in the'meeting, the process evaluator cduld

review with the faculty his plans for fdrther data collection and a

subsequent report. He could ask for their reaCtions about-what feedback

would be most useful at a subsequent meeting,,also their suggestions

about how ;to best obtain certain items of information,
4

observations, faculty kept diaries, interviews, or questionnaires. On

the basis of feedback from the faculty, the evaluator would schedule

future feedback sessions, 9ddify the data collection plan as

appropriate, and proceed'accordiAly. He shouid"continually demonstrate

thatthe main purpose of process evaluation is to assfit tfie faculty in

carrying odt their program, through a kind of quality assurance process.

Throughout this interactive process; the 'evaluator should periodically

prepare and file reports , on his atrception of the extent that the

iirogram plan has been implemented. He-shoufd describe main deviations

froff the plan, and should make special ndte of variation within the

program concerning how different persons and subgroups are.carrying out

the plan,. He should also characterize"the ongoing planning activity and

trace the evolution of the basic plan on which the program is based.

The main use of process evaluation is to obtain feedback that can

aid staff to carry out a program as it was planned, or, if the plan is

found to be seriously f4_joinodify it as needed. Some managers see

regu)arly sCheduled process evailuation feedback sessions as a means of

keeping staff "on their toes", and-abreast of their responsibilities.

Process evaluation records are also useful for accountability, since

funding agencies, policy boards, accrediting agencies, and constituents

typically want to know whether grantees did whatthey proposed or had

been ,charged to do. Process evaluations can also help external

audiences to learn-what was done in the program in case) they want to

conduct a similar one. And a process evaluation is a 4ital source of

informatiqn ,for interpreting product evaluation results, since in

considering why program outcomes turned out as they did one would want

to,know'what was actually done in carrying out the program; in this

resOect, process"evaluation,. in addition to promoting improvement and
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supporting alcountability,' also fo'sters understanding of teacher

education.

11.

Product Evaluation

The purpose of a product evaluation is to measure, interpret, and

judge the attainments of a* program. Feedback about what is beigg
achieved is important both during a program cycle 'ind at its conclusion.

Also, as illustrated by Borich's paper on follow tip :studies, product

evalUation often should be extended to assess long-term effects. The

main objectiyelof a product evaluation is to ascertain the extent tO

which the -program has helped to meet the needs of the groups it is

intended to serve, e.g., teacher trainees, schools, and the society at

large. In addition, a product evaluation should look broadly at the

effects of the program, including intended and unintended effects and

'positive and negative outcomes. A product evaluation should gatherand.

analyze judgments of the program's success from a broad range of peopled/

associated with the program, ' e.g., students, instructors,

administrators, 16mployers, accreditation officials, and visiting
experts. Sometimes it should compare the outcomes of the program under

study with those of alternative programs. Frequently, the client wants

to know how the attainments compare to previously stated objectives or

designed coMpetencies. Also, usually it is quite important to offer

interpretations of the extent that failure to achieve objectives, meet

needs, or satisfy competencies was correlated with a failure to

implement the program plan; here again we see the importance of Twocess

'evaluation records. In today's difficult economy,, clients are also

acutely concerned about the extent to which the outcomes are worth more

than the cost of attaining them. Finally, a product evaluation usually

should view outcomes from several vantage points: in the aggregate, by

subgroupings of program recipients who might be differentiated by needs

and services received, and sometimes by individuals. An outcome

associated with an individual may be classified as a success or failure

depending on whether it has satisfied a diagnosed need 'of the

individual; such product evaluation at the level of individuals also

allows aggregation across individuals to get ah overall index of the



extent to which the program has succeeded in -meeting the collective and

differential needs.of individuals.

As illustrated by the range of product evaluation-oriented models

presented at the symposium there is no set'algorithm for conducting a

product evaluation, but .,:there are many applicable methods. The

following 'scenario 'is intended to illustrate the range of techniques

that might be employed. In general, a combination of techniques should

.he used. to obtain a dbgerehensive view of ef4cts and to provide

crosschecks on the various Ntdings.

The prOduct evaluators might begin by assessing performance in

relation to some previously chosen standard. Such assessments might be

hased on test'performance compared to i profile of previously assessed

needs, pretest performance, selected norms, specified competencies, or

the performance of a comparison group. .The teits used might be

published objective tests, specially made criterion referenced tests, or

appilied performance tests (see Sandei's, 1977). Performance assessments

might also be based op ratings of performance by observers, instructors,

employers, and/or program recipients themselves.. And, experts might

assess work products and compare them to prevfously developed needs

profiles for the program recipients who próduied them.

Borich provided focused, technical advice for conducting three

types of studies to follow up graduates. Each is based on prestated

competencies, and specific steps are listed. These are excellent as

technical recommendations to evaluators.of competency-based programs,

but, in isolation each would yield a much too narrow range of

information to constitute an adequate product evaluation.

In order to assess performance beyond that related to intended

outcomes, evaluators need to make an extensive search for unanticipated

outtomes, both positive and negative. They might conduct hearings or

group interviews to generate hypotheses about Dthe full range of

outcomes, andfollow these uP with clintcal investigations intended to

confirm or disdonfirm the hypothese_. They might conduct case studies

of the experiences of a carefully .selected sample of participants in

order to-44nain an indepth view of the effects, of the program. They

might survey, via telephone or mail, a sample of participants to submit
'

concrete examples, e.g., pieces they have written of how the project has
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influenced their work. They might engage observers to view the

performance of program and comparison groups in regular settings and to

develop and validate tests that distinguish between their performance

and thus give a view of the unique contributions of the program, pro and

con (see Brickell, 1976). They might search out and examine program

outcomes in relation to a comprehensive checklist of outcomes that have

been observed for similar programs. As a final example, *they might

conduct a "jury trial" by which to introduce and examine all available

evidence that reflects on the success or failure of the program (see

Wolf, 1974). /-
Reporting of the product evaluation findings may occur at different

stages. Inteilm reports may be submitted during each program.cycle to

indicate the extent the targeted needs at'e being addressed and met.

End-of-cycle reports may sum up the resultTachieved and interpret them.

in the light of preassessed needs, cosis incurred, and the extent the

plan was carried out. Follow Aripisperts may also be submitted to

indicate what if any long-term impatts can be found. In such reports;

the results might be analyzed in the aggregate, for subgroups, and/or

individuals.

The basic use of a product evaluation is to determine whether a

gillien program is worth continuing, repeating, and/or extending into

other settings. It also should provide-direction for modifying the

program so that it better serves the needs of all members of the target

audience and so that it will become more cost effective. Of course, it

should help potential adopters of the program to decide whether it,

merits their Terious Preduct evaluations have

psychological implications, since b s owing signs of growth and/or

Superiority to competing efforts they reinforce the efforts of both

staff and program recipients; likewise they may dampen enthusiasm when

the results are poor. Product evaluation inforiation is an essential

component of, 4n accountability report, and when'there is evidence of

significant achievement it can aid in securing additional financial and

political -support from the community and funding agehcies. When this

information reveals no important.gains that are warranted by the

asiociated costs, product evaluation can help avoid continued wasteful

investments in the program. Moreover, a record of the results obtained,
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especially in consideration of'the program approach used and Ihe costs

involved, can assist Other .developers to aecide on the wisdom of

pursuing a similar course of action.

The preceding discussion indicates that context, input, process,

and product' evaluation serve unique functions": but that a vmbiotic

relationship exists among them. It further shows that a variety of

methods are applicable to each type of evaluation. But it doesn't deal

with the evaluator's practical problem in deciding which methods to

employ in a particular study.

Designing Evaluations

To guide the implementation of an evaluation--whether context,

input, process, or product evaluation (or some combination)--teacher

educators obviously need to desig0he work to be done. This involves

preparing the preliminary pla4e and subsequently modifying and

explicating theM as the evaluation proceeds. These ,plans must deal with

a wide range; of choices pertaining to the conduct of the evaluation,

e.g., the key audiences and questions; the program or project to be

assessed; whether a context, input, process, and/or productevaluation

is indicated; the timing and location of the evaluation; the extent and
-

nature of controls to be imposed; the contrasts to be made; the sources

of needed information; the methods; instruments and schedule for data

collection; the fbrmats and procedures for labeling, storing, and

retrieving information; the methods of analysis and interpretation;

provisions for communicating findings; and criteria Eigarrangements for

assessing the evaluation results. Decisions aboiti7tsuch evaluation

activities form the basis for contracting and financlng the evaluation

work, working out protocol with the involved institutions, staffing the

evaluation, and scheduling and piding staff activities.

We might wish that evaluators could finalize design decisions at

the outset, ahd then follow them precisely. However, the dynamicjand

interactive qualities of many evaluations, plus their service

orientation make difficult, if not impossible, the accurate, long-range

projection of specific information needs. Consequently, technical plans

for data collection and nalysis, made.prior to the'start of a study,
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often are base(' on erroneous assumptions and found later 'to be

inappropriate or incomplete. Rigid adherence to the original evaluation

designespecially if it had been Aiefined in specific terMsoften would

detract greatly from the utility of the study by directing it to the

wrong questions, basing it on an inappropriate set of assumptions,

and/or convincing members of the audience that the evaluator has an

ivory tower orientation.

Hence, those charged with planning evaluations are faced with a

dilemma. On the one hand they need to cdrefully plan their evaluation

activities"so that they can carry them out ,efficiently and with an

acceptable amount of rigor, and convince their clients that they know

what they are doing. On the other hand, they need to' approach the

design of evaluation studies Ilexibly and provide for periodically

reviewing and .otheivise modifying the design so that the evaluation

remains responsive to the needs of the audiences. This dilemma is

especially troublesome to evaluators, since clients often expect or

demand up4ront technical, designs and later become disenchanted with

rigid adherence to the original design if it yields much information

that is no longer perceived as useful. The client often perceives that

somehow the evaluator should have been smarter in projectingainformation

needs, and more skilled, in planning the data collection activities.

To address this dilemma evaluators must view design as a process,

not a product; and` they need to getj their clients to do likewise.

Evaluation goals and procedUtes should'be sketched in advanced, but

periodically they should be reviewed, revised, expanded, and

operationalized. Fundamentally, this process should be guided by a

defensible view of what constitutes sound evaluation, by a sensitivity

to factors in the real world which often interfere with evaluation work,

and by ongoing communication, about the pertinence .and adequacy of the

design, between the evaluators and their audiences.

At the outset of the process, I believe it is important to listen

and probe. Who are,the primary clients? What do they want from the,

evaluation? Why? What type(s) of evaluation (context, input, process,

product) would be most responsive? How do the clients think the

evaluation should be conducted? What time line 4o they have in mind?

Who do they see as the main audience? Who might "get hurt" as a
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consequence of1 the evaluation? Why? Whose cooperation will be

essential? What information already exists? What's the relevant

history? Realistically% what positive benefits from the evaluation

could be expected? What deleterious effects are real possibilities, and

how could they be avoided? What qualifications are required to do the

job?, etc. Whenever there is a choice, those considering doing an

evaluation..should pursue questions like these before agreeing that an

evaluation should be done or that they are the right persons to do it.

Assuming a positive decision to gg ahead, the designated evaluator

should sketch an overall plan. This plan should take into account what

the evaluator has learned about the setting and particular needs for the

evaluation, and it should conform to generally accepted 'standards of

-Asound evaluation. In addition, il should speak, at least in a general
t

way, to the full range of tasks to bequone.

Table 4 provides a general outline of the points to be addressed in

an evaluation design. These points are applicable when developing the

initial design or later when revising, or explicating it. Of course,

they serve only as general indications of the detailed information that

eventually must be provided to flesh out and operationalize Ihe design.

The formulation of the design requires that the client and those

engaged to do the evaluation collaborate, from the outset; when they

must agree on a charge. The client needs to identify the object, e.g.,

the program to be evaluated, and the evaluator can help by guiding the

client to define clear and realistic boundaries around what will be

looked at. The client is a prime source for identifying the various

groups with potential interest in the study; but the evaluator also

needs to touch base with the potential audiences and think about the

evaluation within the relevant social context in order to identify the

full range of legitimate audiences. The client and other audiences need

to identify the purpose of the study, i.e., indicate what information

they need and how they plan to use it, and the evaluator needs td pursue

clarifying questions in order to sort out different (perhaps

conflicting) purposes and to get the client to assign priorities. The

evaluator needs to indicate what general type(s) of study (e.g.,

context, input, procesi, and/or product) seems needed, and the client

should confirm this general choice or help to modify it. In rounding
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TABLE 4

Outline for Documenting Evaluation Designs

Review of the Charge,

Definition of the object of the evaluation
Identification of the client and audiences
Purpose(s) of the evaluition
Type of evaluation (e.g., context, input, process, or product)

to be employed

Principles of sound evaluation (i.e., standards) to be
observed

Plan for Obtaining Information

The general strategy (e.g., survey7 case study, field experiment,

i:

or site vis ation)
.

Working assump ions to guide measurement, analysis, and interpretation
. Collection of N formation (i.e., sampling, iniirumentation, and

data collection)
Organization of information (i.e., coding, filing, and retrieving)
Analysis of information (both qualitative and quantitative)

,

Interpretation of findings (e.g., against needs, objectives, values,
or other programs) ,

Plan for Reporting the Results

Preparation of reports
Dissemination of reports
Provision for follow-up activities to promote impact of the evaluation

Plan for Administering theStudv

Summarization of the evaluation schedule
Plan for meeting staff and resource requirements
Provision for metaevaluation
Provision or periodic updating of the evaluation design
Budget

- Memorandum of agreement or contract
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out the charge, the evaluator needs to make clear that the eValuation

will
tbe conditioned to meet a certain set of stanaards, and the client

should be asked to help select and assign priorities to the applicable

standards.

Basically, the plan for obtaining information should be worked out

by the evaluator, but it should be subjected to careful review by, the

client and modified accordingly. The evaluator should provide an

overview of the general strategy to be employed (e.g., survey, case

study, site visitation, advocacy teams, goal-free search for effects,

adversary hearilgs, or field experiment), and technical plans _for

collecting, organizing, and analyzing the needed inlormation. While the

clients should at least react to the technical plans, they should exert

a major influence in. deciding how the findings will be interpreted

(e.g., against objectives, against the results of prior needs

assessments, based on the evaluator's professional judgment, or through

some type of formal group process). The evaluator and client should

anticipate that the plan for obtaining information will likely change

and expand during the course of the evaluation, as new audiences are

identified and information requirements change.

The part of the evaluation design devoted 'to reporting results

should be geared to promote utilization. The client and audience shoUld

be involyed in projecting the contents and timing of needed reports.

They should also assist in planning how the results will be disseminated

(i.e., organized, displayed, delivered, reviewed, revised, and

documented for later use). Moreover, the client and evaluator should

seriously consider whether the evaluator might play an important

rolp--beyond the delivery of the final report--in helping the client and

audience to apply the findings to their work: Overall, the plan for

reporting should be directed taf promote impact through whatever means

seem appropriate (e.g., oral reports and hearings, multiple reports

targeted to specified audiences, press releaies, socio-dramas to portray

and explore the findings, and workshops aimed at applying the findings).
(

The final part of the design, the plan for administering the study,

is oriented towards operationalizing the conceptual and technical plans.

The evaluator needs to identify and schedule the evaluation tasks,

consistent with th'e lient's needs and in consideration of the relevant
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practical constraints. Staff who carry out the evaluation work and

speciat resources (such as office space and data processing facilities)

need.to be identified; and'the client needs to assure that the proposed

personnel have the. neCessary level of credibility as viewed by the

audiences. The evaluator and client need to agree on how the evaluation

plans,- processes, and reports will be apsessed against the agreed upon

standafds. They also should agree on a mechanism by wfirich periodically

to review, update, and document the evolving evaluation design. They

need to lay out a-realistic budget. And, in my view, they should

summarize and formalize thetr general agreements about the ford] and

functionof the evaluation in a Memorandum of agreement or a contracto,,

The foregoing discussion of Table 4 has been necessarily general;

but it indicates that designing an evaluation is a complex and ongoing

task. It recommends continued collaboration between evaluator,,client,

and other audiences; and it emphasizes the imPortance of evolving the

evaluation design in order to serve emerging information requirements.

Also, It emphasizes the need to maintain professional integrity in the

evaluation work.

'ConcluSion

'. The Bible illustrates the hazzards of affluence by satiating that it

is easier for a rich man to pass through the eye of a needle than to

enter heaven. Likewise, it may be easier for professors to give up

their 'academic freedom than willingly submit their programs to

evaluation. Or, to paraphrase Edgar Dale, all one has to do to evaluate

a higher educatiOn program is to convince every involved Professor to

withhold his or her pocket veto. Surely, anyone who has ever tried to

evaluate a higher education program can attest to the difficulties

involved.

But the symposium for which this paper was written is testimony

that progress is being made, albeit slow. The working papers presented

at the ,meetings evidence careful thinking about the problems of

evaluating teacher education, as well as some concrete field

experiences. Moreover, the ensuing discussionyvidenced a commitment

from many sectors for improving evaluations of teacher education.. What
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appears to be a heightened interest in evaluating teacher education)

perhaps, may best be understood in terms of this field's curl.ent

troubled context. I think Maurice Erly made this relation'Ship very

clear. It is always easier to evaluate when one's future otherwise

appears to be in jeopardy.

For those who are committed to the position that evaluation is a

fundanieetally important concomitant of improvement, this is a good time

aggressively to promote sound evaluation work. The field has a

readiness to accept anything that will foster quality, efficiency, and

public tredibflity. And, I believe that sound evaluation potentially

offers substantial assistance here. I have, therefore, welcomed the

opportunity to explore with leaders in the field of teacher educqion

pos'siblrways of advancing the practice of "teacher education

evaluation." %

This paper is based on the position that the most important purpose

of evaluation is not to prove but to improve. We cannot make our

teacher e cat on programs work better unless we know where they are

weak d strong and unless we becomePaware of better approaches. We

cannot be sure that our goals, priorities, and defined competenCles are

worthy unless we can match them to the neeils of the studentts and schools

they are intended to serve. We cannot plan effectiv6ly if we are

unaware of options and their relative merits.. And, we cannot convince

our constituents that we have ,done good work and deserve continued

support unless we can show them evidence_that we have done what we

promised and have priduced beneficial results. ForatheseCie0 other

reasons, teacher educators must subj-ect their work to competent

evaluation. It must help them sort Out the good from the bad, point the

way to needed improvements, be accountable to their tponsors and

clients; and, in general, promote a better understanding of teaChing end

teacher education.

This paper has placed highest priority on the improvement function

of teacher education evaluation. It has proposed a detailed definition

of evaluation and extended this definition to show how eyaluationtcan he

used toluide improvement efforts and serve accountability needs. The

core crcepts of context, input, process, and product evaluation were

defined in some' de ail and related to teacher education. Finally,
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general _guidelines for-designing evaluation studies were "provided.'

Overall, this paper is a Rartial resOonse to ,three of the important

questions about evaluattn of teacher education thatvere raised in the
symposium.. I hope the paper will help stimulate further discussion and

increased efforts to,improve. teacher education through evaluation.. I

will welcome-feedback from such efforts.
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Proposing future directions for program evaluation efforts in
teacher education or, at the very least, speculating about those
directions may be analogous to suggesting where, how, and when a group
of interested fishermen might go fishing. The possible membership in
such a fishing group ranges from those interested in catching sunfish to
hearty souls determined to land a swordfish. It may even be questioned

whether all agree on the purpose of the trip; is it actually to catch
fish 'or simply to enjoy the process of fishing? The discussion and
planning of such a trip becomes even increasingly more complex when
"expert fishermen," reflecting a varietyv of interests, attempt to
discuss where they should fish, the appropriate bait and tackle,
equipment needed, and how the success of the fishing trip might be
judged.

Comparing this analogy to the state of program evaluation in

teacher education reveals some striking similarities. Numerbus "expert
fishermen" have been discussing the "trip" for quite some time; and,
while general agreement,appears to.exist regarding the value of such a
venture, beyond this point agreement dissipates rapidly. The
fundamental question of the purpose for e4aluation, i.e.,

accountability, decision-facilitation, br both, remains a point of
debate. Beyond this, difference's continue to exist as to which model,

instruments,.approaches, audiences, and so forth are of major concern

if

and focus. Thus, any attempt to de)ineate future directions must
reflect the recognition that aifferences continue to exist, but that
some common threads have emergzi from previdus efforts. An examination
of ihese common elements appears to be in order before postulating on
future directions.
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Elements of Agreement

First, without question, those who have been inVolved'and

interested in.program evetation efforts believe that these efforts are

both valuable and necessary. In addition, most believe that ihese

efforts should have some impact on the design and delivery of teacher

preparation programs. Roth (1982) stated "the most important reason

[for conducting program evaluation] should be in order to improve

programs and the quality of its graduates." Galluzzo (1982) concurred

when he-stated the role of program evaluation should be "to create and

stimulate critical discussion about the goals and objectives of a

teacher education program," But, despite the parceived need for

evaluation and the belief that evaluation should have an impact on

programs, one wonders if this premise has been internalized by any

others outside of those who are, by virtue of their position, directly

interested in or responsible for evaluation.. Thus, though we may be

enthusiastic about this trip,At may be of little interest to others.

A second commonality which appears to exist is the conclusion that

-ample evaluation models are available and adequate.knowledge exists with

regard to their implementation (Leary, 1982). From the earliest model

(Sandefur, 1970) to those presented at the spring symposium (Craig,

1982; Galluzzo, 1982), it is evident that what we know about evaluation

can be translated into a multitude of evaluation models. However, it

remains unclear as to whether the assumptions underlying program

evaluation models are as well.delineated as those of the well-documented

research designs in education. In educational research, it is much

easier to recognize that when given certain conditidns a particular

design is most appropriate. In the area of program evaluation, it does
.

not appear clear that, for example, model A, effectively implemented at

X, can be implemented at Y, or perhaps more importantly, if it is even

appropriate at Y. Whether or not a "generic" model exists which is

applicable in the vast majority of settings or if, in reality, models or

designs must Oe institutionally specific, remains.an important questiOn.

Even if we concur on where we are going, appropriate bait, tackle, and

equipment,remains debatable.'

AP, -
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Both Borich and Stufflebeam have.stressed another element onmhich

it appears that agreement exiSts; namely, teacher preparation programs

are implemented by people within varying program structures. Thus, the

.alternation of programs or structures ultimately means change for

individu;ls. While the process of change has been researched and

described (Hall, George &,Rutherford, 1977) and while the change protess

in institutions of higher education (IHE) appears to be similar (Hall,

Loucks, George, Lawrence, Sharp, & Schmid, 1978), it is much less clear

what change strategies or interventiOns are effective in IHE4s. While

Borich has described the need to develop program "ownership" and

Stufflebeam referred to the "institutionalization" of evaluation, both

, stressed the importance of significantlY inIfolving people in the change

process. Thus, while it is recognized that both external and internal

pressures exist which both promote and restrain program evaluation and

change, the internal resistance to both evaluation and change may be far

more important than has been previously addressed.

Finally, as noted by virtually all of the authors, but particularly

evident in Smith's paper, the evaluation of teacher education programs

must address multiple variables in multiple settings which may have

multiple purposes. When one begins .1ttempting to define a teacher

/ education program (T.E.P.), the complexity of the task, in and of
. itself, is enormous. In any given institution consideration must be

given to identifying ,if a single T.E.P. program exists, if seieral

exist, or if a generic c re exists upon which T.E.P.'s are in fact a

lstries of differentiated o tcomes, a kind of branching effect. In large

institutions, the question 4,"what is the program" becomes even more

complex with multiple sections of courses taught by multiple faculty

members. Thus, while students may taki the same courses, Jt still may

remain debata0011r that they have in fact been through 'the Same

preparation program.

Giveni these conclusions, future directions for evaluation in

teacher education programs appear to be blocked or at the least limited.

While many models exist, a wealth of e luation instrumentsL_reb

approaches are availablerod interest prof sionals perceive a need

to proceed, the moist critical e , namely the professional education

faculty .in the IHE's, has yet to be' convinced of the value and
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importance of program evaluation. Be it an argument of program

ownership, inconvekience, or academic freedom, it remains that few IHE's

internally provideeaningful rewards for development or

program evaluation and change.

Given this admittedly bleak picture, one alternative might be that

it is time to abandon this whole idea of a group fishing trip and Simply

go upori separate vacations. However, I think at this point that would

be unviise. It apliears highly unlikely that pressures for evaluation

will dissipate. Public concern for the quality of education certainly

appears to be increasing rather than decreasing. Demands for

accountability Of preparation programs from state certification agencies

ond profestional organizations are becoming more prevalent and

stringent. In turn, institutions responsible for teacher preparation

have begun to recognize the need for greater and more systematic

attention to be paid to program development and evpluation efforts.

Given that schools need and will increasingly neeh more effective

teachers, then more effective preparation programs will also be needed.

Program evaluation efforts may be able to provide the impetus for the

development of those effective preparation programs. Thus, I* would

propose intensifying rather than abandoning program evaluition efforts

and tomsiderin al alternativedirections.

uture Directions

Teacher educators, particularly those interested in program

evaluation, need to continue the scholarly; debate and communication

regarding what is to be evaluated, why programs should be evaluated, and

who should, pe responsible for and have input into those evaluation

efforts. However, it would appear essential that others become involved

with those questiork Particularly important is the need to communicate

what Its already known to those seeking information or those facing

evaluation requirements. 4h1-11 it may be questionable that such debate

or commUnication. in and of itself will lead to the development of

"ownership" or,the "institutionaliiation" of evaluation efforts, the

change literature would suggest a need to develop "awareness" among a

larger 'audience. Increasing dissemination efforts appears to be

8
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extremely important. With the uncertainty of the future of specifically

focused dissemination centers, new mechanisms need to be considered for

communication.

Beyond increasing awareness and dissemination efforts, a Reed also

exists to provide assispance to those institufions,actually involved or

beginning to be involved in evaluation efforts. AS previously noted,

interested and. experienced evaluators exist, but apparently in a limited

number of institutions. Various alternatives might includd evaTuator

training sessions at grofessional meetings or the development'of a

consultant cadre-available for either institUtional assistance or state/

regional training workshops. While most professional educators have

been tratned in research design, few may possess'program evaluatipn

expertise. Consiberation must be given to identifying various means by

whisch educators may utilize or develop program evaluation skills.

As has been previously noted, it appears that general consensus

exists that ample models are available and that the real question is not

as much one of which model or design to use, but simply how to put a

model in place which will ultimately impact programs. The need to

develop "ownership" of both programs and "evaluation'irTicitical to the

future direction of teacher education.

However, the numerous research efforts regarding the change process

and change implementation have primarily examined public school

education. Much less is known regarding change in higher education.

kinds of leadership styles, strategies, and institutional processes

promote or constrain change need serious study.. Thus,

sideration must be iven toward increasing research and evaluation

efforts which examine the change process in hiper education.

Given that past research has provided substantial evidence

.regarding effective teachers, administrators, and schools, collaborative

efforts to link research, preparation, and practice (Erly, 1982) need to

be pursued. While certainly IHE faculty need to be involved with "real'

world" education, public school personnel need to develop..a better

understanding of what IHE's tan and cannot provide in the preparation of

educational personnel. It may welY emerge that effective teacher

preparation and program evaluation is best accomplished by public
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schools and program preparation institutions having joint

r pons ility.

Developing linkages between preparation programs and'practice is a

difficalt task. Practitioners, already facing multiple time demands,

have more frequently than ever before been unwilling to be involved in

the preparation of teachers. Program evaluation, if approached from a

collaborative effort, may provide the vehicle for linkage. Thus,

further efforts in collaborative evaluation need investigation. 4

1

Consideration must be given to identifYing the important
,

characteristics, structures, and processes which enhance collaboration. ,

Schools and colleges of education have frequently held a less than

highly prestigious posittmwithin, IHE's. Even in those institUtions

which originated as teacher preparation schools and have subsequently
\

moved to college oimniversity status, institutional resource support

for teacher education has often'been very limited. During the past

several decades educators were often faced with heavy teaching and

service loads, with little time left for research or evaluation efforts.

With the decline in enrollments in teacher education programs,

institutions have cut sharply into the already limited resources of

school's and colleges of education. Thus, while many administrators

verbalize the need for and importance of program evaluation efforts, it

remains a low pribrity even Virithin the teacher preparation program

itself. As faculty have come under increasing pressures to pursue

scholarly activity, institutional rewards have been more often directed

toward research and writing than program development and evaluation. If

progr4in evaluation is to impact meaningfully on programs, administrators

must make more than a verbal commitment to its value. Administrator, as

well as faculty members, must develop "ownersh of program evaluation

and "institutionalize" it. This may im y a need for specific

individuals to be identified, held responsible for, and rewarded for

program evaluation efforts. The identification of those administrative
-

characteristics commitments and rewards which facilitate the

"ownership" of programs and the "institutionalization" of evaluation

need to be considered.

7.----/-)_

External pressures for evaluation, be they from state or

rofestional accreditation agencies, have to date been the major impetus

I.
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for program evaluation effOrts. Institutional response to standards for

accreditation has been widely varied, A:often leading to attempts to

1:tighten standards'." Because accreditation is valued more than

systematic program evaluation itself, efforts have been directed toward

simply meeting the standards rather than viewing the value of the

evaluation information relative to the program *self.

Until either program evaluation experts reach consensus on the most

appropriate model and approaches to use or aci.editing agencies

delineate the standards more explicitly, current practices will prevail.

Accrediting agencies really hold a two7edged sword. If institutions do

program evaluation and if that evaluation does indthte program

weaknesses, they face loss of prooaram accreditation. If institutions do

not demonstrate program evaluation efforts, they do not meet the

emluation standards.

However, ity would appear that another alternative is available.

Accrediting agencies should be encouraed to support evaluation

experimentation by institutions without jeopardizing the accreditation

of the programs of those institutions. Institutions med strong
encouragement to test the _models developed, to utilize approaches

previously tried elsewhere, and to work in collaborative efforts.with

other institutions in building a common data base for teacher education

programs. Consideration must be given to identifying support mechanisms

which accrediting agencies might pse to promote program

efforts.

In summary, the future of teacher edudation program evaluation

cannot be focused in a single direction. Rather, it is essential that

efforts be given to movement concurrently in several directions. It is

apparent that, if program evaluation is to impact teacher preparation

programs, it must be encouraged, supported, and rewarded by multiple

audiences. It is also apparent that this encouragement and support will

not develop without active movement by those currently interested and

involved in program evaluation. The next task at hand is for

indivfiduals to determine what directions they are willing to pursue.
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